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INTRODUCTION 
 
The need for a learning module on evaluation has been identified as a priority for both 
researchers and peer reviewers. In response to the myriad of challenges facing the 
health system, both researchers and health system managers are proposing significant 
changes to current clinical, management and public health practice. This requires timely 
and rigorous assessment of current programs and innovations. Evaluation is a useful 
strategy for generating knowledge that can be immediately applied in a specific context, 
and, if certain evaluation approaches are used, can also generate transferable 
knowledge useful to the broader health system. 
 
In addition to the common need for some research proposals to include an evaluation 
component, funders are also initiating funding opportunities that focus on trialing 
innovations and moving knowledge into action. These proposals, by their nature, require 
well-designed robust evaluation plans if useful knowledge is to be gained.  However, 
many researchers (like health system managers) have limited evaluation knowledge and 
skills.   
 
 
PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES OF MODULE 
 
The purpose of this learning module, therefore, is to build knowledge and skill in the 
area of evaluation of health and health research initiatives (including knowledge 
translation initiatives).  
 
Objectives of the module are to: 

a) Build knowledge among both researchers and reviewers of the potential for 
evaluation to support evidence-informed action;  

b) Support development of appropriate evaluation plans required and/or appropriate 
for research funding proposals, and;  

c) Facilitate assessment of evaluation plans by peer and merit reviewers. 
 
 
SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS OF THE MODULE 
 
This learning module will; 

• provide an overview of the scope and potential of evaluation activities;  
• define key concepts and address common misconceptions about evaluation;  
• explore the relationship between evaluation and knowledge translation;  
• provide guidance for selecting the purpose, approach and focus of an evaluation; 

and, 
• identify, and provide guidance for, the key steps in the evaluation planning and 

implementation process.   
 
While it will provide a brief overview of key concepts in evaluation, and is informed by 
various evaluation approaches (theories), the primary purpose of this module is to serve 
as a practical guide for those with research skill but limited experience conducting 
evaluations. While this module focuses on evaluation in the context of health research 
and knowledge translation, it is important to keep in mind that there are multiple 
evaluation approaches, theories and methods appropriate for different contexts.    
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Because of increasing awareness of the benefits of including knowledge users1 as 
partners in many evaluation activities, the module also includes additional guidance for 
those conducting evaluation in collaboration with health system or other partners.   
 
The module does not attempt to address all the important topics in evaluation design 
(e.g. how to minimize and control bias, develop a budget, or implement the evaluation 
plan). This is because the resource is designed for researchers – and it is assumed that 
the readers will be equipped to address these issues. In addition, while the steps in 
designing an evaluation plan are outlined and elaborated, the module does not provide a 
‘template’ that can be applied uniformly to any evaluation. Rather, it provides guidance 
on the process of developing an evaluation plan, as evaluation design requires the 
creative application of evaluation principles to address specific evaluation questions in a 
particular context.  
 
 
HOW THIS MODULE IS ORGANIZED 
 
This module is divided into five sections. Section 1:  Evaluation: A Brief Overview 
provides a short overview of evaluation, addresses common misconceptions, and 
defines key terminology that will be used in the module. This is followed by Section 2, 
Getting started, which provides guidance for the preliminary work that is required in 
planning an evaluation, and Section 3, Designing an Evaluation, which will lead you 
through the steps of developing an evaluation plan.  
 
Section 4, Special Issues in Evaluation discusses some of the ethical, conceptual and 
logistical issues specific to evaluation.  This is followed by Section 5: Resources, which 
includes a glossary, a checklist for evaluation planning and sample evaluation templates. 
 
Throughout the module, concepts will be illustrated with concrete examples – drawn 
from case studies of actual evaluations. While based on real-life evaluations, they have 
been adapted for this module in order to maintain confidentiality. A summary of these 
cases is found on the following page.  

                                                 
1 CIHR defines a knowledge user as “an individual who is likely to be able to use the knowledge generated 
through research to make informed decisions about health policies, programs and/or practices” 
(www.cihr-irsc.gc.ca/e/39033.html#Knowledge-Users). 
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CASE STUDIES USED IN THE MODULE 
 
Case Study 1: Unassigned Patients 
 
A provincial health department contracts for an evaluation of three different models of 
care provided to hospitalized patients who were without a family physician to follow 
their care in hospital (unassigned patients). In addition to wanting to know which 
models ‘work best’ for patients, the province is also interested in an economic 
evaluation, as each of the models has a different payment structure and overall costs 
are not clear.  
 

 
 
Case Study 2: Computerized Decision Support 
 
There is a decision to pilot a commercially developed software program that will 
combine computerized order entry and physician decision support for test ordering. The 
decision-support module is based on evidence-based guidelines adopted by a national 
medical association. Funders require an evaluation of the pilot, as there is an intention 
to extend use across the region and into other jurisdictions if the results of the 
evaluation demonstrate that this is warranted. 
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SECTION 1: EVALUATION: A BRIEF OVERVIEW 

The current field of evaluation has emerged from different roots, overall purposes and 
disciplines, and includes many different “approaches” (theories and models). Various 
authors define evaluation differently, categorize types of evaluation differently, 
emphasize diverse aspects of evaluation theory and practice, and (because of different 
conceptual frameworks) use terms in very different ways.  
 
This section will touch on some of the various approaches to evaluation and highlight 
some differences between them. However, the focus of the module is to provide a 
practical guide for those with research experience, but perhaps limited exposure to 
evaluation. There are a myriad of evaluation handbooks and resources available on the 
internet sponsored by evaluation organizations, specific associations and individuals. 
Both the evaluation approaches used and the quality and usefulness of these resources 
vary significantly (Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, 2004). While there are excellent 
resources (many of which offer the benefit of framing evaluation for a specific sector or 
issue); far too many evaluation guides offer formulistic approaches to evaluation – a 
template to guide the uninitiated.  
 
This is not the approach taken here. Rather than provide a template that can be applied 
to any initiative, this module aims to provide the necessary background that will equip 
those with a research background to understand the concepts and alternatives related to 
evaluation, and to creatively apply these to a specific evaluation activity.  
 
Similarities and Differences between Research and Evaluation 
 
The similarities and differences between research and evaluation have long been the 
subject of intense debate: there are diverse and often conflicting perspectives (Levin-
Rozalis, 2003). It is argued by some that evaluation and research are distinctly different. 
Proponents of this position cite such factors as the centrality of ‘valuing’ to evaluation; 
the inherently political nature of evaluation activities; the limited domain of application of 
evaluation findings (local and specific rather than transferable or generalizable); and the 
important role of theory in research compared to evaluation activities.  It is also argued 
that the political and contextual framing of evaluation means that evaluators require a 
unique set of skills. Some describe evaluation as a profession, in contrast to research, 
where researchers belong to specific disciplines.   
 
This sense of ‘differentness’ is reinforced by the fact that evaluators and researchers 
often inhabit very different worlds. Researchers are largely based in academic 
institutions and are most often engaged in research that is described as curiosity-driven. 
Many have no exposure to evaluation during their academic preparation. Evaluators 
(many of whom are not PhD prepared) are more likely to be working within the health 
system or established as consultants. In most cases, the two belong to different 
professional organizations, attend different conferences, and follow different (though 
overlapping) ethical guidelines.  
 
Taking an alternative view are those who view evaluation as a form of research – using 
research methodology (and standards) to answer practical questions in a timely fashion. 
They argue that the commonly cited differences between evaluation and research do not 
apply to all forms of research, only to some of them. It is noted that the more engaged 
forms of research have many of the same characteristics and requirements as 
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evaluation and similar skills are needed – skills in communication and collaboration, 
political astuteness, responsiveness to context, and ability to produce timely and useful 
findings. It is noted that the pragmatic use of diverse perspectives, disciplines and 
methods is not limited to evaluation, but applied by many researchers as well. Many 
evaluators stress the knowledge-generating aspects of evaluation (Preskill, 2008), and 
there is increasing interest in theory-driven evaluation (Coryn et al, 2010). This interest 
reflects increasing criticism of what is often called “black box” evaluation (the simple 
measurement of effects of interventions with little attention to how the effects are 
achieved). Findings from theory-driven evaluations can potentially be applied to other 
contexts – i.e. they are transferable. It is also argued that not all forms of evaluation are 
focused on determining value or worth; that there may be other purposes of evaluation. 
Many writers highlight the benefits of ‘evaluative thinking’ in planning and conducting 
research activities.  
 
Why is it Important that Researchers Understand How to Conduct an Evaluation? 
 
There are a number of reasons why researchers should be knowledgeable about 
evaluation:  
 
System needs 
The first reason is that the urgency of the problems facing the health system means that 
many new ‘solutions’ are being tried, and established processes and programs 
questioned.  

 
Discussions with health care managers and executives highlight the reality that many of 
the ‘research’ questions they want addressed are, in reality, evaluation questions. They 
want to know whether a particular strategy is working, or will work, to address a known 
problem. They want accurate, credible, and timely information to inform decisions within 
the context in which they are working. Consequently, there is growing recognition of the 
need for evaluation expertise to guide decisions. Evaluation can address these needs 
and evaluation research, conducted by qualified evaluation researchers, can ensure the 
rigour of evaluation activities and optimize the potential that findings will be useful in 
other settings.  

 
Research skills are required to ensure that such evaluations (which inform not only 
decisions about continuing or spreading an innovation, but also whether to discontinue 
current services, or change established processes) are well designed, implemented and 
interpreted.   Poorly designed and overly simplistic evaluations can lead to flawed 
decision making – a situation that can be costly to all Canadians. 

 
Expectations of research funders  
Many research proposals include some form of evaluation. For example, there are an 
increasing number of funding opportunities that result in researchers proposing ‘pilot’ 
programs to test new strategies. For these proposals, a rigorous evaluation plan is an 
essential component – one that will be discussed by the review panel. Results of this 
discussion are likely to influence the ranking of the proposal.  
 
Evaluation as a knowledge translation strategy 
Researchers interested in knowledge translation theory and practice will also benefit 
from developing evaluation skills. Evaluation (particularly collaborative evaluation) brings 
the potential of promoting appropriate evidence use. Two of the often-stated frustrations 
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of decision-makers are that a) there is often insufficient published research available to 
inform the challenges they are facing, and b) there is a need to incorporate contextual 
knowledge with research in order to inform local decisions. In turn, researchers often 
express concern that decision-makers are not familiar with research concepts and 
methods.  
 
Early stages of well-designed and well-resourced evaluation research begin with a 
critical review and synthesis of the literature with local and contextual data. This can 
inform both evaluators and the program team on what is known about the issue, and 
about current leading practices. The process of designing an evaluation plan, guiding 
implementation of the evaluation, interpreting data, and making decisions on the data as 
the evaluation evolves can promote use of evidence throughout the planning/ 
implementation/ evaluation cycle. Even more importantly, a collaborative evaluation 
approach that incorporates key stakeholders in meaningful ways will help build 
evaluative thinking capacity, a culture that values evaluation and research literacy at the 
program/ organizational level. These skills can then be transferred to other 
organizational activities. An evaluation can be designed to provide some early results 
that may inform ongoing decision-making.  And finally, because a collaboratively-
designed evaluation reflects the questions of concern to decision-makers, evaluation can 
increase the likelihood that they will trust the evidence identified through the evaluation, 
and act in response to it. 
 
Defining Evaluation 
 
It has been observed that “evaluation — more than any science — is what people say it 
is, and people currently are saying it is many different things” (Glass, 1980).  This 
module will adopt the following definition, adapted from a commonly used definition of 
evaluation (Patton 1997, page 23):  

The systematic collection of information about the activities, characteristics, and 
outcomes of program, services, policy, or processes, in order to make judgments 
about the program/process, improve effectiveness, and/or inform decisions about 
future development.  

 
The definition, like many others, highlights the systematic nature of quality evaluation 
activities. For example Rossi et al., define evaluation as “... the use of social research 
methods to systematically investigate the effectiveness of social intervention programs” 
(2004, p. 28). It also highlights a number of other points that are often a source of 
misunderstandings and misconceptions about evaluation.  
 
Common Misconceptions about Evaluation 
 
There are a number of common misconceptions about evaluation, misconceptions that 
have contributed to the limited use of evaluation by health researchers. 
 
Evaluation = program evaluation 
As the above definition illustrates, in addition to programs, evaluation can also focus on 
policy, products, processes or the functioning of whole organizations. Nor are evaluation 
findings limited to being useful to the particular program evaluated. While program 
evaluation activities are designed to inform program management decisions, evaluation 
research can generate knowledge potentially applicable to other settings. 
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Evaluation is about determining the value or worth of a program  
The concept of ‘valuing’ is central to evaluation. In fact, some authors define evaluation 
in exactly these terms. Scriven, for example, defines evaluation as “the process of 
determining the merit, worth, or value of something, or the product of that process” 
(1991; p. 139). Data that is simply descriptive is not evaluation. (For example, “How 
many people participated in program X?” is not an evaluation question, although this 
data may be needed to answer an evaluation question). However, there are other 
purposes for undertaking an evaluation in addition to that of making a judgment about 
the value or worth of a program or activity (summative evaluation). Evaluation may also 
be used to refine or improve a program (often called formative evaluation) or to help 
support the design and development of a program or organization (developmental 
evaluation). Where there is limited knowledge on a specific topic, evaluation may also be 
used specifically to generate new knowledge. The appropriate selection of evaluation 
purpose is discussed in more detail in Section 2, Step 1.  
 
Evaluation occurs at the end of an initiative 
This misconception is related to the previous one: if evaluation is only about judging the 
merit of an initiative, then it seems to make sense that this judgment should occur when 
the program is well established. The often-heard comment that it is ‘too soon’ to evaluate 
a program, reflects this misconception, with the result that evaluation – if it occurs at all - 
happens at the end of a program. Unfortunately, this often means that many 
opportunities have been missed to use evaluation to guide the development of a 
program (anticipate and prevent problems and make ongoing improvements), and to 
ensure that there is appropriate data collection to support end-of-project evaluation. It 
also contributes to the misconception that evaluation is all about outcomes.  
 
Evaluation is all about outcomes 
In recent years, there has been an increasing emphasis on outcome, rather than 
process, evaluation. This is appropriate, as too often what is measured is what is easily 
measurable (e.g. services provided to patients) rather than what is important (e.g. did 
these services result in improvements to health?). The emphasis on outcome evaluation 
can, however, result in neglect of other forms of evaluation and even lead to premature 
attempts to measure outcomes. It is important to determine whether and when it is 
appropriate to measure outcomes in the activity you are evaluating. By measuring 
outcomes too early, one risks wasting resources and providing misleading information.  
 
As this module will illustrate, much useful knowledge can be generated from an 
evaluation even if it is not appropriate or possible to measure outcomes at a particular 
point in time. In addition, even when an initiative is mature enough to measure 
outcomes, focusing only on outcomes may result in neglect of key program elements 
that need policy maker/program manager attention (Bonar Blalock, 1999). Sometimes 
what is just as (or more) important is understanding what factors contributed to the 
outcomes observed.  
 
There are two types of evaluation: summative and formative.  
Some writers (and evaluation guides) identify only two purposes or ‘types’ of evaluation: 
summative and formative. Summative evaluation refers to judging the merit or worth of a 
program at the end of the program activities, and usually focuses on outcomes. In 
contrast, formative evaluation is intended as the basis for improvement and is typically 
conducted in the development or implementation stages of an initiative. Robert Stake is 
famously quoted on this topic as follows: "when the cook tastes the soup, that’s 
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formative; when the guests taste the soup, that’s summative." However, as will be 
covered in later sections of this resource, the evaluation landscape is more nuanced and 
offers more potential than this simple dichotomy suggests. Section 2, Step 1, and 
Section 3, Step 8 provide more detail on evaluation alternatives.  
 
Evaluation = performance measurement 
A common misconception among many health care decision-makers is that evaluation is 
simply performance measurement. Performance measurement is primarily a planning 
and managerial tool, whereas evaluation research is a research tool (Bonar Blalock, 
1999). Performance measurement focuses on results, most often measured by a limited 
set of quantitative indicators. This reliance on outcome measures and pre/ post 
measurement designs poses a number of risks, including that of attributing any observed 
change to the intervention under study without considering other influences; and failing 
to investigate important questions that cannot be addressed by quantitative measures. It 
also contributes to a common misperception that evaluation must rely only on 
quantitative measures. 

Tending to rely on a narrow set of quantitative gross outcome measures 
accessible through Management Information Systems, performance 
management systems have been slow to recognize and address data validity, 
reliability, comparability, diversity, and analysis issues that can affect judgments 
of programs. Performance management systems usually do not seek to isolate 
the net impact of a program – that is, to distinguish between outcomes that can 
be attributed to the program rather than to other influences. Therefore, one 
cannot make trustworthy inferences about the nature of the relationship between 
program interventions and outcomes, or about the relative effects of variations in 
elements of a program’s design, on the basis of performance monitoring alone 
(Bonar Blalock, 1999). 

 
It is important to be aware of these common misconceptions as you proceed in 
developing an evaluation plan; not only to avoid falling into some of these traps yourself, 
but in order to prepare for conversations with colleagues and evaluation stakeholders, 
many of whom may come to the evaluation activity with such assumptions. 
 
Evaluation Approaches 
 
Evaluation can be described as being built on the dual foundations of a) accountability 
and control and b) systematic social inquiry (Alkin & Christie, 2004). For good reasons, 
governments (and other funders) have often emphasized the accountability functions of 
evaluation, which is one of the reasons for confusion between performance 
measurement and evaluation. Because the accountability focus usually leads to reliance 
on performance measurement approaches, a common result is a failure to investigate or 
collect data on the question of why the identified results occurred (Bonar Blalock, 1999).  
 
There are dozens, even hundreds, of different approaches to evaluation (what some 
would call “philosophies”, and others “theories”).  Alkins and Christie (2004) describe an 
evaluation theory tree with three main branches: a) methods; b) valuing; and c) 
utilization. Some authors exemplifying these three ‘branches’ are Rossi (methods) 
(Rossi et al, 2004), Scriven (valuing) (Scriven, 1991), and Patton (utilization) (Patton, 
1997). While some authors (and practitioners) may align themselves more closely with 
one of these traditions, these are not hard and fast categories – over time many 
evaluation theorists have incorporated approaches and concepts first proposed by 
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others, and evaluation practitioners often take a pragmatic approach to evaluation 
design.  
 
Each of these “branches” includes many specific evaluation approaches. It is beyond the 
scope of this module to review all of them here, but some examples are outlined below. 
 
Methods 
The methods tradition was originally dominated by quantitative methodologists. Over 
time, this has shifted, and greater value is now being given to incorporation of qualitative 
methods in evaluation within the methods theory branch. 
 
The methods branch, with its emphasis on rigour, research design, and theory has 
historically been closest to research. Indeed, some of the recognized founders of the 
methods branch are also recognized for their work as researchers. The seminal paper 
“Experimental and Quasi-experimental Designs for Research” (Campbell and Stanley, 
1966) has informed both the research and evaluation world.  Theorists in this branch 
emphasize the importance of controlling bias and ensuring validity.  
 
Of particular interest to researcher-evaluators is theory driven evaluation (Chen & Rossi, 
1984). Theory-driven evaluation promotes and supports exploration of program theory – 
and the mechanisms behind any observed change. This helps promote theory 
generation and testing, and transferability of new knowledge to other contexts.   
 
Valuing  
Theorists in this branch believe that what distinguishes evaluators from other 
researchers is that evaluators must place value on their findings – they make value 
judgments (Shadish et al., 1991). Michael Scriven is considered by many to be the 
primary mainstay of this branch: his view was that evaluation is about the ‘science of 
valuing’ (Alkins & Christie, 2004). Scriven felt that the greatest failure of an evaluator is 
to simply provide information to decision-makers without making a judgement (Scriven, 
1983). Other theorists (e.g. Lincoln and Guba) also stress valuing, but rather than 
placing this responsibility on the evaluator, see the role of the evaluator as helping 
facilitate negotiation among key stakeholders as they assign value (Guba & Lincoln, 
1989). 
 
In contrast to those promoting theory-driven evaluation, those in the valuing branch may 
downplay the importance of understanding why a program works, as this is not always 
seen as necessary to determining its value.  
 
The centrality of valuing to evaluation may present challenges to researchers from many 
disciplines, who often deliberately avoid making recommendations; cautiously remind 
users of additional research needed; and believe that ‘the facts should speak for 
themselves’. However, with increasing demands for more policy and practice relevant 
research, many researchers are grappling with their role in providing direction as to the 
relevance and use of their findings.   
 
Utilization 
A number of approaches to evaluation (see for example Patton, Stufflebeam, Cousins, 
Pawley, add others), have a “utilization” focused orientation. This branch began with 
what are often referred to as decision-oriented theories (Alkin & Christie, 2004), 
developed specifically to assist stakeholders in program decision-making. This branch is 
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exemplified by, but not limited to, the work of Michael Q. Patton (author of Utilization-
focused evaluation (1997)). Many collaborative approaches to evaluation incorporate 
principles of utilization-focused evaluation. 
 
The starting point for utilization approaches is the realization that, like the results of 
research, many evaluation reports end up sitting on the shelf rather than being acted on 
– even when the evaluation has been commissioned by one or more stakeholders. With 
this in mind, approaches that emphasize utilization incorporate strategies to promote 
appropriate action on findings. They emphasize the importance of early and meaningful 
collaboration with key stakeholders and build in strategies to promote ‘buy in’ and use of 
evaluation findings.  
 
Authors closer to the utilization branch of evaluation find much in common with 
knowledge translation theorists and practitioners: in fact, the similarities in principle and 
approach between integrated knowledge translation (iKT)2 and utilization-focused 
evaluation (UFE) are striking. 
 
Both iKT and UFE: 

1. Keep utilization (of evaluation results or research findings) prominent through all 
phases of the process.  

2. Promote research and evaluation conducted in response to stakeholder identified 
needs. 

3. Promote early and meaningful involvement of the intended users of the research 
or evaluation activity. Utilization-focused evaluation urges identification of the 
specific individuals who will be expected to act on results and focus on evaluation 
questions of concern to them.  

4. View the evaluator/ researcher as a member of a collaborative team, with respect 
for the experience, insights and priorities of users. 
 

While it is helpful to have knowledge of the different roots of, and various approaches to, 
evaluation, it is also important to be aware that there are many common threads in these 
diverse evaluation approaches (Shadish, 2006) and that evaluation societies have 
established agreement on key evaluation principles.

                                                 
2 In integrated knowledge translation “researchers and research users work together to shape the research 
process by collaborating to determine the research questions, deciding on the methodology, being 
involved in data collection and tools development, interpreting the findings, and helping disseminate the 
research results” (www.cihr-irsc.gc.ca/e/39033.html). 
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SECTION 2: GETTING STARTED 
 
The previous section provided a brief overview of evaluation concepts. This section is 
the first of two that will provide a step-by-step guide to preparing for and developing an 
evaluation plan. Both sections will provide additional information particularly helpful to 
those who are conducting collaborative evaluations or have partners outside of 
academia.  
 
While the activities outlined in this section are presented sequentially, you will likely find 
that that the activities of a) considering the evaluation purpose, b) identifying 
stakeholders, c) assessing evaluation expertise, d) gathering relevant evidence, and e) 
building consensus are iterative. Depending on the evaluation, you may work through 
these tasks in a different order. 
 
Step 1: Consider the Purpose(s) of the Evaluation 

 
One of the first steps in planning evaluation activities is to determine the purpose of the 
evaluation. It is possible, or even likely, that the purpose of the evaluation may change – 
sometimes significantly – as you undertake other preparatory activities (e.g. engaging 
stakeholders, gathering additional information). For this reason, the purpose is best 
finalized in collaboration with key stakeholders. However, as an evaluator, you need to 
be aware of the potential purposes of the evaluation and be prepared to explore various 
alternatives.  
 
As indicated earlier, there are four broad purposes for conducting an evaluation: 
 
To make a judgment about the worth or merit of a program or activity  
This is the form of evaluation (summative evaluation) most people are familiar with. It is 
appropriate when a program is well established, and decisions need to be made about 
its impacts, continuation or spread.    
 

Example 1: Program X has been piloted in Hospital Y. A decision must be made 
about whether to continue the program. 
 
Example 2: A new therapy is being trialed on physiotherapy patients. The evaluation 
is to determine what impacts the therapy has on patient outcomes. 

 
Many researchers are involved in pilot studies (small studies to determine the feasibility, 
safety, usefulness or impacts of an intervention before it is implemented more broadly). 
The purpose of these studies is to determine whether there is enough merit in an 
initiative to develop it further, adopt it as is, or to expand it to other locations. Pilot 
studies, therefore, require some level of summative evaluation – there is a need to make 
a judgment about one or more of these factors. What is often overlooked, however, is 
that an evaluation of a pilot study can do more than assess merit – in other words, it can 
have more than this one purpose. A well-designed evaluation of a pilot can also identify 
areas for program improvement, or explore issues related to implementation, cost 
effectiveness, or scaling up the intervention. It may even identify different strategies to 
achieve the objective of the pilot.  
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To improve a program 
If a program is still ‘getting up and running’ it is too soon for summative evaluation. In 
such cases, evaluation can be used to help guide development of the initiative (formative 
evaluation).  However, an improvement-oriented approach can also be used to assess 
an established intervention. A well-designed evaluation conducted for the purpose of 
program improvement can provide much of the same information as a summative 
evaluation (e.g. information as to what extent the program is achieving its goals). The 
main difference is that the purpose is to help improve, rather than to make a summative 
judgment. For example, program staff often express the wish to evaluate their programs 
in order to ensure that they are doing the ‘best possible job’ they can. Their intent 
(purpose) is to make program improvements. One advantage of improvement-oriented 
evaluation is that, compared to summative evaluation, it tends to be less threatening to 
participants and more likely to promote joint problem-solving.  

 
Example 1: Program X has been operating for several years. Staff are confident 
it is a useful and needed program but want to ensure that it is ‘doing the best it 
can’ for its clients. 
 
Example 2: Program Y has undergone major redesign in order to promote 
greater self-management by patients of their chronic disease. The sponsors want 
to ensure that this redesigned initiative is implemented appropriately, and that 
any necessary changes to processes are made before patient outcomes are 
measured. 

 
To help support the design and development of a program or organization  
Developmental evaluation uses evaluation processes, including asking evaluative 
questions and applying evaluation logic, to support program, product, staff and/or 
organizational development. Reflecting the principles of complexity theory, it is used to 
support an ongoing process of innovation. A developmental approach also assumes that 
the measures and monitoring mechanisms used in the evaluation will continue to evolve 
with the program. A strong emphasis is placed on the ability to interpret data emerging 
from the evaluation process (Patton, 2006).  
 
In developmental evaluation, the primary role of the evaluator, who participates as a 
team member rather than an outside agent, is to develop evaluative thinking. There is 
collaboration among those involved in program design and delivery to conceptualize, 
design and test new approaches in a long-term, on-going process of continual 
improvement, adaptation and intentional change. Development, implementation and 
evaluation are seen as integrated activities that continually inform each other.  
 
In many ways developmental evaluation appears similar to improvement-oriented 
evaluation. However, in improvement-oriented evaluation, a particular intervention (or 
model) has been selected: the purpose of evaluation is to make this model better.   In 
developmental evaluation, in contrast, there is openness to other alternatives – even to 
changing the intervention in response to identified conditions. In other words, the 
emphasis is not on the model (whether this is a program, a product or a process), but 
the intended objectives of the intervention. A team may consider an intervention, 
evaluated as ‘ineffective’, a success if thoughtful analysis of the intervention provides 
greater insights and direction to a more informed solution.  
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Example 1: Agency X has designed intervention Y in an attempt to prevent youth-at-
risk from becoming involved in crime. While they believe that the intervention is a 
good one, there is little evidence in the literature on what would be effective in this 
context. Agency staff are open to discovering, through their evaluation, other 
strategies (besides the intervention) that would achieve the goal of reduced youth 
crime. 
 

Developmental evaluation is appropriate when there is a need to support innovation and 
development in evolving, complex, and uncertain environments (Patton, 2011; Gamble 
2006). While considered by many a new (and potentially trendy) evaluation strategy, it is 
not appropriate in all situations. First, evaluation of straightforward interventions usually 
will not require this approach (e.g. evaluation of the implementation of an intervention 
found effective in other settings). Second, there must be an openness to innovation and 
flexibility of approach by both the evaluation sponsor and the evaluators. Third, it 
requires an ongoing relationship between the evaluator and the initiative to be evaluated. 
 
To create new knowledge 
A final purpose of evaluation is to create new knowledge – evaluation research. Often, 
when there is a request to evaluate a program, a critical review of the literature will 
reveal that very little is known about the issue or intervention to be evaluated. In such 
cases, evaluators may design the evaluation with the specific intent of generating 
knowledge that will potentially be applicable in other settings – or provide more 
knowledge about a specific aspect of the intervention.   

 
While it is unusual that evaluation would be designed solely for this purpose (in most 
cases such an endeavor would be defined as a research project), it is important for 
researchers to be aware that appropriately-designed evaluation activities can contribute 
to the research literature.  

 
As can be seen from the potential evaluation questions listed below, an evaluation may 
develop in very different ways depending on its purpose.  
 

 
Examples of evaluation purpose: Case Study #1 Unassigned Patients 
• Judgment oriented questions: Are the models of care meeting their objective? 

Should we continue to fund all of them? Is one model better than another?   
• Improvement oriented questions: How can current models be improved? 
• Developmental oriented questions: What is the best strategy to achieve our 

objectives of continuity of patient care and decreased patient length of stay? 
• Knowledge oriented questions: Are the theorized benefits of each of these 

models of care found in practice?   
 

 
Examples of evaluation purpose: Case Study #2: Computerized Decision 
Support 
• Judgment oriented questions: Should the software program be adopted 

across the region? Should it be promoted / marketed more widely?  
• Improvement oriented questions: How can the software program be 

improved? How should implementation of these process and practice changes 
be facilitated?  
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• Developmental oriented questions: What is the best strategy to achieve 
appropriate test ordering? 

• Knowledge oriented questions: What can be learned about physician test 
ordering practices and barriers and facilitators to changing such practice? 

 
 

 
Case Study # 1: Unassigned Patients 
In our case study example, a provincial department of health was originally looking for 
a summative evaluation (i.e. they wanted to know which model was ‘best’). There was 
an implication (whether or not explicitly stated) that results would inform funding and 
policy decisions (e.g. implementation of the ‘best’ model in all funded hospitals).  
 
However, in this case preliminary activities determined that:  
• there was no clear direction from a systematic review of the literature on which 

model would be advised in this particular context, and;  
• there was a great deal of anxiety among participants about the proposed 

evaluation activity, which was viewed by the hospitals as an attempt to force a 
standard model on all institutions.  

 
There was also concern that the focus on ‘models of care’ may avoid consideration of 
larger system issues believed to be affecting the concerns the models were intended 
to address, and little confidence that the evaluation would consider all the information 
the different programs felt was important.  
 
As a result, the evaluators suggested that the purpose of the evaluation be 
improvement oriented (looking for ways each of the models could be improved) rather 
than summative. This recommendation was accepted, with the result that evaluators 
were more easily able to gain the support and participation of program staff in a 
politically-charged environment. By also recognizing the need to generate knowledge 
in an area where little was at that time known, the evaluators were able to design the 
evaluation to maximize the generation of knowledge. In the end, the evaluation also 
included an explicit research component, supported by research funding.  
 

 
While an evaluation may achieve more than one purpose, it is important to be clear 
about the main intent(s) of the activity. As the above discussion indicates, the purpose of 
an evaluation may evolve during the preparatory phases. 
 
Step 2: Identify Intended Users of the Evaluation 

 
The concept of intended users (often called ‘key’ or ‘primary’ stakeholders) is an 
important one in evaluation. It is consistent with that of ‘knowledge user’ in knowledge 
translation (www.cihr-irsc.gc.ca/e/39033.html). In planning an evaluation it is important to 
distinguish intended users (those you are hoping will take action on the results of the 
evaluation) from stakeholders (interested and affected parties) in general. Interested and 
affected parties are those who care about, or will be affected by the issue and your 
evaluation results. In health care, these are often patients and families, or sometimes 
staff. Entire communities may also be affected. However, depending on the questions 
addressed in the evaluation, not all interested or affected parties will be in a position to 

http://www.cihr-irsc.gc.ca/e/39033.html
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act on findings. For example, the users of an evaluation of a new service are less likely 
to be patients (as much as we may believe they should be) than they are to be senior 
managers and funders.  

 
The experiences and preferences of interested and affected parties need to be 
incorporated into the evaluation if the evaluation is to be credible. However, these 
parties are often not the primary audience for evaluation findings. They may be 
appropriately involved by ensuring (for example) that there is incorporation of a 
systematic assessment of patient/ family or provider experience in the evaluation. 
However, depending on the initiative, these patients or staff may – or may not – be the 
individuals who must act on evaluation findings. The intended audience (those who need 
to act on the findings) may not be staff – but rather a senior executive or a provincial 
funder.  
 
It is important to keep in mind the benefits of including, in meaningful ways, the intended 
users of an evaluation from the early stages. As we know from the literature, a key 
strategy for bridging the gap between research and practice is to build commitment to 
(and ‘ownership of’) the evaluation findings by those in a position to act on them (Cargo 
& Mercer, 2008). This does not mean that these individuals need to be involved in all 
aspects of the research (e.g. data collection) but that, at a minimum, they are involved in 
determining the evaluation questions and interpreting the data. Many evaluators find that 
the best strategy for ensuring this is to create a steering/ planning group to guide the 
evaluation – and to design it in such a way as to ensure that all key stakeholders can, 
and will, participate.  

 
Funders (or future funders) can be among the most important audiences for an 
evaluation. This is because they will be making the decision as to whether to fund 
continuation of the initiative. Take, for example, a pilot or demonstration project that is 
research-funded. It may not be that difficult to obtain support from a health manager (or 
senior management of a health region) to provide the site for a pilot program of an 
innovation if the required funding comes from a research grant. If, however, it is hoped 
that a positive evaluation will result in adoption of the initiative on an ongoing basis, it is 
wise to ensure that those in a position to make such a decision are integrally involved in 
design of the evaluation of the pilot, and that the questions addressed in the evaluation 
are of interest and importance to them. 
 
 Step 3: Create a Structure and Process for Collaboration on the Evaluation 

 
Once key stakeholders have been identified, evaluators are faced with the practical task 
of creating a structure and process to support the collaboration. If at all possible, try to 
find an existing group (or groups) that can take on this role. Because people are always 
busy, it may be easier to add a steering committee function to existing activities.  
 
In other cases, there may be a need to create a new body, particularly if there are 
diverse groups and perspectives. Creating a neutral steering body (and officially 
recognizing the role and importance of each stakeholder by inviting them to participate 
on it) may be the best strategy in such cases. Whatever structure is selected, be 
respectful of the time you ask from the stakeholders – use their time wisely.  
 
Another important strategy, as you develop your evaluation plan, is to build in costs of 
stakeholders. These costs vary depending on whether stakeholders are from grassroots 
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communities or larger health/ social systems. What must be kept in mind is that key 
stakeholders (intended evaluation users), like knowledge users in research, do not want 
to simply be used as ‘data sources’. If they are going to put their time into the evaluation 
they need to know that they will be respected partners, their expertise will be recognized, 
and that there will be benefit to their organization. A general principle is that the ‘costs’ of 
all parties who are contributing to the evaluation should be recognized – and as much as 
possible – compensated for. This compensation may not always need to be financial. 
Respect and valuing can also be demonstrated through: 

• Shared decision-making, including determining the purpose, focus and questions 
of the evaluation. 

• A steering committee structure that formally recognizes the value given to 
partners in the evaluation process.  

• The extent to which there is multi-directional communication between the 
evaluation team and the initiative to be evaluated. 

If key stakeholders are direct care staff in the health system, it will be difficult to ensure 
their participation unless the costs of ‘back-filling’ their functions are provided to the 
organization. Similarly, physicians in non-administrative positions may expect 
compensation due to lost income.   

 
You may be wondering about the time it will take to set up such a committee, maintain 
communication, and attend meetings. This does take time, but it is time well spent as it 
will: 

• Reflect respect for the intended users of the evaluation; 
• Contribute to a more credible (and higher quality) evaluation; and,  
• Significantly increase the likelihood that the results of the evaluation will be acted 

upon.  
 

It is particularly important to have a steering committee structure if you are working in a 
culture new to you (whether this is an organizational culture, an ethno-cultural 
community, or in a field or on an issue with which you are unfamiliar). Ensuring that 
those with needed cultural insights are part of the steering/ planning committee is one 
way of facilitating an evaluation that is culturally ‘competent’ and recognizes the 
sensitivities of working in a specific context.  
 
It may not be feasible to have all those on a collaborative committee attend at the same 
time, particularly if you are including individuals in senior positions. It may not even be 
appropriate to include all intended users of the evaluation (e.g. funders) with other 
stakeholders. However, all those that you hope will take an interest in evaluation findings 
and act on the results need to be included in a minimum of three ways: 

• Providing input into the evaluation questions. 
• Receiving regular updates on progress. A well-thought-out communication plan 

(that ensures ongoing two-way communication as the initiative develops and as 
findings emerge) is needed. 

• Participating in interpretation of evaluation results and implications for action.  
 
It is also essential that the lead evaluators are part of this steering committee structure, 
although – depending on your team make-up (Step 4) – it may not be necessary to have 
all those supporting the evaluation attend every meeting. 
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Step 4: Assess Evaluation Capacity, Build an Evaluation Team 
 

A key challenge is to ensure that you have the evaluation expertise needed on your 
team: 

• To design the evaluation component of your proposal;  
• To negotiate the environment and stakeholder communication; and, 
• To guide and conduct the evaluation activities. 

 
A common mistake of researchers is to assume that their existing research team has the 
required evaluation skills. Sometimes assessment of this team by the review panel will 
reveal either limited evaluation expertise, or a lack of specific evaluation skills needed for 
the proposed evaluation plan. For example, an evaluation plan that relies on assessment 
of staff/ patient perspectives of an innovation will require a qualitative researcher on the 
research team. Remember that there is a need for knowledge and experience of the 
‘culture’ in which the evaluation takes place, as well as generic skills of communication, 
political astuteness and negotiation. Ensuring that you have, on the team, all the 
expertise that is needed for the particular evaluation you are proposing, will strengthen 
your proposal. Do not rely simply on contracting with an evaluation consultant who has 
not been involved to date. 
 
Reviewing your evaluation team composition is an iterative activity – as the evaluation 
plan develops, you may find a need to add evaluation questions (and consequently 
expand the methods employed). This may require review of your existing expertise.  
 
The issue of internal vs. external evaluators 
The evaluation literature frequently distinguishes between “internal” and “external” 
evaluators. Internal evaluators are those who are already working with the initiative – 
whether health system staff or researchers. External evaluators do not have a 
relationship with the initiative to be evaluated.  It is commonly suggested that use of 
internal evaluators is appropriate for formative evaluation, and external evaluation is 
required for summative evaluation.  
 
The following table summarizes commonly identified differences between internal and 
external evaluation. 
 
 Internal  External 
Advantages • Less expensive (uses 

existing resources) 
• Less threatening to 

program/ organizational 
staff 

• Can be integrated with 
continuous Quality 
Improvement activities 

• Can build internal 
evaluation capacity; 
support evaluative thinking 
by program staff 

• Potential of more credibility 
and ownership by program 

• More objective 
• May be more credible to 

external stakeholders 
• Bring specialized evaluation 

and research expertise  
• Can provide additional 

resources, particularly 
important if time is limited 

• May bring in new perspectives 
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staff 
• Increased potential for 

‘knowledge translation’ 
Disadvantages  • Existing staff often lack 

evaluation expertise 
• There may be a conflict of 

interest when those 
responsible for design,  
implementation and 
management of an 
initiative are asked to 
evaluate it 

• Those involved in the 
initiative may lack the time 
to conduct a rigourous 
evaluation 

• The evaluation may lack 
credibility externally (e.g. 
funders) 

• External evaluators (e.g. 
consultants) vary significantly 
in skill level 

• External evaluators may lack 
knowledge of context, history 
and players 

• Significant time is often 
required to orient external 
evaluators, help them identify 
data sources, & assist with 
evaluation activities 

• Costs are increased 
• Beliefs that “he who pays the 

piper, calls the tune” may 
detract from credibility of 
evaluation findings 

 
This dichotomy, however, is too simplistic for the realities of many evaluations, and does 
not – in itself - ensure that the evaluation principles of competence and integrity are met. 
Nor does it recognize that there may be other, more creative solutions than this internal/ 
external dichotomy suggests. Three potential strategies, with the aims of gaining the 
advantages of both internal and external evaluation, are elaborated in more detail below: 
 
A collaborative approach, where evaluators participate with stakeholders as team 
members. This is standard practice in many collaborative evaluation approaches, and a 
required element of a utilization-focused or developmental evaluation.  Some evaluators 
differentiate between objectivity in evaluation (which implies some level of indifference to 
the results) and neutrality (meaning that the evaluator does not ‘take sides’) (Patton, 
1997). Collaborative approaches are becoming more common, reflecting awareness of 
the benefits of collaborative research and evaluation.  

 
Identifying specific evaluation components requiring external expertise (whether for 
credibility or for skill), and incorporation of both internal and external evaluators into the 
evaluation plan. Elements of an evaluation that require external evaluation (whether 
formative or summative) are those: 

• That will explore the perspectives of participants (such as staff and/ or patients). 
For example, it is not recommended that staff or managers associated with a 
program interview patients about their satisfaction with a service. This is both to 
ensure evaluation rigour (avoiding the risk of patients or staff giving the 
responses expected of them – social desirability bias), and to ensure that ethical 
standards are met. The principle of ‘voluntariness’ may not be met if patients feel 
obligated to participate because they are asked by providers of a service on 
which they depend.  

• Where there is potential (or perceived) conflict of interest by the evaluator. While 
the reasons for not using a manager to assess his/ her own program are usually 
self-evident, the potential for bias by researchers must also be considered. If they 
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are the ones who have designed and proposed the intervention, there may be a 
bias, whether intended or not, to find the intervention successful.  

• Where there is not the internal expertise for a particular component.  
• Where use of a certain person/ group would affect credibility of results with any of 

the key stakeholders. 
 

Activities that may be well suited to evaluation by those internal to the initiative are those 
where there are the resources in skill and time to conduct them, and participation of 
internal staff will not affect evaluation credibility. One example might be the collection 
and collation of descriptive program data. In some situations it may be appropriate to 
contract with a statistical consultant for specialized expertise, while using staff data 
analysts to actually produce the data reports. 

 
Use of internal expertise that is at ‘arms length’ from the specific initiative. A classic 
example of this would be contracting with an organization’s internal research and 
evaluation unit to conduct the evaluation (or components of it). While this is not often 
considered an external evaluation (and may not be the optimal solution in situations 
where the evaluation is highly politicized), it often brings together a useful combination 
of: 

• Contextual knowledge, which brings the benefits of both time saved, and greater 
appreciation of potential impacts and confounding factors. 

• Commitment to the best outcomes for the organization, rather than loyalty to a 
specific program (i.e. may be able to be objective). 

• Potential to promote appropriate use of results, both directly and – where 
appropriate – by making links to other initiatives throughout the organization.  
 

Step 5: Gather Relevant Evidence  
 

The program, product, service, policy or process you will be evaluating exists in a 
particular context. Understanding context is critical for most evaluation activities: it is 
necessary to undertake some pre-evaluation work to determine the history of the 
initiative, who is affected by it, perspectives and concerns of key stakeholders, and the 
larger context in which the initiative is situated (e.g. the organizational and policy 
context). How did the initiative come to be? Has it undergone previous evaluation? Who 
is promoting evaluation at this point in time and why? 
 
In addition, a literature review of the issue(s) under study is usually required before 
beginning an evaluation. Identifying, accessing and using evidence to apply to an 
evaluation is an important contribution of research. Such a review may focus on: 

• Current research on issues related to the initiative to be evaluated. Many 
interventions developed organically, and were not informed by research. Even if 
the initiative was informed by research at one point in time, program staff may 
not be up to date on current work in the area.  

• Evaluations of similar initiatives.   
 

If an evaluation is potentially contentious, it is also often a good idea to meet individually 
with each of the stakeholders, in order to promote frank sharing of their perspectives. 
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Case Study #1: Unassigned Patients 
The first step in this evaluation was to undertake a literature review. While it was hoped 
that a systematic review would provide some guidance as a recommended model, this 
was not the case – almost no literature on the topic addressed issues related to the 
specific context. Presentation of this finding at a meeting of stakeholders also indicated 
that there were a number of tensions and diverse perspectives among stakeholders. 
 
One of the next steps proposed by the evaluators was to make a site visit to each of the 
sites. This included a walk-through of the programs, and meetings with nursing and 
physician leadership. These tours accomplished two things: a) additional information on 
‘how things worked’ that would have been difficult to gage through other means, and b) 
development of rapport with staff – who appreciated having input into the evaluation and 
describing the larger context in which the services were offered. 
   
 
 
Case Study #2: Computerized Decision Support 
A review of the research literature identified a) key principles predicting effective 
adoption, b) the importance of implementation activities, and c) limited information on the 
impacts of computerized decision-support in this specific medical area. This knowledge 
provided additional support for the decision to a) focus on implementation evaluation, 
and b) expand the original plan of pre/post intervention measurement of test ordered to 
include a qualitative component that explored user perspectives.  
 

 
Step 6: Build a Shared Level of Consensus about the Evaluation  

 
As indicated in earlier sections, evaluation is subject to a number of misconceptions, and 
may have diverse purposes and approaches. It is usually safe to assume that not all 
stakeholders will have the same understanding of what evaluation is, or the best way to 
conduct an evaluation on the issue under consideration. Some are likely to have 
anxieties or concerns about the evaluation. 
 
For this reason, it is important to build shared understanding and agreement before 
beginning the evaluation. Many evaluators find that it is useful to build into the planning 
an introductory session that covers the following: 

• Definition of evaluation, similarities and differences between evaluation, 
performance management, quality improvement, and research. 

• The range of potential purposes of evaluation, including information on when 
each is helpful. If there is anxiety about the evaluation, it is particularly important 
to present the full range of options, and help participants to recognize that 
evaluation – rather than being a judgment on their work – can actually be a 
support and resource to them.  

• Principles and benefits of collaborative evaluation. 
• How confidentiality will be maintained. 
• The processes you are proposing to develop the evaluation plan. 

 
This overview can take as little as 20 minutes if necessary. It allows the evaluator to 
proactively address many potential misconceptions – misconceptions that could present 
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obstacles both to a) support of and participation in the evaluation and to b) interest in 
acting on evaluation findings.  Additional benefits of this approach include the 
opportunity to build capacity among evaluation stakeholders, and to begin to establish 
an environment conducive to collaborative problem-solving. 
 
It is also important to ensure that the parameters of the evaluation are well defined.  
Often, the various stakeholders involved in the evaluation process will have different 
ideas of where the evaluable entity begins and ends.  Reaching consensus on this at the 
outset helps to set clear evaluation objectives and to manage stakeholder expectations. 
This initial consensus will also help you and your partners keep the evaluation realistic in 
scope as you develop an evaluation plan. Strategies for focusing an evaluation and 
prioritizing evaluation questions are discussed in Steps 8 and 9.  
 
 
Case Study #1: Unassigned Patients 
In this example, the introductory overview on evaluation was integrated with the site 
visits. Key themes were reiterated in the initial evaluation proposal, which was shared 
with all sites for input. As a result, even though staff from the three institutions had not 
met together, they developed a shared understanding of the evaluation and agreement 
on how it would be conducted.  
 

 
You may find that consensus-building activities fit well into an initial meeting of your 
evaluation partners. In other cases, such discussions may be more appropriate once all 
stakeholders have been identified.  
 
Special issues related to collaborative evaluation 
In collaborative evaluation with external organizations, it is also important to clarify roles 
and expectations of researchers and program staff/ managers, and make explicit any in-
kind time commitments or requirements for data access. It is particularly important to 
have a clear agreement on data access, management and sharing (including specifics of 
when and where each partner will have access) before the evaluation begins.  
 
Before embarking on the evaluation it is also important to clarify what information will be 
made public by the evaluator. Stakeholders need to know that results of research-funded 
evaluations will be publicly reported. Similarly, staff need to know that senior executives 
will have the right to see the results of program evaluations funded by the sponsoring 
organization.  
 
It is also important to proactively address issues related to ‘speaking to’ evaluation 
findings. It is not unknown that a sponsoring organization may – in fear that an 
evaluation report will not be what it hoped for – choose to present an early (and more 
positive) version of findings before the final report is released. In some cases, they may 
not want results shared. For this reason it is important to be clear about roles, and to 
clarify that the evaluator is the person who is authorized to speak to accurately reflect 
the findings, accept speaking invitations or publish on the results of the evaluation. 
(Developing and presenting results in collaboration with stakeholders is even better.) 
Similarly, it is for the program/ organization leads to speak to the specific issues related 
to program design.  
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Research proposals that include evaluative components are strengthened by clear 
letters of commitment from research and evaluation partners. These letters should 
specifically outline the nature and extent of partners in developing the proposal; the 
structure and processes for supporting collaborative activities; and the commitments and 
contributions of partners to the proposed evaluation activities (e.g. data access; 
provision of in-kind services). 
 
Step 7: Describe the Program/Intervention  

 
Special Note: While this activity is placed in the preparation section of this guide, many 
evaluators find that, in practice, getting a clear description of the program, and the 
mechanism of action through which it is expected to work, may not be a simple activity. It 
is often necessary to delay this activity until later in the planning process, as you may 
need the active engagement of key stakeholders in order to facilitate what is often a 
challenging task.  
 
Having stakeholders describe the program is useful for a number of reasons: 

• It may be the first opportunity that stakeholders have had for some time to reflect 
on the program, its rationale, and evidence for its design. 

• Differences in understanding of how things actually work in practice will quickly 
surface. 

• It provides a base for ‘teasing out’ the program theory.  
 
However, you may find that those involved in program management find the process of 
describing their program or initiative on paper a daunting task. An important role of the 
evaluator may be to help facilitate this activity.  
 
 
Case study #1: Unassigned Patients 
One deliverable requested by the provincial health department was a description of 
how each of the different models worked. This early activity took over 6 months: each 
time a draft was circulated for review, stakeholders identified additional information and 
differences of opinion about how things actually worked in practice. 
 

 
The issue of “logic models” 
Many evaluators place a strong emphasis on logic models. Logic models visually 
illustrate the logical chain of connections showing what the intervention is intended to 
accomplish. In this way, a logic model is consistent with theory-driven evaluation, as the 
intent is to get inside the “black box”, and articulate program theory. Researchers will be 
more familiar with ‘conceptual’ models or frameworks, and there are many similarities 
between the two. However, a conceptual framework is generally more theoretically-
based and conceptual than a logic model, which tends to be program specific and 
include more details on program activities.  
 
When done well, logic models illustrate the ‘if-then’ and causal connections between 
program components and outcomes, and can link program planning, implementation and 
evaluation. They can be of great benefit in promoting clear thinking, and articulating 
program theory. There are many different formats for logic models ranging from simple 
linear constructions to complex, multidimensional representations. The simplest show a 
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logical chain of connections under the headings of inputs (what is invested in the 
initiative), outputs (the activities and participants), and the outcomes (short, medium and 
long-term). 

 
 

 
 
Other logic models are more complex, illustrating complex, multi-directional 
relationships. See, for example, various templates developed by the University of 
Wisconsin, Extension: www.uwex.edu/ces/pdande/evaluation/evallogicmodel.html  
 
In spite of the popularity of logic models, they do have potential limitations, and they are 
not the only strategy for promoting clarity on the theory behind the intervention to be 
evaluated.  
 
Too often, logic models are viewed as a bureaucratic necessity (e.g. a funder 
requirement) and the focus becomes one of “filling in the boxes” rather than articulating 
the program theory and the evidence for assumptions in the program model. In other 
words, rather than promoting evaluative thinking, the activity of completing a logic model 
can inhibit it. Another potential downside is that logic models tend to be based on 
assumptions of linear, logical relationships between program components and outcomes 
that do not reflect the complexity in which many interventions take place. Sometimes 
logic models can even promote simplistic (in the box) thinking. Some authors advise that 
logic models are not appropriate for evaluations within complex environments (Patton, 
2011). 
 
Whether or not a graphic logic model is employed as a tool to aid in evaluation planning, 
it is important to be able to articulate the program theory: the mechanisms through which 
change is anticipated to occur. A program description, advised above, is one first step to 
achieving this. Theory can sometimes be effectively communicated through a textual 
approach outlining the relationships between each component of the program/ process. 
(Because there is strong evidence on X, we have designed intervention Y). This 
approach also brings the benefit of a structure that facilitates inclusion of available 
evidence for the proposed theory of action. 
 
Summary 
 
While presented in a step-wise fashion, activities described in this section are likely to be 
undertaken concurrently. Information gathered through each of the activities will inform 
(and often suggest a need to revisit) other steps. It is important to ensure that these 
preliminary activities have been addressed before moving into development of the actual 
evaluation plan. 
 
 

Inputs Outputs Outcomes 

Program 
Investments 

Activities Participation Short Medium Long-
term 

http://www.uwex.edu/ces/pdande/evaluation/evallogicmodel.html
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SECTION 3: DESIGNING AN EVALUATION 
 
The steps outlined in this section can come together very quickly if the preparatory work 
advised in Section 2 has been completed. These planning activities are ideally 
conducted in collaboration with your steering/ planning group.  
 
An Evaluation Planning Matrix 
 
For these next steps, the module will be based on an evaluation planning matrix 
(Appendix A). This matrix is not meant to be an evaluation template, but rather a tool to 
help organize your planning. Caution is needed in using templates in evaluation, as 
evaluation research is much more than a technical activity. It is one that requires critical 
thinking, assessment of evidence, careful analysis and clear conceptualization.  
 
The first page of the matrix provides a simple outline for documenting a) the background 
of the initiative, b) the purpose of the planned evaluation, c) the intended use of the 
evaluation, d) the key stakeholders (intended evaluation users), e) and the evaluation 
focus. Completion of preparatory activities should allow you to complete sections a-d. 
 
This section will start with a discussion of focus (Step 8, below), and then lead through 
the steps of completing page 2 of the matrix (Steps 9-11). Appendix B provides a simple 
example of the completed matrix for Case Study 1: Unassigned Patients.  
 
Step 8: Confirm Purpose, Focus the Evaluation 

 
Confirming the purpose of the evaluation 
Through the preparatory activities you have been clarifying the overall purpose of the 
evaluation. At this point, it is useful to operationalize the purpose of evaluation by 
developing a clear, succinct description of the purpose for conducting this particular 
evaluation. This purpose statement, one to two paragraphs in length, should guide your 
planning. 
 
It is also important to include a clear statement of how you see the evaluation being 
used (this should be based on the preparatory meetings with stakeholders), and who the 
intended users of the evaluation are.  

 
 
Case study 1: Unassigned Patients 
Renegotiation of the purpose of the evaluation of hospital models of care resulted in an 
evaluation purpose that was described as follows: 
• To respond to the request of the provincial government to determine whether the models 

developed by the sites were a) effective in providing care to unassigned patients, and b) 
were sustainable. (You will note that although the evaluation was framed as improvement-
oriented, there was a commitment to make a judgment (value) related to these two specific 
criteria – which were acceptable to all parties). 

• To explore both program specific and system issues that may be affecting timely and 
quality care for medical patients. This objective reflected the concern identified in pre-
evaluation activities, that there were system issues – not limited to specific programs – that 
needed to be addressed. 
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In keeping with an improvement-oriented evaluation approach, there is no intent to select one 
‘best model’, but rather to identify strengths and limitations of each strategy with the objective 
of assisting in improving quality of all service models.  
 
Preliminary consultation has also identified three key issues requiring additional research: a) 
understanding and improving continuity of patient care; b) incorporating provider and patient/ 
family insights into addressing organizational barriers to effective provision of quality inpatient 
care and timely discharge; and c) the impact of different perspectives of various stakeholders 
on the effectiveness of strategies for providing this care.  
 
This evaluation will be used by staff of the department of health to inform decisions about 
continued funding of the programs; by site senior management to strengthen their specific 
services; and by regional senior management to guide ongoing planning. 
 

 
 
Case Study #2: Computerized Decision Support 
This evaluation summarized its purpose as follows: 
The purpose of this evaluation research is to identify facilitators and barriers to 
implementation of decision-support systems in the Canadian health context; to 
determine the impacts of introduction of the decision-support system; and to develop 
recommendations to inform any expansion or replication of such a project. It is also 
anticipated that findings from this evaluation will guide further research.  
 

 
As these examples illustrate, it is often feasible to address more than one purpose in an 
evaluation. The critical point is, however, to be clear about the purpose, the intended 
users of the evaluation, and the approach proposed for working with stakeholders. 
 
Focusing an evaluation 
So far, we have discussed the purpose of the evaluation, and, in broad terms, some of 
the possible approaches to evaluation. Another concept that is critical to evaluation 
planning is that of focus. Whatever the purpose, an evaluation can have any one of 
dozens of foci (For example Patton (1997) lists over 50 potential foci). These include:   
• Implementation focus: a focus on the implementation of an initiative. 

Implementation evaluation is a necessary first step to many evaluations, as without 
assessment of implementation, it will not be possible to differentiate between failure 
of program theory (the initiative was poorly thought out, and failure to be expected), 
and failure to implement appropriately a theoretically sound and potentially 
successful intervention. While many authors incorporate implementation evaluation 
into general formative evaluation, it is often useful, in early phases of an evaluation 
plan, to focus specifically on implementation questions.  

• Goals-based evaluation is familiar to most readers. The focus is on evaluating the 
extent to which an initiative has met its stated objectives. 

• Goals-free evaluation, in contrast, takes a broader view and asks “what actually 
happened?” as the result of the intervention. While it is generally wise to consider the 
original objectives, goals free evaluation allows assessment of unintended 
consequences (whether positive or negative). This is of particular importance when 
evaluating initiatives situated in complex systems, as small changes in one area may 
result in big impacts elsewhere. These unanticipated impacts may be of much 
greater importance than whether the stated objectives were met.  
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Case Study #2: Computerized Decision Support 
Through exploring the experience and perspectives of all stakeholders, the evaluation 
found that those receiving the computerized orders, while finding them easier to read 
(legibility was no longer a problem) also found that they contained less useful 
information due to the closed-ended drop down boxes which replaced open-ended 
physician description of the presenting problem. This question was not one that had 
been identified as an objective, but had important implications for future planning. 
 

 
• Impact evaluation assesses the changes (positive or negative, intended or 

unintended) of a particular intervention. These changes may not be limited to direct 
effects on participants. 

• Outcome evaluation investigates long term effects of an intervention on 
participants. Few evaluations are in a position to measure long term outcomes: most 
measure short term outcomes (e.g. processes), or intermediate outcomes (e.g. 
behavior, policy change).  

• Cost benefit analysis, or cost effectiveness analysis explores the relationship 
between program costs and outcomes (expressed in dollars, or not measured in 
dollars respectively). 
 

The importance of focus and sequence 
It is also important to sequence evaluation activities – the focus you select will depend at 
least in part on the stage of development of the initiative you are evaluating.  A new 
program, which is in the process of being implemented, is not appropriate for outcome 
evaluation. Rather, with few exceptions, it is likely that the focus should be on 
implementation evaluation. Implementation evaluation addresses such questions as: 
• To what extent was initiative implemented as designed? 
• Were resources, skills, timelines allocated adequate? 
• Are data collection systems adequate to collect data to inform outcome evaluation? 
• What obstacles to implementation and uptake can be identified, and how can they be 

addressed? 
 
A program that has been implemented and running for some time, may select a number 
of different foci for an improvement-oriented evaluation. 
 
Many summative (judgment-oriented) evaluations are likely to take a focus that is impact 
or outcome focused.  
 
It is important to keep in mind that a focus will help keep parameters on your activities. 
The potential scope of any evaluation is usually much broader than the resources 
available. This, in addition to the need to sequence evaluation activities, makes it useful 
to define your focus. 
 
Step 9: Identify and Prioritize Evaluation Questions 

 
Only when preparatory activities have been completed is it time to move on to identifying 
the evaluation questions. This is not to say that a draft of evaluation questions may not 
have already been developed. If only the research team is involved, questions may 
already be clearly defined: if you have been commissioned to undertake an evaluation, 
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at least some of the evaluation questions may be predetermined. However, if you have 
been meeting with different stakeholders, they are likely to have identified questions of 
concern to them. The process of developing the evaluation questions is a crucial one, as 
they form the framework for the evaluation plan. 
 
At this point we move on to page 2 of the evaluation planning matrix. It is critical to ‘start 
with the question’; i.e. with what we want to learn from the evaluation. Too often, 
stakeholders can become detracted by first focusing on the evaluation activities they 
would like to conduct (e.g. We should conduct interviews with physicians), the data they 
think is available (e.g. We can analyze data on X), or even the indicators that may be 
available. But without knowing what questions the evaluation is intended to answer, it is 
premature to discuss methods or data sources.  
 
Get the questions on the table (Column 2) 
In working with evaluation stakeholders, it is often more useful to solicit evaluation 
questions with wording such as “what do you hope to know at the end of this evaluation 
that you don’t know now?” rather than as “what are the evaluation questions?” The latter 
question is more likely to elicit specific questions for an interview, focus group, or data 
query, than to identify questions at the level you will find helpful. 
 
If you are conducting a collaborative evaluation, a useful strategy is to incorporate a 
discussion (such as a brainstorming session) with your stakeholder group. You will often 
find that, if there is good participation, dozens of evaluation questions may be generated 
– often broad in scope, and at many different levels. Scope of questions can often be 
constrained if there is a clear consensus on the purpose and focus on the evaluation – 
the reason that leading the group through such a discussion (Section 2, Step 6) is 
useful.   
 
The next step for the evaluator is to help the group rework these questions into a format 
that is manageable. This usually involves a) ‘rolling up’ the questions into overarching 
questions, and b) being prepared to give guidance as to sequence of questions. These 
two activities will facilitate the necessary task of prioritizing the questions: reaching 
consensus on which are of most importance.  
 
Create overarching questions (Column 1) 
Many questions that are generated by knowledge users are often subquestions of a 
larger question. The task of the evaluator is to facilitate the roll-up of questions into these 
overarching ones. Because it is important to demonstrate to participants that the 
questions of concern to them are not lost, it is often useful to keep note (in column two of 
the matrix) of all the questions of concern.  
 
 
Case Study #1: Unassigned Patients 
The stakeholders at the 3 sites generated a number of questions, many of which were 
similar. For example: “I want to know what nurses think about this model”, “I want to 
know about the opinions of patients on this change”, “How open are physicians to 
changes to the model?’ 
 
These questions could be summarized in an overarching question “What are the 
perspectives of, and experiences with, physicians, nurses, patients, families, and other 
hospital staff” on the care model?” 
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Guide discussion of sequence 
It is common for knowledge users (and researchers) to focus on outcome-related 
questions. Sometimes it is possible to include these questions in the evaluation you are 
conducting, but in many cases – particularly if you are in the process of implementing an 
initiative – it is not. As discussed earlier, for example, it is not appropriate to evaluate 
outcomes until you are sure that an initiative has been fully implemented. In other cases, 
the outcomes of interest to knowledge users will not be evident until several years into 
the future – although it may be feasible to measure intermediate outcomes.  
 
However, even if it is not possible to address an outcome evaluation question in your 
evaluation it is important to take note of these desired outcomes. First, this will aid in the 
development of program theory and, secondly, noting the desired outcome measures is 
an essential first step in ensuring that there are adequate and appropriate data collection 
systems in place that will facilitate outcome evaluation in the future.  
 
If it is not possible to address outcome questions, be sure to clearly communicate that 
these are important questions that will be addressed at a more appropriate point in the 
evaluation process. 
 
Prioritize the questions 
Even when the evaluation questions have been combined and sequenced, there are 
often many more questions of interest to knowledge users than there is time (or 
resources) to answer them. The role of the evaluator at this point is to lead discussion to 
agreement on the priority questions. Some strategies for facilitating this include: 
• Focusing on how the information generated through the evaluation will be used. 

Simply asking the question “When we find out the answer to X, how will that 
information be used?” will help differentiate between questions that are critical for 
action, and those that driven by curiosity. A useful strategy is to suggest that given 
the time/resource constraints we all face, the priority should be to focus on questions 
that we know will result in action.  

• Referring back to the purpose of the evaluation, and to any funder requirements. 
• Addressing feasibility. There are rarely the resources (in funds or time) to conduct all 

the evaluations of interest. Focusing on funder time lines and available resources will 
often help eliminate questions that, while important, are beyond the scope of your 
evaluation.    

• Revisiting the issue of sequence. Even though ‘early’ evaluation questions may not 
be of as much interest to stakeholders as outcome questions, it is often useful to 
develop a phased plan, illustrating at what phase it is best to address a particular 
question. The evaluation matrix can be adapted to include sections that highlight 
questions at different phases (e.g. implementation evaluation, improvement oriented 
evaluation, outcome evaluation questions). 

• Exploring the potential of additional resources to investigate some questions. Some 
questions generated may be broad research questions. They are important, but there 
may not be an urgency to answer them. In such cases, there may be interest in 
investigating the potential of additional research funding to explore these questions 
at a later date. 
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If there is time, the steering/planning group can participate in this ‘rolling up’ and 
prioritization activity. Another alternative is for the evaluator to develop a draft based on 
the ideas generated and to circulate it for further input. 
  
It is only when the evaluation questions have been determined that it is appropriate to 
move on to the next steps: evaluation design, selection of methods and data sources, 
and identification of indicators. 
  
Step 10: Select Methods and Data Sources (Columns 3 and 4)  

 
Select methods for the specific evaluation questions 
Only when you are clear on the questions, and have prioritized them, is it time to select 
methods. In collaborative undertakings you may find that strong facilitation is needed to 
reach consensus on the questions, as stakeholders are often eager to move ahead to 
discussion of methods. The approach of ‘starting with the question’ may also be a 
challenge for researchers, who are often highly trained in specific methodologies and 
methods. It is important in evaluation, however, that methods be driven by the overall 
evaluation questions, rather than by researcher expertise.  
 
Evaluators often find that many evaluations require a multi-method approach. Some 
well-designed research and evaluation projects can generate important new knowledge 
using only quantitative methods. However, in many evaluations it is important to 
understand not only if an intervention worked (and to measure accurately any difference 
it made) but to understand why the intervention worked – the principles or characteristics 
associated with success or failure, and the pathways through which effects are 
generated. The purpose of evaluating many pilot programs is to determine whether the 
program should be implemented in other contexts, not simply whether it worked in the 
environment in which it was evaluated. These questions generally require the addition of 
qualitative methods.  
 
Your steering committee will also be helpful at this stage, as they will be able to advise 
you on the feasibility – and credibility - of certain methods. 
 
 
Case Study #1: Unassigned Patients 
When the request for the evaluation was made, it was assumed that analysis of 
administrative data would be the major data source for answering evaluation questions. 
In fact, the data available was only able to provide partial insights to some of the 
questions of concern.  
 
While the overall plan for the evaluation suggested focus groups would be appropriate 
for some data collection, the steering group highlighted the challenges in bringing 
physicians and hospital staff together as a group. They were, however, able to suggest 
strategies to facilitate group discussions, (integrating discussions with staff meetings, 
planning a catered lunch, and individualized invitations from respected physician 
leaders).  
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Identify data sources 
The process of identifying data sources is often interwoven with that of selecting 
methods. For example, if quantitative program data are not available to inform a specific 
evaluation question, there may be a need to select qualitative methods. In planning a 
research project, if the needed data were not available, a researcher may decide to 
remove a particular question from the study. In evaluation, this is rarely acceptable – if 
the question is important, there should be an effort to begin to answer it. As Patton 
(1997) has observed, it is often better to get a vague or fuzzy answer to an important 
question than a precise answer to a question no one cares much about. The best data 
sources in many cases are specific individuals!  
 
Remember that many organizations have formal approval processes that must be 
followed before you can have access to program data, staff or internal reports.  
 
Identify appropriate indicators (Column 5) 
Once evaluation questions have been identified, and methods and data sources 
selected, it is time to explore what indicators may be useful. 
 
An indicator can be defined as a summary statistic used to give an indication of a 
construct that cannot be measured directly.  For example, we cannot directly measure 
the quality of care, but we can measure particular processes (e.g., adherence to best-
practice guidelines) or outcomes (e.g., number of falls) thought to be related to quality of 
care.  Good indicators: 

…. should actually measure what they are intended to (validity); they should 
provide the same answer if measured by different people in similar 
circumstances (reliability); they should be able to measure change (sensitivity); 
and, they should reflect changes only in the situation concerned (specificity). In 
reality, these criteria are difficult to achieve, and indicators, at best, are indirect or 
partial measures of a complex situation (Alberta Heritage Foundation for Medical 
Research (1998: 5).  

 
However, it is easy to overlook the limitations both of particular indicators and of 
indicators in general.  Some authors have observed that the statement “we need a 
program evaluation” is often immediately followed by “we have these indicators,” without 
consideration of exactly which question the indicators will answer (Bowen & Kriendler, 
2008). 
 
An exclusive focus on indicators can lead to decisions being data-driven rather than 
evidence-informed (Bowen et al. 2009).  It is easy to respond to issues for which 
indicators are readily available, while ignoring potentially more important issues for 
which such data is not available. Developing activities around “what existing data can tell 
us,” while a reasonable course for researchers, can be a dangerous road for both 
decision-makers and evaluators, who may lose sight of the most important questions 
facing the healthcare system.  It has been observed that “the indicator-driven approach 
‘puts the cart before the horse’ and often fails” (Chesson 2002: 2).  
 
Not all indicators are created equal, and an indicator’s limitations may not be obvious. 
Many indicators are ‘gameable’ (i.e. metrics can be improved without substantive 
change). For example, breastfeeding initiation is often used as an indicator of child 
health, as it is more easily measured than breastfeeding duration.  However, lack of 
clear coding guidelines, combined with pressure on facilities to increase breastfeeding 
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rates, appear to have produced a definition of initiation as, “the mother opened her gown 
and tried” (Bowen & Kriendler, 2008). It is not surprising then that hospitals are able to 
dramatically increase ‘breastfeeding rates’ if a directive is given to patient care staff, who 
are then evaluated on the results. This attempt, however, does not necessarily increase 
breastfeeding rates following hospital discharge. This example also demonstrates that 
reliance on a poor indicator can result in decreased attention and resources for an issue 
that may continue to be of concern.  
 

The following advice is offered to avoid these pitfalls in indicator use in evaluation: 
 First determine what you want to know. Don’t start with the data (and indicators) 

that are readily available. 
 In selecting indicators, evaluate them for validity, robustness and transferability 

before proposing them. Don’t just use an indicator because it’s available. 
 Understand what the indicator is really telling you – and what it isn’t. 
 Limit the number of indicators, focusing resources on the strongest ones. 
 Choose indicators that cannot be easily gamed. 
 Ensure that those who gather and analyze the data (and are aware of what an 

indicator is actually measuring, data quality, etc.) are included on your team.  
 Remember that there may not be an appropriate indicator for many of the 

evaluation questions you hope to address (Bowen & Kriendler, 2008). 
 

 
 
Case Study #1: Unassigned Patients 
At the beginning of this evaluation it was assumed that assessment of impact would be 
fairly straightforward: the proposed indicator for analysis was hospital length of stay 
(LOS). However, discussions with staff at one centre uncovered that:  
• Health information staff were being asked to ‘run’ the data in two different ways, by 

heads of different departments. This resulted in different calculation of LOS.  
• Although the LOS on the ward (the selected indicator) showed a decline, the LOS in 

the emergency department was actually rising. Attention to the selected indicator 
risked obscuring problems created elsewhere in the system.  
 

 
 

 Step 11: Clarify Resources and Responsibility Areas (Column 6) 
 
At this point, we are ready to move the evaluation plan into operation. It is necessary to 
ensure that you have the resources to conduct the proposed evaluation activities, and 
know who is responsible for conducting them. This final column in the matrix provides 
the base from which an evaluation workplan can develop.   
 
Step 12: Implement Evaluation Activities 

 
This module does not attempt to provide detailed information on project implementation 
and management, although some resources to support this work (e.g. checklists) are 
included in the bibliography. However, as you conduct the evaluation it is important to: 
• Monitor (and evaluate!) implementation of activities. Be prepared to revise the 

plan when obstacles are identified. Unlike some research designs, in evaluation it is 
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not always possible – or advisable – to hold the environment constant while the 
evaluation is occurring. 

• Ensure regular feedback and review of progress by stakeholders. Don’t leave 
reporting until the evaluation is completed. As issues are identified, they should be 
shared and discussed with stakeholders. In some evaluations (e.g. improvement 
oriented or developmental evaluation) there will be an intent to act on findings as 
soon as they are identified. Even if there is no intent to change anything as the result 
of emerging findings, remember that people don’t like surprises – it is important that 
stakeholders are informed not only of progress (and any difficulties with the 
evaluation), but also alerted to potentially contentious or distressing findings.  
 

Step 13: Communicate Evaluation Findings 
 
Even though it is recommended that there are regular reports (and opportunities for 
discussion) as the evaluation progresses, it is often important to leave a detailed 
evaluation report. This report should be focused to the intended users of the evaluation, 
and should form the basis of any presentations or academic publications, helping 
promote consistency if there are multiple authors or presenters. 
 
Evaluation frequently faces the challenge of communicating contentious or negative 
findings. Issues related to communication are covered in more detail in Section 4, Ethics 
and Evaluation. 
 
There are many guidelines for developing reports for knowledge users. The specifics will 
depend on your audience, the scope of the evaluation and many other factors. A good 
starting point is the CHSRF resources providing guidance in communicating with 
decision-makers: 
http://www.chsrf.ca/publicationsandresources/ResourcesForResearchers.aspx  
 
 

http://www.chsrf.ca/publicationsandresources/ResourcesForResearchers.aspx
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SECTION 4: SPECIAL ISSUES IN EVALUATION 

Ethics and Evaluation  
 
The ethics of evaluation 
Evaluation societies have clearly identified ethical standards of practice. The Canadian 
Evaluation Society (n.d) provides Guidelines for Ethical Conduct  
http://www.evaluationcanada.ca/site.cgi?en:5:4, (competence, integrity, accountability)  
while the American Evaluation society (2004) publishes Guiding principles for evaluators 
http://www.eval.org/publications/GuidingPrinciplesPrintable.asp (systematic inquiry, 
competence, integrity/honesty, respect for people, and responsibilities for general and 
public welfare).  
 
The ethics of evaluation are an important topic in evaluation journals and evaluation 
conferences. Ethical behavior is a ‘live issue’ among professional evaluators. This may 
not be apparent to researchers as, in many jurisdictions, evaluation is exempt from the 
ethical review processes required by universities. 
 
In addition to the standards and principles adopted by evaluation societies, it is important 
to consider the ethical issues specific to the type of evaluation you are conducting. For 
example there are a number of ethical issues related to collaborative and action 
research or undertaking organizational research (Flicker et al, 2007; Alred, 2008; Bell & 
Bryman, 2007).  
 
Evaluators also routinely grapple with ethical issues, which while also experienced by 
those conducting some forms of research (e.g. participatory action research), are not 
found in much academic research. Some of these issues include: 
 
Managing expectations. Many program staff welcome an evaluation as an opportunity to 
‘prove’ that their initiative is having a positive impact. No ethical evaluator can ensure 
this and it is important the possibility of unwanted findings – and the evaluator’s role in 
articulating these – is clearly understood by evaluation sponsors and affected staff.  
 
Sharing contentious or negative findings. Fear that stakeholders may attempt to 
manipulate or censor negative results has led to evaluators either keeping findings a 
secret until the final report is released, or adjusting findings to make them politically 
acceptable. While the latter is clearly ethically unacceptable, the former also has ethical 
implications. It is recommended that there are regular reports to stakeholders in order to 
prepare them for any negative or potentially damaging findings. One of the most 
important competencies of a skilled evaluator is the ability to speak the truth in a way 
that is respectful and avoids unnecessary damage to organizations and participants. 
Some strategies that you may find helpful are to: 

• Involve stakeholders in interpretation of emerging results and planning for 
release of findings. 

• Frame findings neutrally – being careful not to assign blame. 
• Consider a private meeting if there are sensitive findings affecting one 

stakeholder to prepare them for public release of information.  
 
Issues Related to REB review 
Research ethics boards (REBs) vary in how they perceive their role in evaluation. Some, 
reflecting the view that evaluation is different from research, may decline to review 

http://www.evaluationcanada.ca/site.cgi?en:5:4
http://www.eval.org/publications/GuidingPrinciplesPrintable.asp
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evaluation proposals unless they are externally funded. Other REBs, including 
institutional boards, require ethical review. This situation can create confusion for 
researchers. It can also present challenges if researchers feel that their initiative requires 
REB review (as they are working with humans to generate new knowledge) but there is 
reluctance on the part of the REB to review their proposal. Unfortunately, there may also 
be less attention paid to ethical conduct of activities if the initiative is framed as 
evaluation rather than as research. Some REBs may also have limited understanding of 
evaluation methodologies, which may affect their ability to appropriately review 
proposals. 
 
Health organizations can, and will, proceed with internal evaluation related to program 
management, whether or not there is REB approval. There is an often vociferous debate 
in the literature about the difference between Quality Improvement and Research – and 
the role of REBs in QI (Bailey et al, 2007). Evaluation activities are generally considered 
to be Quality Improvement and there is resistance on the part of the health system in 
many jurisdictions to the involvement of Ethics Boards in what organizations see as their 
daily business (Haggerty, 2004). 
 
Unfortunately, this grey zone in REB review often results in less attention being given to 
the ethical aspects of evaluation activities. In other words, the attention is directed to the 
ethics review process (and approval), rather than the ethical issues inherent to the 
project. In some cases, there may even be a deliberate decision to define an activity as 
evaluation rather than research simply to avoid the requirement of ethical review. This 
lack of attention to the very real ethical issues posed by evaluation activities can often 
pose significant risks to staff, patients/ clients, organizations and communities – risks 
that are sometimes as great as those posed by research activities. These risks include: 
• Negative impacts on staff. There is a risk that difficulties identified with a program 

may be attributed to specific staff. Some organizations are even known to conduct a 
program evaluation as a way to avoid dealing with staff performance – presenting a 
potential trap (and ethical dilemma) for the evaluator. This practice is also one 
reason why evaluation is often threatening to staff. Even if this is not the intent, 
negative findings of an evaluation can have disastrous effects on staff.  

• Opportunity costs. Inadequate (or limited) evaluation can result in continuing to 
provide resources to support a lackluster service, meaning that other initiatives 
cannot be funded.  

• Negative impacts on patients/ clients. Not only clinical, but system redesign 
interventions, can have negative impacts on patients and families – it is essential that 
the evaluation is designed to assess potential impacts.  

• Impact on organizational reputation. Concerns about results of evaluations becoming 
public may lead to organizational avoidance of external evaluation. As indicated 
earlier, it is essential to negotiate the terms of any evaluation reporting involving an 
external partner before the evaluation is conducted. 

 
Evaluating in Complex Environments 
 
There is growing interest in evaluating complex initiatives – and many initiatives 
(particularly in the Population Health and Health Services environments) are, by their 
very nature, complex.  
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It has been claimed that one of the reasons so little progress has been made in resolving 
the many problems facing us in the healthcare system, is that we continue to treat 
complex problems as though they were simple or complicated ones. 
   
Evaluation design must match the complexity of the situation (Patton, 2011). Simple 
problems reflect linear cause-effect relationships: issues are fairly clear, and it is usually 
not difficult to get agreement on the ‘best’ answer is to a given problem. In such cases 
there is a high level of both a) certainty about whether a certain action will result in a 
given outcome, and b) agreement on the benefits of addressing the issue. Simple 
problems are relatively easy to evaluate – evaluation usually focuses on outcomes. An 
example would be the evaluation of a patient education program to increase knowledge 
of chronic disease self-management. This knowledge could be measured with a pre/ 
post design. Findings from evaluations of simple interventions may be replicable. 
 
In complicated problems, cause and effect are still linked in some way, but there are 
many possible good answers – not just one best way of doing things.  There is lack of 
either certainty about the outcome (technically complicated), or agreement on the 
benefits of the intervention (socially complicated) (Patton, 2011). An example of the 
latter would be provision of pregnancy termination services or safe injection sites. 
Evaluation in complicated contexts is more difficult, as there is need to explore multiple 
impacts from multiple perspectives. There are many, often diverse, stakeholders.  
 
In complex systems it is not possible to predict what will happen (Snowden & Boone, 
2007).  The environment is continually evolving and small things can have significant 
and unexpected impacts. Evaluation in complex environments requires a great deal of 
flexibility – it needs to take place in ‘real time’: the feedback from the evaluation itself 
serves as an intervention. There are no replicable solutions as solutions are often 
context specific. Evaluation in a complex environment requires identification of principles 
that are transferable to other contexts – where the actual intervention may look quite 
different.  This lack of clear cause-effect relationships (which may be apparent only in 
retrospect) explains the limitations of logic models in such environments (although their 
use may help to test assumptions in underlying program theory). 
 
The Complexity of “Causation” 
 
In research, much attention in research design is directed to identifying and minimizing 
sources of bias and confounding, and in distinguishing between causation and 
correlation. These design considerations are equally important in evaluation, and can 
often be more challenging than in some research projects as there is usually not the 
opportunity to create a true experiment, where all conditions are controlled. In fact, this 
inability to control the environment in which the initiative to be evaluated is taking place 
is one of the greatest challenges identified by many researchers. 
 
A major task in evaluation is that of differentiating between attribution and contribution. A 
common evaluation error is to select a simple pre-post (or before and after) evaluation 
design, and to use any differences in data measured to draw conclusions about the 
impact of the initiative. In ‘real life’ situations, of course, there are many other potential 
causes for the observed change. Commonly, the intervention can be expected to 
contribute to some of the change, but rarely all of it. The challenge, then, is to determine 
the extent of the contribution of the intervention under study.  
 
Some authors provide detailed formulae for helping evaluators determine the proportion 
of effect that can be assumed to be contribution of the specific intervention (see for 
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example Davidson, 2005, Chapter 5).  Strategies often used by evaluators to help 
determine the ‘weight’ that should be given to the contribution of the intervention include: 

• Triangulation. Triangulation refers to use of multiple methods, data sources, and 
analysts to increase depth of understanding of an issue.  

• A focus on reflexivity and evaluative thinking throughout the phase of data 
interpretation.  

• Incorporation of qualitative methods where those directly involved can be asked 
to comment on other factors potentially contributing to results.  

 
For example, one evaluation of a Knowledge Translation initiative conducted in 
collaboration with health regions included interviews with CEOs and other key 
individuals in addition to assessing measurable changes. Participants were asked 
directly about factors that had, over the preceding years, contributed to increased use of 
evidence in organizational planning. Responses included a range of other potential 
contributors (e.g. changes by the provincial department of health to the planning 
process; increased access to library resources; new organizational leadership) in 
addition to the intervention under evaluation. Identification of these factors and the 
relative impact attributed by stakeholders to each in promoting change, assisted in 
determining the extent of contribution of the project compared to other events occurring 
at the time.    
 
The Special Case of Economic Evaluation 
 
Decision-makers are often interested in an economic evaluation of an intervention(s). 
The purpose of economic evaluation (defined as the comparison of two or more 
alternative courses of action in terms of both their costs and consequences) is to help 
determine whether a program or service is worth doing compared with other things that 
could be done with the same resources (Drummond et al., 1997). If, however, only the 
costs of two or more alternatives are compared, (without consideration of the effects or 
consequences of these alternatives) this is not a full economic evaluation, rather it is a 
cost analysis. 
 
Unfortunately, those requesting economic evaluation (and some of those attempting to 
conduct it) often equate costing analyses (assessment of the costs of a program or 
elements of a program) with economic evaluation, which can lead into dangerous 
waters.  Before drawing conclusions, it is also necessary to know the costs of other 
alternatives, and the consequences of these alternatives – not only to the program under 
study but from the perspective of the larger health system or society.  One risk in simple 
costing studies is that a new service often has a separate budget line, whereas the costs 
of continuing with the status quo may be hidden and not available for analysis.  
 
 
Case Study # 1: Unassigned Patients 
The department of health originally requested an economic evaluation of the various 
hospital models. Preliminary investigation revealed that the plan was, essentially, to 
conduct a cost analysis of only one component of the model – the actual physician 
costs. This is not an economic evaluation, as to demonstrate which of the models was 
most cost effective would require not only calculation of other costs of each model (e.g. 
nursing costs, test ordering), but also of the consequences of each (e.g. readmissions, 
LOS, costs to other parts of the system such as home care or primary care).  
 
While an economic evaluation would have been extremely useful, the evaluators had 
neither the funds, nor the data readily available to conduct one. Consequently, simply 
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reporting on the physician costs could have led to flawed decision-making. In this 
situation, the evaluators explained the requirements for conducting a full economic 
evaluation, and the feasibility of conducting one with the data available.  
 

 
In responding to a request to undertake an economic evaluation it is important to: 
• Ensure that you have health economist expertise on your team 
• Undertake a preliminary assessment of the data available (and its quality) to 

undertake economic analyses 
• Be realistic about the resources needed to undertake an economic evaluation. Most 

small evaluations do not have the resources to undertake economic evaluation, and 
the data to do so may not be available. Remember that a poorly designed ‘economic 
evaluation’ can lead to poorer decisions than no evaluation at all. 

• Ensure that those who understand the program, and the context within which it is 
operating, are integrally involved in planning the evaluation. 

• Be prepared to educate those requesting the evaluation on what economic 
evaluation entails, and the limitations of a costing study.   

 
The Concept of the “Personal” Factor 
 
A useful concept in evaluation is that of the “personal factor” (Patton, 1997). This 
concept recognizes that often important factors in the success or failure of any initiative 
are the individual(s) in key roles in the initiative: their knowledge and skill; their 
commitment to the initiative; the credibility they have with peers; their ability to motivate 
others. The best example might be that of a set curriculum: different instructors can 
result in vastly different student assessments of exactly the same course. Many 
evaluations require consideration of the personal factor before drawing conclusions 
about the value of the initiative.  
 
At the same time, it is important to ensure that recognition and assessment of the 
‘personal factor’ does not degenerate into a personnel assessment. Nor is it useful for 
those looking to implement a similar initiative to learn that one of the reasons the 
initiative was successful was due to the wonderful director/staff. What is needed is clear 
articulation of what personnel factors contributed to the findings and for these to be 
communicated in a positive way. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
The intent of this module has been to provide researchers with sufficient background on 
the topic of evaluation that they will be able to design a range of evaluations to respond 
to a variety of evaluation needs. A secondary objective was to assist reviewers in 
assessing the quality and appropriateness of evaluation plans submitted as part of a 
research proposal.  
 
Two of the key challenges encountered by researchers in conducting evaluations are a) 
the requirement for evaluators to be able to negotiate with a variety of stakeholders, and 
b) the expectation that evaluations will provide results that will be both useful and used.  
With this in mind, the module has provided additional guidance on designing and 
implementing collaborative, utilization-focused evaluations. 
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GLOSSARY 
 
“Black box” evaluation: Evaluation of program outcomes without investigating the 
mechanisms (or being informed by the program theory) presumed to lead to these 
outcomes.  
Collaborative evaluation: An evaluation conducted in collaboration with knowledge 
users or those affected by a program. There are many approaches to collaborative 
evaluation, and the partners in a particular collaborative evaluation may vary depending 
on the purpose of the evaluation. Sharing of decision-making around evaluation 
questions, and interpretation of findings is implied; however, the degree of involvement 
may vary. 
Developmental evaluation: An evaluation whose purpose is to help support the design 
and development of a program or organization. This form of evaluation is particularly 
helpful in rapidly evolving situations.  
Economic evaluation: The comparison of two or more alternative courses of action in 
terms of both their costs and consequences. The purpose of economic evaluation is to 
help determine whether a program or service is worth doing compared with other things 
that could be done with the same resources.   
Evaluation research: A research project that has as its focus the evaluation of some 
program process, policy or product. Unlike program evaluation, evaluation research is 
intended to generate knowledge that can inform both decision-making in other settings 
and future research. 
External evaluation: Evaluation conducted by an individual or group external to and 
independent from the initiative being evaluated.  
Formative evaluation: An evaluation conducted for the purpose of finding areas for 
improving an existing initiative. 
Goals-based evaluation: An evaluation that is designed around the stated goals and 
objectives of an initiative. The purpose of the evaluation is to determine whether these 
goals and objectives have been achieved.  
Goals-free evaluation: An evaluation that focuses on what is actually happening as a 
result of the initiative or intervention. It is not limited by stated objectives.  
Implementation evaluation: An evaluation that focuses on the process of 
implementation of an initiative.  
Improvement-oriented evaluation: See formative evaluation. 
Intermediate outcomes: A measurable result that occurs between the supposed causal 
event and the ultimate outcome of interest.  While not the final outcome, an intermediate 
outcome is used as an indicator that progress is being made towards it.  
Internal evaluation: Evaluation conducted by staff of the program that designed and/ or 
implemented the intervention. Also applies to researchers evaluating the results of their 
own research project. 
Multi-method evaluation: An evaluation that uses more than one method. See also 
‘triangulation’. 
Outcome evaluation: An evaluation that studies the immediate or direct effects of the 
program on participants. 
Process evaluation: An evaluation that focuses on the content, implementation and 
outputs of an initiative. The term is sometimes used to refer to an evaluation that only 
focuses on program processes.  
Program evaluation: Evaluation of a specific program primarily for program 
management and organizational decision purposes.  
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Summative evaluation: An evaluation that focuses on making a judgment about the 
merit or worth of an initiative. This form of evaluation is conducted primary for reporting 
or decision-making purposes.  
Theory-driven evaluation: An evaluation that explicitly integrates and uses theory in 
conceptualizing, designing, conducting, interpreting, and applying an evaluation. 
Program theory refers to a statement of the assumptions about why an intervention 
should affect the intended outcomes.  
Triangulation: Use of two or more methods, data sources, or investigators to 
investigate an evaluation question. Ideally, methods or data sources with different 
strengths and weaknesses are selected in order to strengthen confidence in findings. 
Utilization-focused evaluation: An evaluation which focuses on intended use by 
intended users. Utilization-focused evaluations are designed with actual use in mind.  
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EVALUATION CHECKLIST 
 

Developing an Evaluation Plan EVALUATION 
CHECKLIST 

Assessing an Evaluation Plan 
Questions to consider: Assessment considerations:  

 What are the requirements of the 
funding opportunity?  

 What is the relative importance of 
evaluation to the overall proposal? 

 How will evaluation contribute the 
knowledge needed? 

 What resources are available? 

1. Evaluation plan 
appropriate for 
proposed project 

 Meets funding opportunity 
requirements 

 Plan appropriate to generate 
knowledge needed 

 Plan appropriate for resources 
available 

 Who do you hope will act on 
evaluation findings? 

 Have you clearly differentiated 
between intended users & affected 
parties in general? 

2. Intended 
evaluation users  
clearly identified 
 

 Intended users clearly identified  
 Knowledge users appropriate for 

evaluation focus & questions 
 Differentiation between intended 

users & affected parties in general 
 Would a collaborative approach 

strengthen the proposal or 
increase likelihood of uptake of 
findings? 

 If so, have partners been involved 
appropriately in design of 
proposal? 

 identifying evaluation purpose &  
focus 
 developing evaluation questions 

 How will you continue to involve 
these partners in meaningful 
ways? 
 Guiding & monitoring evaluation 
 Data interpretation 
 Promoting action on results 

 Have you come to agreement on 
roles and responsibilities? 

 Are partner contributions 
recognized in budget? 

 Do letters of commitment specify 
partners past and future 
contributions? 

 Have publication and other issues 
been negotiated? 

 What structure and processes will 
support the collaboration? 

3. Appropriate 
collaboration 
 

 Inclusion of intended users where 
appropriate 

 If collaboration indicated: 
 Evidence intended users involved 
in development of proposal 

 Partners at appropriate levels to 
affect change 

 Roles for evaluation partners 
clearly identified 

 Contributions of partners, & their 
costs of participation recognized 
in evaluation plan 

 Letters of commitment from 
partners specify past/ future roles  

 Clear structures and processes 
to support ongoing collaboration 
 

 Does your team have  
 The methodological expertise 
needed to conduct the 
evaluation? 

 Evaluation experience & 
knowledge of evaluation context? 

 If collaborative evaluation, do you 
have interpersonal & negotiating 
skills on the team?  

 Is an internal, external or 
collaborative evaluation the best 
option?  

 Has any potential conflict of 
interest been addressed? 

4. Evaluation team 
includes needed 
expertise 
 

 Team includes 
 Necessary methodological 
expertise 

 Context-specific knowledge 
 Evaluation experience 
 Interpersonal/negotiating skills 

 Plan avoids potential conflict of 
interest 

 Have you gathered contextual 
evidence (history, stakeholders, 
program design) on the initiative to 
be evaluated? 

5. Preparatory work 
completed 
 

 Proposal demonstrates 
understanding of context and issue 
to be evaluated 

 Appropriate literature reviewed 
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 Have you conducted a review of 
the literature appropriate to the 
evaluation question? 

 What strategies have you used to 
explore evaluation alternatives and 
develop consensus among 
partners? 

 Have data management/sharing 
contingencies been considered? 

 If collaborative evaluation 
 Evidence of planning 

meetings with partners 
 Letters of support indicate 

collaborative development 
to date 

 Data management plan in 
place  

 What format (logic model, textual 
description) would best describe 
the initiative & its program theory? 

 How does evaluation reflect the 
program theory of action? 

 Have evaluation partners been 
involved in developing the 
description? 

6. Clear description 
of initiative to be 
evaluated 
 

 Clear description of program, 
process, or product to be evaluated 
& logical connections between 
program components 

 Theory of action linked to 
evaluation plan. 
 

 Are the parameters of the 
evaluation well defined? 

 Have you developed a clear, 
concise description of the purpose 
of the evaluation component? 

 Is the evaluation focus appropriate 
for this point of development of the 
initiative? 

 How do you see the evaluation 
being used, and by whom? 

7. Clearly stated 
evaluation 
purpose and 
focus  

 Parameters of evaluation are well 
defined Clear description of 
evaluation purpose 

 Purpose and focus appropriate for 
stage of development of initiative 

 Plan for use of evaluation findings 

 Have intended users been involved 
in developing the questions?  

 Are questions appropriate for the 
stage of development of the 
initiative? 

 Can the questions be addressed 
within time frame and resources 
available? 

8. Clear evaluation 
questions 

 Evaluation questions clearly stated 
 Evaluation questions appropriate 

for stated purpose of the evaluation 
 Evaluation questions can be 

feasibly addressed with the 
expertise, time and resources 
available 

 Are methods appropriate for the 
questions? 

 Have you identified data sources, 
and received any necessary 
approvals? 

 Are any selected indicators 
appropriate, valid and robust? 

9. Appropriate 
methods  
 

 Methods appropriate for evaluation 
questions 

 Evidence of approval for use of 
data sources 

 Indicators appropriate, valid and 
robust 

 Why is the purpose, focus, 
questions, methods you have 
selected the most appropriate in 
this situation? 

 How will you control bias? Analyze 
data? Determine the contribution of 
the initiative to identified results? 

 Have you identified the specific 
challenges presented in this 
evaluation?  

10. Overall quality of 
design  
 

 Congruence between the 
evaluation purpose, evaluation 
questions, and methods  

 Evidence key evaluation issues 
(attribution/ contribution, the 
‘personal factor’, economic 
evaluation, sharing contentious 
findings) considered in design 

 Plan optimizes learning that could 
result from the research proposal 

 Have you outlined evaluation roles 
& responsibilities clearly? 

 Have you demonstrated that you 
have the needed team expertise? 

 Are roles and future involvement of 
partners clear? 

11. Expertise and 
roles clearly 
articulated 
 

 
 

 It is clear who will be conducting 
evaluation activities 

 Evidence of appropriate team skill 
and experience 

 Appropriate incorporation of 
knowledge users & evaluation 
partners 

 What is your plan for keeping team 
members informed of progress? 

 How will you develop a plan for 

12. Communication 
plan 
 

 Plan for ongoing communication as 
evaluation progresses 

 End of project dissemination 
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evaluation result dissemination? 
Why is it appropriate for this 
evaluation? 

 appropriate for evaluation topic and 
focus. 

 Are you familiar with guidelines 
and principles for conducting 
evaluations? 

 What are the ethical review 
requirements for this specific 
evaluation (REB, sponsoring 
organization?) 

 What potential ethical challenges 
will be presented by this 
evaluation? How will you address 
them? 

 Have ethical issues related to 
collaborative engagement been 
considered?  

13. Ethical issues 
addressed 
 

 
 

 Requirements for appropriate REB 
& organizational review considered 
and addressed  

 Potential ethical issues (e.g. 
Impact on clients, staff, 
organization) considered  

 Ethical considerations of 
collaborative approaches are fully 
considered  
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APPENDIX A 
SAMPLE EVALUTION PLANNING MATRIX 

 
A. Background 
Summary of initiative 
 
 
 

B. Evaluation Purpose 
Why is evaluation being undertaken? 
 

 
 

C. Intended Use of Evaluation 
How will results be used? 
 
 
 
D. Intended Users 
 
Who are intended users of the evaluation? 
What other stakeholders should be involved in some way? 
 
 
 
E. Evaluation Focus  
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1. Proposed Evaluation 
Questions 

2. Comments/ Notes 
Sub-questions 3. Possible Methods 

 
 

4. Data 
Sources 

5. Potential    
Indicators 

6. 
Responsibility/ 

Resources 
IMPLEMENTATION EVALUATION  

 
 

     

 
 

     

IMPROVEMENT ORIENTED EVALUATION  
       

 
 

     

OUTCOME/IMPACT EVALUATION  
      

      

DEVELOPMENTAL EVALUATION  
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APPENDIX B 
SAMPLE EVALUTION PLANNING MATRIX:  

UNASSIGNED PATIENTS 
 
A. Background 
The provincial health department has requested an evaluation of the different models of 
medical care currently provided for unassigned patients (patients without a family 
physician to follow their care in hospital) in three regional hospitals. The health region 
has established a Steering Committee to guide the evaluation and ensure that the 
concerns of all stakeholders are represented. This committee has commissioned a 
review of the relevant literature; however this review did not provide clear guidance for 
service design in the context of this health region. Through the process of site visits, 
hospital staff have identified a number of concerns that they hope will be explored 
through evaluation activities. 

B. Evaluation Purpose 

• To respond to the request of the provincial government to determine whether the 
models developed by the sites were a) effective in providing care to unassigned 
patients, and b) were sustainable. 
 

• To identify strengths and needed improvements of each program. 
 

• To explore both program specific and system issues that may be affecting timely and 
quality care for medical patients.  

 
In this improvement oriented evaluation, there is no intent to select one ‘best model’, 
but rather to identify strengths and limitations of each strategy with the objective of 
assisting in improving quality of all service models.  
 

C. Intended Use of Evaluation 
This evaluation will be used by staff of the department of health to inform decisions 
about continued funding of the programs; by site senior management to strengthen their 
specific services; and by regional senior management to guide ongoing planning. 
 
D. Intended Users 
 
Knowledge users are identified as Department of Health staff, hospital site management, 
regional senior management and regional and site physician and nurse leadership. 
 
E. Evaluation Focus  
 
A goals free evaluation focus will be adopted. It will focus on what is actually happening 
within each of the identified models. 
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1.Proposed Evaluation 
Questions 

2.Comments/Notes 
Sub-questions 3.Possible Methods 

 
4.Data Sources 

5.Potential 
Indicators 

6.Responsibility/ 
Resources 

PRE-EVALUATION PLANNING 
How do each of the current 
models actually function in 
practice? 

The health department has 
identified confusion about 
the structure and process of 
each of the models. 

Collaborative 
development of program 
descriptions 
 
Creation of patient flow 
diagrams 

Medical Director 
and Nurse leader at 
each site 

NA Evaluator 

What evaluation questions are 
of most concern at each of the 
hospital sites? 

What are the questions that 
hospital leadership would 
like addressed in the 
evaluation?  
What are the issues of most 
concern to hospital staff? 

Site visits 
 
Staff consultations   

Nurses and staff of 
Emergency 
Department (ED); 
ward staff;  
physician 
leadership 

NA Evaluator, in 
collaboration with 
medical directors 
and regional ED 
director. 

IMPROVEMENT ORIENTED 
What are the perspectives of 
physicians, nurses, and  allied 
health staff on the strengths 
and limitations of each of the 
models? 
 

Are the models working as 
they should? 
Are physicians open to 
changing the model they are 
working in?  
What is the impact of each 
model on patient 
satisfaction, continuity of 
care, and quality of care? 
What are the advantages of 
each model? 
What are the needed 
improvements in each 
model? 

Focus groups with 
physician, nurse & allied 
health groups (each site). 
 
Individual interviews with 
medical directors; regional 
leadership 

Research literature 
on theorized 
characteristics of 
each model 
 
Physicians in each 
model, ED 
physicians & staff, 
ward nurses, allied 
health staff, site 
executives, regional 
nursing, family 
practice and internal 
medicine leadership 

NA Regional librarian 
 
Release time 
provided by each 
site. 
 
Evaluator to 
coordinate and 
conduct activities 
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What is the impact on patients 
and families of each model? 

How do patients experience 
care in each model? 
How important is it to 
patients and family 
members that care is 
provided by the same 
physician? That physicians 
are available on a 24 hour 
basis? 
What are the implications 
for discharge planning and 
follow up? 

Focus group with Patient 
Advisory Committees 
 
Telephone interviews with 
identified caregivers 
 
Interviews with patient 
representatives 

Patients, patient 
family caregivers 
 
Site-based patient 
representatives 

NA Evaluator, site 
based patient 
advisory 
committees 

Are the theorized advantages 
of each model experienced in 
practice?  

Does model X result in 
reduced length of stay? In 
fewer admissions? Are 
there fewer readmissions 
with model Y? 

Analysis of evaluation 
findings along with 
benefits reported in the 
research literature 
 
Focus groups with 
physician, nurse, allied 
health staff; patients 
 
Analysis of hospital 
administrative data 

Research literature 
 
Hospital admin data 
 
Focus group 
transcripts 
 

 Length of stay 
(ED),  
Length of stay 
(medical ward) 
 
Average # 
patients 
admitted vs. # 
patients seen in 
ER 
 
Readmission 
rates (30 days) 

Evaluator, regional 
librarian 
 
Data analysis 
conducted by 
heath information 
managers 

Are current data collection 
systems adequate to support 
outcome comparison of the 
three programs?  

Is it appropriate to compare 
admitting and LOS data of 
hospitals with different 
patient populations? 
Can an economic evaluation 
be conducted? 

Review of hospital data 
systems 
 
Review of provincial 
physician reimbursement 
data 

Site information 
systems 
 
Health information 
managers (site and 
ministry) 

NA Evaluator 

What changes should be 
recommended to improve the 
care delivered for each model? 

What aspects of models are 
working well? What areas 
require further 
investigation? Are there any 
areas that require 
immediate intervention?  

Analysis of all data 
provided. 
Review of preliminary 
conclusions by Steering 
Committee 

All data collected. 
Steering Committee 
members 

NA Evaluator  
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	INTRODUCTION
	229BINTRODUCTION
	The need for a learning module on evaluation has been identified as a priority for both researchers and peer reviewers. In response to the myriad of challenges facing the health system, both researchers and health system managers are proposing significant changes to current clinical, management and public health practice. This requires timely and rigorous assessment of current programs and innovations. Evaluation is a useful strategy for generating knowledge that can be immediately applied in a specific context, and, if certain evaluation approaches are used, can also generate transferable knowledge useful to the broader health system.
	In addition to the common need for some research proposals to include an evaluation component, funders are also initiating funding opportunities that focus on trialing innovations and moving knowledge into action. These proposals, by their nature, require well-designed robust evaluation plans if useful knowledge is to be gained.  However, many researchers (like health system managers) have limited evaluation knowledge and skills.  
	PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES OF MODULE
	The purpose of this learning module, therefore, is to build knowledge and skill in the area of evaluation of health and health research initiatives (including knowledge translation initiatives). 
	Objectives of the module are to:
	234BObjectives of the module are to:
	a) Build knowledge among both researchers and reviewers of the potential for evaluation to support evidence-informed action; 
	a) 13BBuild knowledge among both researchers and reviewers of the potential for evaluation to support evidence-informed action;
	b) Support development of appropriate evaluation plans required and/or appropriate for research funding proposals, and; 
	b) 14BSupport development of appropriate evaluation plans required and/or appropriate for research funding proposals, and;
	c) Facilitate assessment of evaluation plans by peer and merit reviewers.
	c) 15BFacilitate assessment of evaluation plans by peer and merit reviewers.
	SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS OF THE MODULE
	16BSCOPE AND LIMITATIONS OF THE MODULE
	This learning module will;
	 provide an overview of the scope and potential of evaluation activities; 
	 define key concepts and address common misconceptions about evaluation; 
	 explore the relationship between evaluation and knowledge translation; 
	 provide guidance for selecting the purpose, approach and focus of an evaluation; and,
	 identify, and provide guidance for, the key steps in the evaluation planning and implementation process.  
	While it will provide a brief overview of key concepts in evaluation, and is informed by various evaluation approaches (theories), the primary purpose of this module is to serve as a practical guide for those with research skill but limited experience conducting evaluations. While this module focuses on evaluation in the context of health research and knowledge translation, it is important to keep in mind that there are multiple evaluation approaches, theories and methods appropriate for different contexts.   
	Because of increasing awareness of the benefits of including knowledge users as partners in many evaluation activities, the module also includes additional guidance for those conducting evaluation in collaboration with health system or other partners.  
	The module does not attempt to address all the important topics in evaluation design (e.g. how to minimize and control bias, develop a budget, or implement the evaluation plan). This is because the resource is designed for researchers – and it is assumed that the readers will be equipped to address these issues. In addition, while the steps in designing an evaluation plan are outlined and elaborated, the module does not provide a ‘template’ that can be applied uniformly to any evaluation. Rather, it provides guidance on the process of developing an evaluation plan, as evaluation design requires the creative application of evaluation principles to address specific evaluation questions in a particular context. 
	17BThe module does not attempt to address all the important topics in evaluation design (e.g. how to minimize and control bias, develop a budget, or implement the evaluation plan). This is because the resource is designed for researchers – and it is a...
	HOW THIS MODULE IS ORGANIZED
	This module is divided into five sections. Section 1:  Evaluation: A Brief Overview provides a short overview of evaluation, addresses common misconceptions, and defines key terminology that will be used in the module. This is followed by Section 2, Getting started, which provides guidance for the preliminary work that is required in planning an evaluation, and Section 3, Designing an Evaluation, which will lead you through the steps of developing an evaluation plan. 
	Section 4, Special Issues in Evaluation discusses some of the ethical, conceptual and logistical issues specific to evaluation.  This is followed by Section 5: Resources, which includes a glossary, a checklist for evaluation planning and sample evaluation templates.
	Throughout the module, concepts will be illustrated with concrete examples – drawn from case studies of actual evaluations. While based on real-life evaluations, they have been adapted for this module in order to maintain confidentiality. A summary of these cases is found on the following page. 
	CASE STUDIES USED IN THE MODULE
	Case Study 1: Unassigned Patients
	A provincial health department contracts for an evaluation of three different models of care provided to hospitalized patients who were without a family physician to follow their care in hospital (unassigned patients). In addition to wanting to know which models ‘work best’ for patients, the province is also interested in an economic evaluation, as each of the models has a different payment structure and overall costs are not clear. 
	Case Study 2: Computerized Decision Support
	There is a decision to pilot a commercially developed software program that will combine computerized order entry and physician decision support for test ordering. The decision-support module is based on evidence-based guidelines adopted by a national medical association. Funders require an evaluation of the pilot, as there is an intention to extend use across the region and into other jurisdictions if the results of the evaluation demonstrate that this is warranted.
	SECTION 1: EVALUATION: A BRIEF OVERVIEW
	The current field of evaluation has emerged from different roots, overall purposes and disciplines, and includes many different “approaches” (theories and models). Various authors define evaluation differently, categorize types of evaluation differently, emphasize diverse aspects of evaluation theory and practice, and (because of different conceptual frameworks) use terms in very different ways. 
	253BThe current field of evaluation has emerged from different roots, overall purposes and disciplines, and includes many different “approaches” (theories and models). Various authors define evaluation differently, categorize types of evaluation diffe...
	This section will touch on some of the various approaches to evaluation and highlight some differences between them. However, the focus of the module is to provide a practical guide for those with research experience, but perhaps limited exposure to evaluation. There are a myriad of evaluation handbooks and resources available on the internet sponsored by evaluation organizations, specific associations and individuals. Both the evaluation approaches used and the quality and usefulness of these resources vary significantly (Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, 2004). While there are excellent resources (many of which offer the benefit of framing evaluation for a specific sector or issue); far too many evaluation guides offer formulistic approaches to evaluation – a template to guide the uninitiated. 
	254BThis section will touch on some of the various approaches to evaluation and highlight some differences between them. However, the focus of the module is to provide a practical guide for those with research experience, but perhaps limited exposure ...
	This is not the approach taken here. Rather than provide a template that can be applied to any initiative, this module aims to provide the necessary background that will equip those with a research background to understand the concepts and alternatives related to evaluation, and to creatively apply these to a specific evaluation activity. 
	255BThis is not the approach taken here. Rather than provide a template that can be applied to any initiative, this module aims to provide the necessary background that will equip those with a research background to understand the concepts and alterna...
	Similarities and Differences between Research and Evaluation
	256BSimilarities and Differences between Research and Evaluation
	The similarities and differences between research and evaluation have long been the subject of intense debate: there are diverse and often conflicting perspectives (Levin-Rozalis, 2003). It is argued by some that evaluation and research are distinctly different. Proponents of this position cite such factors as the centrality of ‘valuing’ to evaluation; the inherently political nature of evaluation activities; the limited domain of application of evaluation findings (local and specific rather than transferable or generalizable); and the important role of theory in research compared to evaluation activities.  It is also argued that the political and contextual framing of evaluation means that evaluators require a unique set of skills. Some describe evaluation as a profession, in contrast to research, where researchers belong to specific disciplines.  
	18BThe similarities and differences between research and evaluation have long been the subject of intense debate: there are diverse and often conflicting perspectives (Levin-Rozalis, 2003). It is argued by some that evaluation and research are distinc...
	This sense of ‘differentness’ is reinforced by the fact that evaluators and researchers often inhabit very different worlds. Researchers are largely based in academic institutions and are most often engaged in research that is described as curiosity-driven. Many have no exposure to evaluation during their academic preparation. Evaluators (many of whom are not PhD prepared) are more likely to be working within the health system or established as consultants. In most cases, the two belong to different professional organizations, attend different conferences, and follow different (though overlapping) ethical guidelines. 
	19BThis sense of ‘differentness’ is reinforced by the fact that evaluators and researchers often inhabit very different worlds. Researchers are largely based in academic institutions and are most often engaged in research that is described as curiosit...
	Taking an alternative view are those who view evaluation as a form of research – using research methodology (and standards) to answer practical questions in a timely fashion. They argue that the commonly cited differences between evaluation and research do not apply to all forms of research, only to some of them. It is noted that the more engaged forms of research have many of the same characteristics and requirements as evaluation and similar skills are needed – skills in communication and collaboration, political astuteness, responsiveness to context, and ability to produce timely and useful findings. It is noted that the pragmatic use of diverse perspectives, disciplines and methods is not limited to evaluation, but applied by many researchers as well. Many evaluators stress the knowledge-generating aspects of evaluation (Preskill, 2008), and there is increasing interest in theory-driven evaluation (Coryn et al, 2010). This interest reflects increasing criticism of what is often called “black box” evaluation (the simple measurement of effects of interventions with little attention to how the effects are achieved). Findings from theory-driven evaluations can potentially be applied to other contexts – i.e. they are transferable. It is also argued that not all forms of evaluation are focused on determining value or worth; that there may be other purposes of evaluation. Many writers highlight the benefits of ‘evaluative thinking’ in planning and conducting research activities. 
	20BTaking an alternative view are those who view evaluation as a form of research – using research methodology (and standards) to answer practical questions in a timely fashion. They argue that the commonly cited differences between evaluation and res...
	Why is it Important that Researchers Understand How to Conduct an Evaluation?
	21BWhy is it Important that Researchers Understand How to Conduct an Evaluation?
	There are a number of reasons why researchers should be knowledgeable about evaluation: 
	22BThere are a number of reasons why researchers should be knowledgeable about evaluation:
	System needs
	23BSystem needs
	The first reason is that the urgency of the problems facing the health system means that many new ‘solutions’ are being tried, and established processes and programs questioned. 
	24BThe first reason is that the urgency of the problems facing the health system means that many new ‘solutions’ are being tried, and established processes and programs questioned.
	Discussions with health care managers and executives highlight the reality that many of the ‘research’ questions they want addressed are, in reality, evaluation questions. They want to know whether a particular strategy is working, or will work, to address a known problem. They want accurate, credible, and timely information to inform decisions within the context in which they are working. Consequently, there is growing recognition of the need for evaluation expertise to guide decisions. Evaluation can address these needs and evaluation research, conducted by qualified evaluation researchers, can ensure the rigour of evaluation activities and optimize the potential that findings will be useful in other settings. 
	25BDiscussions with health care managers and executives highlight the reality that many of the ‘research’ questions they want addressed are, in reality, evaluation questions. They want to know whether a particular strategy is working, or will work, to...
	Research skills are required to ensure that such evaluations (which inform not only decisions about continuing or spreading an innovation, but also whether to discontinue current services, or change established processes) are well designed, implemented and interpreted.   Poorly designed and overly simplistic evaluations can lead to flawed decision making – a situation that can be costly to all Canadians.
	26BResearch skills are required to ensure that such evaluations (which inform not only decisions about continuing or spreading an innovation, but also whether to discontinue current services, or change established processes) are well designed, impleme...
	Expectations of research funders 
	27BExpectations of research funders
	Many research proposals include some form of evaluation. For example, there are an increasing number of funding opportunities that result in researchers proposing ‘pilot’ programs to test new strategies. For these proposals, a rigorous evaluation plan is an essential component – one that will be discussed by the review panel. Results of this discussion are likely to influence the ranking of the proposal. 
	28BMany research proposals include some form of evaluation. For example, there are an increasing number of funding opportunities that result in researchers proposing ‘pilot’ programs to test new strategies. For these proposals, a rigorous evaluation p...
	Evaluation as a knowledge translation strategy
	257BEvaluation as a knowledge translation strategy
	Researchers interested in knowledge translation theory and practice will also benefit from developing evaluation skills. Evaluation (particularly collaborative evaluation) brings the potential of promoting appropriate evidence use. Two of the often-stated frustrations of decision-makers are that a) there is often insufficient published research available to inform the challenges they are facing, and b) there is a need to incorporate contextual knowledge with research in order to inform local decisions. In turn, researchers often express concern that decision-makers are not familiar with research concepts and methods. 
	258BResearchers interested in knowledge translation theory and practice will also benefit from developing evaluation skills. Evaluation (particularly collaborative evaluation) brings the potential of promoting appropriate evidence use. Two of the ofte...
	Early stages of well-designed and well-resourced evaluation research begin with a critical review and synthesis of the literature with local and contextual data. This can inform both evaluators and the program team on what is known about the issue, and about current leading practices. The process of designing an evaluation plan, guiding implementation of the evaluation, interpreting data, and making decisions on the data as the evaluation evolves can promote use of evidence throughout the planning/ implementation/ evaluation cycle. Even more importantly, a collaborative evaluation approach that incorporates key stakeholders in meaningful ways will help build evaluative thinking capacity, a culture that values evaluation and research literacy at the program/ organizational level. These skills can then be transferred to other organizational activities. An evaluation can be designed to provide some early results that may inform ongoing decision-making.  And finally, because a collaboratively-designed evaluation reflects the questions of concern to decision-makers, evaluation can increase the likelihood that they will trust the evidence identified through the evaluation, and act in response to it.
	259BEarly stages of well-designed and well-resourced evaluation research begin with a critical review and synthesis of the literature with local and contextual data. This can inform both evaluators and the program team on what is known about the issue...
	Defining Evaluation
	29BDefining Evaluation
	It has been observed that “evaluation — more than any science — is what people say it is, and people currently are saying it is many different things” (Glass, 1980).  This module will adopt the following definition, adapted from a commonly used definition of evaluation (Patton 1997, page 23): 
	The systematic collection of information about the activities, characteristics, and outcomes of program, services, policy, or processes, in order to make judgments about the program/process, improve effectiveness, and/or inform decisions about future development. 
	The definition, like many others, highlights the systematic nature of quality evaluation activities. For example Rossi et al., define evaluation as “... the use of social research methods to systematically investigate the effectiveness of social intervention programs” (2004, p. 28). It also highlights a number of other points that are often a source of misunderstandings and misconceptions about evaluation. 
	Common Misconceptions about Evaluation
	There are a number of common misconceptions about evaluation, misconceptions that have contributed to the limited use of evaluation by health researchers.
	Evaluation = program evaluation
	As the above definition illustrates, in addition to programs, evaluation can also focus on policy, products, processes or the functioning of whole organizations. Nor are evaluation findings limited to being useful to the particular program evaluated. While program evaluation activities are designed to inform program management decisions, evaluation research can generate knowledge potentially applicable to other settings.
	31BAs the above definition illustrates, in addition to programs, evaluation can also focus on policy, products, processes or the functioning of whole organizations. Nor are evaluation findings limited to being useful to the particular program evaluate...
	Evaluation is about determining the value or worth of a program 
	32BEvaluation is about determining the value or worth of a program
	The concept of ‘valuing’ is central to evaluation. In fact, some authors define evaluation in exactly these terms. Scriven, for example, defines evaluation as “the process of determining the merit, worth, or value of something, or the product of that process” (1991; p. 139). Data that is simply descriptive is not evaluation. (For example, “How many people participated in program X?” is not an evaluation question, although this data may be needed to answer an evaluation question). However, there are other purposes for undertaking an evaluation in addition to that of making a judgment about the value or worth of a program or activity (summative evaluation). Evaluation may also be used to refine or improve a program (often called formative evaluation) or to help support the design and development of a program or organization (developmental evaluation). Where there is limited knowledge on a specific topic, evaluation may also be used specifically to generate new knowledge. The appropriate selection of evaluation purpose is discussed in more detail in Section 2, Step 1. 
	265BThe concept of ‘valuing’ is central to evaluation. In fact, some authors define evaluation in exactly these terms. Scriven, for example, defines evaluation as “the process of determining the merit, worth, or value of something, or the product of t...
	Evaluation occurs at the end of an initiative
	33BEvaluation occurs at the end of an initiative
	This misconception is related to the previous one: if evaluation is only about judging the merit of an initiative, then it seems to make sense that this judgment should occur when the program is well established. The often-heard comment that it is ‘too soon’ to evaluate a program, reflects this misconception, with the result that evaluation – if it occurs at all - happens at the end of a program. Unfortunately, this often means that many opportunities have been missed to use evaluation to guide the development of a program (anticipate and prevent problems and make ongoing improvements), and to ensure that there is appropriate data collection to support end-of-project evaluation. It also contributes to the misconception that evaluation is all about outcomes. 
	34BThis misconception is related to the previous one: if evaluation is only about judging the merit of an initiative, then it seems to make sense that this judgment should occur when the program is well established. The often-heard comment that it is ...
	Evaluation is all about outcomes
	35BEvaluation is all about outcomes
	In recent years, there has been an increasing emphasis on outcome, rather than process, evaluation. This is appropriate, as too often what is measured is what is easily measurable (e.g. services provided to patients) rather than what is important (e.g. did these services result in improvements to health?). The emphasis on outcome evaluation can, however, result in neglect of other forms of evaluation and even lead to premature attempts to measure outcomes. It is important to determine whether and when it is appropriate to measure outcomes in the activity you are evaluating. By measuring outcomes too early, one risks wasting resources and providing misleading information. 
	As this module will illustrate, much useful knowledge can be generated from an evaluation even if it is not appropriate or possible to measure outcomes at a particular point in time. In addition, even when an initiative is mature enough to measure outcomes, focusing only on outcomes may result in neglect of key program elements that need policy maker/program manager attention (Bonar Blalock, 1999). Sometimes what is just as (or more) important is understanding what factors contributed to the outcomes observed. 
	There are two types of evaluation: summative and formative. 
	36BThere are two types of evaluation: summative and formative.
	Some writers (and evaluation guides) identify only two purposes or ‘types’ of evaluation: summative and formative. Summative evaluation refers to judging the merit or worth of a program at the end of the program activities, and usually focuses on outcomes. In contrast, formative evaluation is intended as the basis for improvement and is typically conducted in the development or implementation stages of an initiative. Robert Stake is famously quoted on this topic as follows: "when the cook tastes the soup, that’s formative; when the guests taste the soup, that’s summative." However, as will be covered in later sections of this resource, the evaluation landscape is more nuanced and offers more potential than this simple dichotomy suggests. Section 2, Step 1, and Section 3, Step 8 provide more detail on evaluation alternatives. 
	37BSome writers (and evaluation guides) identify only two purposes or ‘types’ of evaluation: summative and formative. Summative evaluation refers to judging the merit or worth of a program at the end of the program activities, and usually focuses on o...
	Evaluation = performance measurement
	268BEvaluation = performance measurement
	A common misconception among many health care decision-makers is that evaluation is simply performance measurement. Performance measurement is primarily a planning and managerial tool, whereas evaluation research is a research tool (Bonar Blalock, 1999). Performance measurement focuses on results, most often measured by a limited set of quantitative indicators. This reliance on outcome measures and pre/ post measurement designs poses a number of risks, including that of attributing any observed change to the intervention under study without considering other influences; and failing to investigate important questions that cannot be addressed by quantitative measures. It also contributes to a common misperception that evaluation must rely only on quantitative measures.
	38BA common misconception among many health care decision-makers is that evaluation is simply performance measurement. Performance measurement is primarily a planning and managerial tool, whereas evaluation research is a research tool (Bonar Blalock, ...
	Tending to rely on a narrow set of quantitative gross outcome measures accessible through Management Information Systems, performance management systems have been slow to recognize and address data validity, reliability, comparability, diversity, and analysis issues that can affect judgments of programs. Performance management systems usually do not seek to isolate the net impact of a program – that is, to distinguish between outcomes that can be attributed to the program rather than to other influences. Therefore, one cannot make trustworthy inferences about the nature of the relationship between program interventions and outcomes, or about the relative effects of variations in elements of a program’s design, on the basis of performance monitoring alone (Bonar Blalock, 1999).
	It is important to be aware of these common misconceptions as you proceed in developing an evaluation plan; not only to avoid falling into some of these traps yourself, but in order to prepare for conversations with colleagues and evaluation stakeholders, many of whom may come to the evaluation activity with such assumptions.
	270BIt is important to be aware of these common misconceptions as you proceed in developing an evaluation plan; not only to avoid falling into some of these traps yourself, but in order to prepare for conversations with colleagues and evaluation stake...
	Evaluation Approaches
	271BEvaluation Approaches
	Evaluation can be described as being built on the dual foundations of a) accountability and control and b) systematic social inquiry (Alkin & Christie, 2004). For good reasons, governments (and other funders) have often emphasized the accountability functions of evaluation, which is one of the reasons for confusion between performance measurement and evaluation. Because the accountability focus usually leads to reliance on performance measurement approaches, a common result is a failure to investigate or collect data on the question of why the identified results occurred (Bonar Blalock, 1999). 
	There are dozens, even hundreds, of different approaches to evaluation (what some would call “philosophies”, and others “theories”).  Alkins and Christie (2004) describe an evaluation theory tree with three main branches: a) methods; b) valuing; and c) utilization. Some authors exemplifying these three ‘branches’ are Rossi (methods) (Rossi et al, 2004), Scriven (valuing) (Scriven, 1991), and Patton (utilization) (Patton, 1997). While some authors (and practitioners) may align themselves more closely with one of these traditions, these are not hard and fast categories – over time many evaluation theorists have incorporated approaches and concepts first proposed by others, and evaluation practitioners often take a pragmatic approach to evaluation design. 
	Each of these “branches” includes many specific evaluation approaches. It is beyond the scope of this module to review all of them here, but some examples are outlined below.
	274BEach of these “branches” includes many specific evaluation approaches. It is beyond the scope of this module to review all of them here, but some examples are outlined below.
	Methods
	275BMethods
	The methods tradition was originally dominated by quantitative methodologists. Over time, this has shifted, and greater value is now being given to incorporation of qualitative methods in evaluation within the methods theory branch.
	276BThe methods tradition was originally dominated by quantitative methodologists. Over time, this has shifted, and greater value is now being given to incorporation of qualitative methods in evaluation within the methods theory branch.
	The methods branch, with its emphasis on rigour, research design, and theory has historically been closest to research. Indeed, some of the recognized founders of the methods branch are also recognized for their work as researchers. The seminal paper “Experimental and Quasi-experimental Designs for Research” (Campbell and Stanley, 1966) has informed both the research and evaluation world.  Theorists in this branch emphasize the importance of controlling bias and ensuring validity. 
	277BThe methods branch, with its emphasis on rigour, research design, and theory has historically been closest to research. Indeed, some of the recognized founders of the methods branch are also recognized for their work as researchers. The seminal pa...
	Of particular interest to researcher-evaluators is theory driven evaluation (Chen & Rossi, 1984). Theory-driven evaluation promotes and supports exploration of program theory – and the mechanisms behind any observed change. This helps promote theory generation and testing, and transferability of new knowledge to other contexts.  
	278BOf particular interest to researcher-evaluators is theory driven evaluation (Chen & Rossi, 1984). Theory-driven evaluation promotes and supports exploration of program theory – and the mechanisms behind any observed change. This helps promote theo...
	Valuing 
	279BValuing
	Theorists in this branch believe that what distinguishes evaluators from other researchers is that evaluators must place value on their findings – they make value judgments (Shadish et al., 1991). Michael Scriven is considered by many to be the primary mainstay of this branch: his view was that evaluation is about the ‘science of valuing’ (Alkins & Christie, 2004). Scriven felt that the greatest failure of an evaluator is to simply provide information to decision-makers without making a judgement (Scriven, 1983). Other theorists (e.g. Lincoln and Guba) also stress valuing, but rather than placing this responsibility on the evaluator, see the role of the evaluator as helping facilitate negotiation among key stakeholders as they assign value (Guba & Lincoln, 1989).
	280BTheorists in this branch believe that what distinguishes evaluators from other researchers is that evaluators must place value on their findings – they make value judgments (Shadish et al., 1991). Michael Scriven is considered by many to be the pr...
	In contrast to those promoting theory-driven evaluation, those in the valuing branch may downplay the importance of understanding why a program works, as this is not always seen as necessary to determining its value. 
	281BIn contrast to those promoting theory-driven evaluation, those in the valuing branch may downplay the importance of understanding why a program works, as this is not always seen as necessary to determining its value.
	The centrality of valuing to evaluation may present challenges to researchers from many disciplines, who often deliberately avoid making recommendations; cautiously remind users of additional research needed; and believe that ‘the facts should speak for themselves’. However, with increasing demands for more policy and practice relevant research, many researchers are grappling with their role in providing direction as to the relevance and use of their findings.  
	282BThe centrality of valuing to evaluation may present challenges to researchers from many disciplines, who often deliberately avoid making recommendations; cautiously remind users of additional research needed; and believe that ‘the facts should spe...
	Utilization
	283BUtilization
	A number of approaches to evaluation (see for example Patton, Stufflebeam, Cousins, Pawley, add others), have a “utilization” focused orientation. This branch began with what are often referred to as decision-oriented theories (Alkin & Christie, 2004), developed specifically to assist stakeholders in program decision-making. This branch is exemplified by, but not limited to, the work of Michael Q. Patton (author of Utilization-focused evaluation (1997)). Many collaborative approaches to evaluation incorporate principles of utilization-focused evaluation.
	284BA number of approaches to evaluation (see for example Patton, Stufflebeam, Cousins, Pawley, add others), have a “utilization” focused orientation. This branch began with what are often referred to as decision-oriented theories (Alkin & Christie, 2...
	The starting point for utilization approaches is the realization that, like the results of research, many evaluation reports end up sitting on the shelf rather than being acted on – even when the evaluation has been commissioned by one or more stakeholders. With this in mind, approaches that emphasize utilization incorporate strategies to promote appropriate action on findings. They emphasize the importance of early and meaningful collaboration with key stakeholders and build in strategies to promote ‘buy in’ and use of evaluation findings. 
	285BThe starting point for utilization approaches is the realization that, like the results of research, many evaluation reports end up sitting on the shelf rather than being acted on – even when the evaluation has been commissioned by one or more sta...
	Authors closer to the utilization branch of evaluation find much in common with knowledge translation theorists and practitioners: in fact, the similarities in principle and approach between integrated knowledge translation (iKT) and utilization-focused evaluation (UFE) are striking.
	286BAuthors closer to the utilization branch of evaluation find much in common with knowledge translation theorists and practitioners: in fact, the similarities in principle and approach between integrated knowledge translation (iKT)1F  and utilizatio...
	Both iKT and UFE:
	287BBoth iKT and UFE:
	1. Keep utilization (of evaluation results or research findings) prominent through all phases of the process. 
	1. 39BKeep utilization (of evaluation results or research findings) prominent through all phases of the process.
	2. Promote research and evaluation conducted in response to stakeholder identified needs.
	2. 40BPromote research and evaluation conducted in response to stakeholder identified needs.
	3. Promote early and meaningful involvement of the intended users of the research or evaluation activity. Utilization-focused evaluation urges identification of the specific individuals who will be expected to act on results and focus on evaluation questions of concern to them. 
	3. 41BPromote early and meaningful involvement of the intended users of the research or evaluation activity. Utilization-focused evaluation urges identification of the specific individuals who will be expected to act on results and focus on evaluation...
	4. View the evaluator/ researcher as a member of a collaborative team, with respect for the experience, insights and priorities of users.
	4. 42BView the evaluator/ researcher as a member of a collaborative team, with respect for the experience, insights and priorities of users.
	While it is helpful to have knowledge of the different roots of, and various approaches to, evaluation, it is also important to be aware that there are many common threads in these diverse evaluation approaches (Shadish, 2006) and that evaluation societies have established agreement on key evaluation principles.SECTION 2: GETTING STARTED
	288BWhile it is helpful to have knowledge of the different roots of, and various approaches to, evaluation, it is also important to be aware that there are many common threads in these diverse evaluation approaches (Shadish, 2006) and that evaluation ...
	The previous section provided a brief overview of evaluation concepts. This section is the first of two that will provide a step-by-step guide to preparing for and developing an evaluation plan. Both sections will provide additional information particularly helpful to those who are conducting collaborative evaluations or have partners outside of academia. 
	289BThe previous section provided a brief overview of evaluation concepts. This section is the first of two that will provide a step-by-step guide to preparing for and developing an evaluation plan. Both sections will provide additional information pa...
	While the activities outlined in this section are presented sequentially, you will likely find that that the activities of a) considering the evaluation purpose, b) identifying stakeholders, c) assessing evaluation expertise, d) gathering relevant evidence, and e) building consensus are iterative. Depending on the evaluation, you may work through these tasks in a different order.
	290BWhile the activities outlined in this section are presented sequentially, you will likely find that that the activities of a) considering the evaluation purpose, b) identifying stakeholders, c) assessing evaluation expertise, d) gathering relevant...
	Step 1: Consider the Purpose(s) of the Evaluation
	One of the first steps in planning evaluation activities is to determine the purpose of the evaluation. It is possible, or even likely, that the purpose of the evaluation may change – sometimes significantly – as you undertake other preparatory activities (e.g. engaging stakeholders, gathering additional information). For this reason, the purpose is best finalized in collaboration with key stakeholders. However, as an evaluator, you need to be aware of the potential purposes of the evaluation and be prepared to explore various alternatives. 
	292BOne of the first steps in planning evaluation activities is to determine the purpose of the evaluation. It is possible, or even likely, that the purpose of the evaluation may change – sometimes significantly – as you undertake other preparatory ac...
	As indicated earlier, there are four broad purposes for conducting an evaluation:
	293BAs indicated earlier, there are four broad purposes for conducting an evaluation:
	To make a judgment about the worth or merit of a program or activity 
	43BTo make a judgment about the worth or merit of a program or activity
	This is the form of evaluation (summative evaluation) most people are familiar with. It is appropriate when a program is well established, and decisions need to be made about its impacts, continuation or spread.   
	44BThis is the form of evaluation (summative evaluation) most people are familiar with. It is appropriate when a program is well established, and decisions need to be made about its impacts, continuation or spread.
	Example 1: Program X has been piloted in Hospital Y. A decision must be made about whether to continue the program.
	45BExample 1: Program X has been piloted in Hospital Y. A decision must be made about whether to continue the program.
	Example 2: A new therapy is being trialed on physiotherapy patients. The evaluation is to determine what impacts the therapy has on patient outcomes.
	46BExample 2: A new therapy is being trialed on physiotherapy patients. The evaluation is to determine what impacts the therapy has on patient outcomes.
	Many researchers are involved in pilot studies (small studies to determine the feasibility, safety, usefulness or impacts of an intervention before it is implemented more broadly). The purpose of these studies is to determine whether there is enough merit in an initiative to develop it further, adopt it as is, or to expand it to other locations. Pilot studies, therefore, require some level of summative evaluation – there is a need to make a judgment about one or more of these factors. What is often overlooked, however, is that an evaluation of a pilot study can do more than assess merit – in other words, it can have more than this one purpose. A well-designed evaluation of a pilot can also identify areas for program improvement, or explore issues related to implementation, cost effectiveness, or scaling up the intervention. It may even identify different strategies to achieve the objective of the pilot. 
	294BMany researchers are involved in pilot studies (small studies to determine the feasibility, safety, usefulness or impacts of an intervention before it is implemented more broadly). The purpose of these studies is to determine whether there is enou...
	To improve a program
	295BTo improve a program
	If a program is still ‘getting up and running’ it is too soon for summative evaluation. In such cases, evaluation can be used to help guide development of the initiative (formative evaluation).  However, an improvement-oriented approach can also be used to assess an established intervention. A well-designed evaluation conducted for the purpose of program improvement can provide much of the same information as a summative evaluation (e.g. information as to what extent the program is achieving its goals). The main difference is that the purpose is to help improve, rather than to make a summative judgment. For example, program staff often express the wish to evaluate their programs in order to ensure that they are doing the ‘best possible job’ they can. Their intent (purpose) is to make program improvements. One advantage of improvement-oriented evaluation is that, compared to summative evaluation, it tends to be less threatening to participants and more likely to promote joint problem-solving. 
	296BIf a program is still ‘getting up and running’ it is too soon for summative evaluation. In such cases, evaluation can be used to help guide development of the initiative (formative evaluation).  However, an improvement-oriented approach can also b...
	Example 1: Program X has been operating for several years. Staff are confident it is a useful and needed program but want to ensure that it is ‘doing the best it can’ for its clients.
	47BExample 1: Program X has been operating for several years. Staff are confident it is a useful and needed program but want to ensure that it is ‘doing the best it can’ for its clients.
	Example 2: Program Y has undergone major redesign in order to promote greater self-management by patients of their chronic disease. The sponsors want to ensure that this redesigned initiative is implemented appropriately, and that any necessary changes to processes are made before patient outcomes are measured.
	48BExample 2: Program Y has undergone major redesign in order to promote greater self-management by patients of their chronic disease. The sponsors want to ensure that this redesigned initiative is implemented appropriately, and that any necessary cha...
	To help support the design and development of a program or organization 
	Developmental evaluation uses evaluation processes, including asking evaluative questions and applying evaluation logic, to support program, product, staff and/or organizational development. Reflecting the principles of complexity theory, it is used to support an ongoing process of innovation. A developmental approach also assumes that the measures and monitoring mechanisms used in the evaluation will continue to evolve with the program. A strong emphasis is placed on the ability to interpret data emerging from the evaluation process (Patton, 2006). 
	In developmental evaluation, the primary role of the evaluator, who participates as a team member rather than an outside agent, is to develop evaluative thinking. There is collaboration among those involved in program design and delivery to conceptualize, design and test new approaches in a long-term, on-going process of continual improvement, adaptation and intentional change. Development, implementation and evaluation are seen as integrated activities that continually inform each other. 
	In many ways developmental evaluation appears similar to improvement-oriented evaluation. However, in improvement-oriented evaluation, a particular intervention (or model) has been selected: the purpose of evaluation is to make this model better.   In developmental evaluation, in contrast, there is openness to other alternatives – even to changing the intervention in response to identified conditions. In other words, the emphasis is not on the model (whether this is a program, a product or a process), but the intended objectives of the intervention. A team may consider an intervention, evaluated as ‘ineffective’, a success if thoughtful analysis of the intervention provides greater insights and direction to a more informed solution. 
	Example 1: Agency X has designed intervention Y in an attempt to prevent youth-at-risk from becoming involved in crime. While they believe that the intervention is a good one, there is little evidence in the literature on what would be effective in this context. Agency staff are open to discovering, through their evaluation, other strategies (besides the intervention) that would achieve the goal of reduced youth crime.
	Developmental evaluation is appropriate when there is a need to support innovation and development in evolving, complex, and uncertain environments (Patton, 2011; Gamble 2006). While considered by many a new (and potentially trendy) evaluation strategy, it is not appropriate in all situations. First, evaluation of straightforward interventions usually will not require this approach (e.g. evaluation of the implementation of an intervention found effective in other settings). Second, there must be an openness to innovation and flexibility of approach by both the evaluation sponsor and the evaluators. Third, it requires an ongoing relationship between the evaluator and the initiative to be evaluated.
	To create new knowledge
	A final purpose of evaluation is to create new knowledge – evaluation research. Often, when there is a request to evaluate a program, a critical review of the literature will reveal that very little is known about the issue or intervention to be evaluated. In such cases, evaluators may design the evaluation with the specific intent of generating knowledge that will potentially be applicable in other settings – or provide more knowledge about a specific aspect of the intervention.  
	While it is unusual that evaluation would be designed solely for this purpose (in most cases such an endeavor would be defined as a research project), it is important for researchers to be aware that appropriately-designed evaluation activities can contribute to the research literature. 
	As can be seen from the potential evaluation questions listed below, an evaluation may develop in very different ways depending on its purpose. 
	Examples of evaluation purpose: Case Study #1 Unassigned Patients
	 Judgment oriented questions: Are the models of care meeting their objective? Should we continue to fund all of them? Is one model better than another?  
	 Improvement oriented questions: How can current models be improved?
	 Developmental oriented questions: What is the best strategy to achieve our objectives of continuity of patient care and decreased patient length of stay?
	 Knowledge oriented questions: Are the theorized benefits of each of these models of care found in practice?  
	Examples of evaluation purpose: Case Study #2: Computerized Decision Support
	 Judgment oriented questions: Should the software program be adopted across the region? Should it be promoted / marketed more widely? 
	 Improvement oriented questions: How can the software program be improved? How should implementation of these process and practice changes be facilitated? 
	 Developmental oriented questions: What is the best strategy to achieve appropriate test ordering?
	 Knowledge oriented questions: What can be learned about physician test ordering practices and barriers and facilitators to changing such practice?
	Case Study # 1: Unassigned Patients
	In our case study example, a provincial department of health was originally looking for a summative evaluation (i.e. they wanted to know which model was ‘best’). There was an implication (whether or not explicitly stated) that results would inform funding and policy decisions (e.g. implementation of the ‘best’ model in all funded hospitals). 
	However, in this case preliminary activities determined that: 
	 there was no clear direction from a systematic review of the literature on which model would be advised in this particular context, and; 
	 there was a great deal of anxiety among participants about the proposed evaluation activity, which was viewed by the hospitals as an attempt to force a standard model on all institutions. 
	There was also concern that the focus on ‘models of care’ may avoid consideration of larger system issues believed to be affecting the concerns the models were intended to address, and little confidence that the evaluation would consider all the information the different programs felt was important. 
	As a result, the evaluators suggested that the purpose of the evaluation be improvement oriented (looking for ways each of the models could be improved) rather than summative. This recommendation was accepted, with the result that evaluators were more easily able to gain the support and participation of program staff in a politically-charged environment. By also recognizing the need to generate knowledge in an area where little was at that time known, the evaluators were able to design the evaluation to maximize the generation of knowledge. In the end, the evaluation also included an explicit research component, supported by research funding. 
	While an evaluation may achieve more than one purpose, it is important to be clear about the main intent(s) of the activity. As the above discussion indicates, the purpose of an evaluation may evolve during the preparatory phases.
	311BWhile an evaluation may achieve more than one purpose, it is important to be clear about the main intent(s) of the activity. As the above discussion indicates, the purpose of an evaluation may evolve during the preparatory phases.
	Step 2: Identify Intended Users of the Evaluation
	The concept of intended users (often called ‘key’ or ‘primary’ stakeholders) is an important one in evaluation. It is consistent with that of ‘knowledge user’ in knowledge translation (www.cihr-irsc.gc.ca/e/39033.html). In planning an evaluation it is important to distinguish intended users (those you are hoping will take action on the results of the evaluation) from stakeholders (interested and affected parties) in general. Interested and affected parties are those who care about, or will be affected by the issue and your evaluation results. In health care, these are often patients and families, or sometimes staff. Entire communities may also be affected. However, depending on the questions addressed in the evaluation, not all interested or affected parties will be in a position to act on findings. For example, the users of an evaluation of a new service are less likely to be patients (as much as we may believe they should be) than they are to be senior managers and funders. 
	313BThe concept of intended users (often called ‘key’ or ‘primary’ stakeholders) is an important one in evaluation. It is consistent with that of ‘knowledge user’ in knowledge translation (www.cihr-irsc.gc.ca/e/39033.html). In planning an evaluation i...
	The experiences and preferences of interested and affected parties need to be incorporated into the evaluation if the evaluation is to be credible. However, these parties are often not the primary audience for evaluation findings. They may be appropriately involved by ensuring (for example) that there is incorporation of a systematic assessment of patient/ family or provider experience in the evaluation. However, depending on the initiative, these patients or staff may – or may not – be the individuals who must act on evaluation findings. The intended audience (those who need to act on the findings) may not be staff – but rather a senior executive or a provincial funder. 
	314BThe experiences and preferences of interested and affected parties need to be incorporated into the evaluation if the evaluation is to be credible. However, these parties are often not the primary audience for evaluation findings. They may be appr...
	It is important to keep in mind the benefits of including, in meaningful ways, the intended users of an evaluation from the early stages. As we know from the literature, a key strategy for bridging the gap between research and practice is to build commitment to (and ‘ownership of’) the evaluation findings by those in a position to act on them (Cargo & Mercer, 2008). This does not mean that these individuals need to be involved in all aspects of the research (e.g. data collection) but that, at a minimum, they are involved in determining the evaluation questions and interpreting the data. Many evaluators find that the best strategy for ensuring this is to create a steering/ planning group to guide the evaluation – and to design it in such a way as to ensure that all key stakeholders can, and will, participate. 
	315BIt is important to keep in mind the benefits of including, in meaningful ways, the intended users of an evaluation from the early stages. As we know from the literature, a key strategy for bridging the gap between research and practice is to build...
	Funders (or future funders) can be among the most important audiences for an evaluation. This is because they will be making the decision as to whether to fund continuation of the initiative. Take, for example, a pilot or demonstration project that is research-funded. It may not be that difficult to obtain support from a health manager (or senior management of a health region) to provide the site for a pilot program of an innovation if the required funding comes from a research grant. If, however, it is hoped that a positive evaluation will result in adoption of the initiative on an ongoing basis, it is wise to ensure that those in a position to make such a decision are integrally involved in design of the evaluation of the pilot, and that the questions addressed in the evaluation are of interest and importance to them.
	316BFunders (or future funders) can be among the most important audiences for an evaluation. This is because they will be making the decision as to whether to fund continuation of the initiative. Take, for example, a pilot or demonstration project tha...
	 Step 3: Create a Structure and Process for Collaboration on the Evaluation
	Once key stakeholders have been identified, evaluators are faced with the practical task of creating a structure and process to support the collaboration. If at all possible, try to find an existing group (or groups) that can take on this role. Because people are always busy, it may be easier to add a steering committee function to existing activities. 
	In other cases, there may be a need to create a new body, particularly if there are diverse groups and perspectives. Creating a neutral steering body (and officially recognizing the role and importance of each stakeholder by inviting them to participate on it) may be the best strategy in such cases. Whatever structure is selected, be respectful of the time you ask from the stakeholders – use their time wisely. 
	Another important strategy, as you develop your evaluation plan, is to build in costs of stakeholders. These costs vary depending on whether stakeholders are from grassroots communities or larger health/ social systems. What must be kept in mind is that key stakeholders (intended evaluation users), like knowledge users in research, do not want to simply be used as ‘data sources’. If they are going to put their time into the evaluation they need to know that they will be respected partners, their expertise will be recognized, and that there will be benefit to their organization. A general principle is that the ‘costs’ of all parties who are contributing to the evaluation should be recognized – and as much as possible – compensated for. This compensation may not always need to be financial. Respect and valuing can also be demonstrated through:
	 Shared decision-making, including determining the purpose, focus and questions of the evaluation.
	 A steering committee structure that formally recognizes the value given to partners in the evaluation process. 
	 The extent to which there is multi-directional communication between the evaluation team and the initiative to be evaluated.
	If key stakeholders are direct care staff in the health system, it will be difficult to ensure their participation unless the costs of ‘back-filling’ their functions are provided to the organization. Similarly, physicians in non-administrative positions may expect compensation due to lost income.  
	You may be wondering about the time it will take to set up such a committee, maintain communication, and attend meetings. This does take time, but it is time well spent as it will:
	 Reflect respect for the intended users of the evaluation;
	 Contribute to a more credible (and higher quality) evaluation; and, 
	 Significantly increase the likelihood that the results of the evaluation will be acted upon. 
	It is particularly important to have a steering committee structure if you are working in a culture new to you (whether this is an organizational culture, an ethno-cultural community, or in a field or on an issue with which you are unfamiliar). Ensuring that those with needed cultural insights are part of the steering/ planning committee is one way of facilitating an evaluation that is culturally ‘competent’ and recognizes the sensitivities of working in a specific context. 
	It may not be feasible to have all those on a collaborative committee attend at the same time, particularly if you are including individuals in senior positions. It may not even be appropriate to include all intended users of the evaluation (e.g. funders) with other stakeholders. However, all those that you hope will take an interest in evaluation findings and act on the results need to be included in a minimum of three ways:
	 Providing input into the evaluation questions.
	 Receiving regular updates on progress. A well-thought-out communication plan (that ensures ongoing two-way communication as the initiative develops and as findings emerge) is needed.
	 Participating in interpretation of evaluation results and implications for action. 
	It is also essential that the lead evaluators are part of this steering committee structure, although – depending on your team make-up (Step 4) – it may not be necessary to have all those supporting the evaluation attend every meeting.
	325BIt is also essential that the lead evaluators are part of this steering committee structure, although – depending on your team make-up (Step 4) – it may not be necessary to have all those supporting the evaluation attend every meeting.
	Step 4: Assess Evaluation Capacity, Build an Evaluation Team
	A key challenge is to ensure that you have the evaluation expertise needed on your team:
	327BA key challenge is to ensure that you have the evaluation expertise needed on your team:
	 To design the evaluation component of your proposal; 
	 71BTo design the evaluation component of your proposal;
	 To negotiate the environment and stakeholder communication; and,
	 72BTo negotiate the environment and stakeholder communication; and,
	 To guide and conduct the evaluation activities.
	 73BTo guide and conduct the evaluation activities.
	A common mistake of researchers is to assume that their existing research team has the required evaluation skills. Sometimes assessment of this team by the review panel will reveal either limited evaluation expertise, or a lack of specific evaluation skills needed for the proposed evaluation plan. For example, an evaluation plan that relies on assessment of staff/ patient perspectives of an innovation will require a qualitative researcher on the research team. Remember that there is a need for knowledge and experience of the ‘culture’ in which the evaluation takes place, as well as generic skills of communication, political astuteness and negotiation. Ensuring that you have, on the team, all the expertise that is needed for the particular evaluation you are proposing, will strengthen your proposal. Do not rely simply on contracting with an evaluation consultant who has not been involved to date.
	328BA common mistake of researchers is to assume that their existing research team has the required evaluation skills. Sometimes assessment of this team by the review panel will reveal either limited evaluation expertise, or a lack of specific evaluat...
	Reviewing your evaluation team composition is an iterative activity – as the evaluation plan develops, you may find a need to add evaluation questions (and consequently expand the methods employed). This may require review of your existing expertise. 
	329BReviewing your evaluation team composition is an iterative activity – as the evaluation plan develops, you may find a need to add evaluation questions (and consequently expand the methods employed). This may require review of your existing experti...
	The issue of internal vs. external evaluators
	330BThe issue of internal vs. external evaluators
	The evaluation literature frequently distinguishes between “internal” and “external” evaluators. Internal evaluators are those who are already working with the initiative – whether health system staff or researchers. External evaluators do not have a relationship with the initiative to be evaluated.  It is commonly suggested that use of internal evaluators is appropriate for formative evaluation, and external evaluation is required for summative evaluation. 
	331BThe evaluation literature frequently distinguishes between “internal” and “external” evaluators. Internal evaluators are those who are already working with the initiative – whether health system staff or researchers. External evaluators do not hav...
	The following table summarizes commonly identified differences between internal and external evaluation.
	332BThe following table summarizes commonly identified differences between internal and external evaluation.
	External
	Internal 
	• More objective
	• Less expensive (uses existing resources)
	Advantages
	• May be more credible to external stakeholders
	• Less threatening to program/ organizational staff
	• Bring specialized evaluation and research expertise 
	• Can provide additional resources, particularly important if time is limited
	• Can be integrated with continuous Quality Improvement activities
	• May bring in new perspectives
	• Can build internal evaluation capacity; support evaluative thinking by program staff
	• Potential of more credibility and ownership by program staff
	• Increased potential for ‘knowledge translation’
	• External evaluators (e.g. consultants) vary significantly in skill level
	• Existing staff often lack evaluation expertise
	Disadvantages 
	• There may be a conflict of interest when those responsible for design,  implementation and management of an initiative are asked to evaluate it
	• External evaluators may lack knowledge of context, history and players
	• Significant time is often required to orient external evaluators, help them identify data sources, & assist with evaluation activities
	• Those involved in the initiative may lack the time to conduct a rigourous evaluation
	• Costs are increased
	• Beliefs that “he who pays the piper, calls the tune” may detract from credibility of evaluation findings
	• The evaluation may lack credibility externally (e.g. funders)
	This dichotomy, however, is too simplistic for the realities of many evaluations, and does not – in itself - ensure that the evaluation principles of competence and integrity are met. Nor does it recognize that there may be other, more creative solutions than this internal/ external dichotomy suggests. Three potential strategies, with the aims of gaining the advantages of both internal and external evaluation, are elaborated in more detail below:
	337BThis dichotomy, however, is too simplistic for the realities of many evaluations, and does not – in itself - ensure that the evaluation principles of competence and integrity are met. Nor does it recognize that there may be other, more creative so...
	A collaborative approach, where evaluators participate with stakeholders as team members. This is standard practice in many collaborative evaluation approaches, and a required element of a utilization-focused or developmental evaluation.  Some evaluators differentiate between objectivity in evaluation (which implies some level of indifference to the results) and neutrality (meaning that the evaluator does not ‘take sides’) (Patton, 1997). Collaborative approaches are becoming more common, reflecting awareness of the benefits of collaborative research and evaluation. 
	94BA collaborative approach, where evaluators participate with stakeholders as team members. This is standard practice in many collaborative evaluation approaches, and a required element of a utilization-focused or developmental evaluation.  Some eval...
	Identifying specific evaluation components requiring external expertise (whether for credibility or for skill), and incorporation of both internal and external evaluators into the evaluation plan. Elements of an evaluation that require external evaluation (whether formative or summative) are those:
	95BIdentifying specific evaluation components requiring external expertise (whether for credibility or for skill), and incorporation of both internal and external evaluators into the evaluation plan. Elements of an evaluation that require external eva...
	 That will explore the perspectives of participants (such as staff and/ or patients). For example, it is not recommended that staff or managers associated with a program interview patients about their satisfaction with a service. This is both to ensure evaluation rigour (avoiding the risk of patients or staff giving the responses expected of them – social desirability bias), and to ensure that ethical standards are met. The principle of ‘voluntariness’ may not be met if patients feel obligated to participate because they are asked by providers of a service on which they depend. 
	 96BThat will explore the perspectives of participants (such as staff and/ or patients). For example, it is not recommended that staff or managers associated with a program interview patients about their satisfaction with a service. This is both to e...
	 Where there is potential (or perceived) conflict of interest by the evaluator. While the reasons for not using a manager to assess his/ her own program are usually self-evident, the potential for bias by researchers must also be considered. If they are the ones who have designed and proposed the intervention, there may be a bias, whether intended or not, to find the intervention successful. 
	 97BWhere there is potential (or perceived) conflict of interest by the evaluator. While the reasons for not using a manager to assess his/ her own program are usually self-evident, the potential for bias by researchers must also be considered. If th...
	 Where there is not the internal expertise for a particular component. 
	 98BWhere there is not the internal expertise for a particular component.
	 Where use of a certain person/ group would affect credibility of results with any of the key stakeholders.
	 99BWhere use of a certain person/ group would affect credibility of results with any of the key stakeholders.
	Activities that may be well suited to evaluation by those internal to the initiative are those where there are the resources in skill and time to conduct them, and participation of internal staff will not affect evaluation credibility. One example might be the collection and collation of descriptive program data. In some situations it may be appropriate to contract with a statistical consultant for specialized expertise, while using staff data analysts to actually produce the data reports.
	338BActivities that may be well suited to evaluation by those internal to the initiative are those where there are the resources in skill and time to conduct them, and participation of internal staff will not affect evaluation credibility. One example...
	Use of internal expertise that is at ‘arms length’ from the specific initiative. A classic example of this would be contracting with an organization’s internal research and evaluation unit to conduct the evaluation (or components of it). While this is not often considered an external evaluation (and may not be the optimal solution in situations where the evaluation is highly politicized), it often brings together a useful combination of:
	100BUse of internal expertise that is at ‘arms length’ from the specific initiative. A classic example of this would be contracting with an organization’s internal research and evaluation unit to conduct the evaluation (or components of it). While thi...
	 Contextual knowledge, which brings the benefits of both time saved, and greater appreciation of potential impacts and confounding factors.
	 101BContextual knowledge, which brings the benefits of both time saved, and greater appreciation of potential impacts and confounding factors.
	 Commitment to the best outcomes for the organization, rather than loyalty to a specific program (i.e. may be able to be objective).
	 102BCommitment to the best outcomes for the organization, rather than loyalty to a specific program (i.e. may be able to be objective).
	 Potential to promote appropriate use of results, both directly and – where appropriate – by making links to other initiatives throughout the organization. 
	 103BPotential to promote appropriate use of results, both directly and – where appropriate – by making links to other initiatives throughout the organization.
	Step 5: Gather Relevant Evidence 
	The program, product, service, policy or process you will be evaluating exists in a particular context. Understanding context is critical for most evaluation activities: it is necessary to undertake some pre-evaluation work to determine the history of the initiative, who is affected by it, perspectives and concerns of key stakeholders, and the larger context in which the initiative is situated (e.g. the organizational and policy context). How did the initiative come to be? Has it undergone previous evaluation? Who is promoting evaluation at this point in time and why?
	339BThe program, product, service, policy or process you will be evaluating exists in a particular context. Understanding context is critical for most evaluation activities: it is necessary to undertake some pre-evaluation work to determine the histor...
	In addition, a literature review of the issue(s) under study is usually required before beginning an evaluation. Identifying, accessing and using evidence to apply to an evaluation is an important contribution of research. Such a review may focus on:
	 Current research on issues related to the initiative to be evaluated. Many interventions developed organically, and were not informed by research. Even if the initiative was informed by research at one point in time, program staff may not be up to date on current work in the area. 
	 105BCurrent research on issues related to the initiative to be evaluated. Many interventions developed organically, and were not informed by research. Even if the initiative was informed by research at one point in time, program staff may not be up ...
	 Evaluations of similar initiatives.  
	 106BEvaluations of similar initiatives.
	If an evaluation is potentially contentious, it is also often a good idea to meet individually with each of the stakeholders, in order to promote frank sharing of their perspectives.
	341BIf an evaluation is potentially contentious, it is also often a good idea to meet individually with each of the stakeholders, in order to promote frank sharing of their perspectives.
	Case Study #1: Unassigned Patients
	The first step in this evaluation was to undertake a literature review. While it was hoped that a systematic review would provide some guidance as a recommended model, this was not the case – almost no literature on the topic addressed issues related to the specific context. Presentation of this finding at a meeting of stakeholders also indicated that there were a number of tensions and diverse perspectives among stakeholders.
	One of the next steps proposed by the evaluators was to make a site visit to each of the sites. This included a walk-through of the programs, and meetings with nursing and physician leadership. These tours accomplished two things: a) additional information on ‘how things worked’ that would have been difficult to gage through other means, and b) development of rapport with staff – who appreciated having input into the evaluation and describing the larger context in which the services were offered.
	Case Study #2: Computerized Decision Support
	A review of the research literature identified a) key principles predicting effective adoption, b) the importance of implementation activities, and c) limited information on the impacts of computerized decision-support in this specific medical area. This knowledge provided additional support for the decision to a) focus on implementation evaluation, and b) expand the original plan of pre/post intervention measurement of test ordered to include a qualitative component that explored user perspectives. 
	Step 6: Build a Shared Level of Consensus about the Evaluation 
	As indicated in earlier sections, evaluation is subject to a number of misconceptions, and may have diverse purposes and approaches. It is usually safe to assume that not all stakeholders will have the same understanding of what evaluation is, or the best way to conduct an evaluation on the issue under consideration. Some are likely to have anxieties or concerns about the evaluation.
	347BAs indicated in earlier sections, evaluation is subject to a number of misconceptions, and may have diverse purposes and approaches. It is usually safe to assume that not all stakeholders will have the same understanding of what evaluation is, or ...
	For this reason, it is important to build shared understanding and agreement before beginning the evaluation. Many evaluators find that it is useful to build into the planning an introductory session that covers the following:
	348BFor this reason, it is important to build shared understanding and agreement before beginning the evaluation. Many evaluators find that it is useful to build into the planning an introductory session that covers the following:
	 Definition of evaluation, similarities and differences between evaluation, performance management, quality improvement, and research.
	 108BDefinition of evaluation, similarities and differences between evaluation, performance management, quality improvement, and research.
	 The range of potential purposes of evaluation, including information on when each is helpful. If there is anxiety about the evaluation, it is particularly important to present the full range of options, and help participants to recognize that evaluation – rather than being a judgment on their work – can actually be a support and resource to them. 
	 109BThe range of potential purposes of evaluation, including information on when each is helpful. If there is anxiety about the evaluation, it is particularly important to present the full range of options, and help participants to recognize that ev...
	 Principles and benefits of collaborative evaluation.
	 110BPrinciples and benefits of collaborative evaluation.
	 How confidentiality will be maintained.
	 111BHow confidentiality will be maintained.
	 The processes you are proposing to develop the evaluation plan.
	 112BThe processes you are proposing to develop the evaluation plan.
	This overview can take as little as 20 minutes if necessary. It allows the evaluator to proactively address many potential misconceptions – misconceptions that could present obstacles both to a) support of and participation in the evaluation and to b) interest in acting on evaluation findings.  Additional benefits of this approach include the opportunity to build capacity among evaluation stakeholders, and to begin to establish an environment conducive to collaborative problem-solving.
	349BThis overview can take as little as 20 minutes if necessary. It allows the evaluator to proactively address many potential misconceptions – misconceptions that could present obstacles both to a) support of and participation in the evaluation and t...
	It is also important to ensure that the parameters of the evaluation are well defined.  Often, the various stakeholders involved in the evaluation process will have different ideas of where the evaluable entity begins and ends.  Reaching consensus on this at the outset helps to set clear evaluation objectives and to manage stakeholder expectations. This initial consensus will also help you and your partners keep the evaluation realistic in scope as you develop an evaluation plan. Strategies for focusing an evaluation and prioritizing evaluation questions are discussed in Steps 8 and 9. 
	350BIt is also important to ensure that the parameters of the evaluation are well defined.  Often, the various stakeholders involved in the evaluation process will have different ideas of where the evaluable entity begins and ends.  Reaching consensus...
	Case Study #1: Unassigned Patients
	In this example, the introductory overview on evaluation was integrated with the site visits. Key themes were reiterated in the initial evaluation proposal, which was shared with all sites for input. As a result, even though staff from the three institutions had not met together, they developed a shared understanding of the evaluation and agreement on how it would be conducted. 
	You may find that consensus-building activities fit well into an initial meeting of your evaluation partners. In other cases, such discussions may be more appropriate once all stakeholders have been identified. 
	353BYou may find that consensus-building activities fit well into an initial meeting of your evaluation partners. In other cases, such discussions may be more appropriate once all stakeholders have been identified.
	Special issues related to collaborative evaluation
	354BSpecial issues related to collaborative evaluation
	In collaborative evaluation with external organizations, it is also important to clarify roles and expectations of researchers and program staff/ managers, and make explicit any in-kind time commitments or requirements for data access. It is particularly important to have a clear agreement on data access, management and sharing (including specifics of when and where each partner will have access) before the evaluation begins. 
	355BIn collaborative evaluation with external organizations, it is also important to clarify roles and expectations of researchers and program staff/ managers, and make explicit any in-kind time commitments or requirements for data access. It is parti...
	Before embarking on the evaluation it is also important to clarify what information will be made public by the evaluator. Stakeholders need to know that results of research-funded evaluations will be publicly reported. Similarly, staff need to know that senior executives will have the right to see the results of program evaluations funded by the sponsoring organization. 
	356BBefore embarking on the evaluation it is also important to clarify what information will be made public by the evaluator. Stakeholders need to know that results of research-funded evaluations will be publicly reported. Similarly, staff need to kno...
	It is also important to proactively address issues related to ‘speaking to’ evaluation findings. It is not unknown that a sponsoring organization may – in fear that an evaluation report will not be what it hoped for – choose to present an early (and more positive) version of findings before the final report is released. In some cases, they may not want results shared. For this reason it is important to be clear about roles, and to clarify that the evaluator is the person who is authorized to speak to accurately reflect the findings, accept speaking invitations or publish on the results of the evaluation. (Developing and presenting results in collaboration with stakeholders is even better.) Similarly, it is for the program/ organization leads to speak to the specific issues related to program design. 
	357BIt is also important to proactively address issues related to ‘speaking to’ evaluation findings. It is not unknown that a sponsoring organization may – in fear that an evaluation report will not be what it hoped for – choose to present an early (a...
	Research proposals that include evaluative components are strengthened by clear letters of commitment from research and evaluation partners. These letters should specifically outline the nature and extent of partners in developing the proposal; the structure and processes for supporting collaborative activities; and the commitments and contributions of partners to the proposed evaluation activities (e.g. data access; provision of in-kind services).
	Step 7: Describe the Program/Intervention 
	Special Note: While this activity is placed in the preparation section of this guide, many evaluators find that, in practice, getting a clear description of the program, and the mechanism of action through which it is expected to work, may not be a simple activity. It is often necessary to delay this activity until later in the planning process, as you may need the active engagement of key stakeholders in order to facilitate what is often a challenging task. 
	Having stakeholders describe the program is useful for a number of reasons:
	 It may be the first opportunity that stakeholders have had for some time to reflect on the program, its rationale, and evidence for its design.
	 Differences in understanding of how things actually work in practice will quickly surface.
	 It provides a base for ‘teasing out’ the program theory. 
	However, you may find that those involved in program management find the process of describing their program or initiative on paper a daunting task. An important role of the evaluator may be to help facilitate this activity. 
	Case study #1: Unassigned Patients
	One deliverable requested by the provincial health department was a description of how each of the different models worked. This early activity took over 6 months: each time a draft was circulated for review, stakeholders identified additional information and differences of opinion about how things actually worked in practice.
	The issue of “logic models”
	Many evaluators place a strong emphasis on logic models. Logic models visually illustrate the logical chain of connections showing what the intervention is intended to accomplish. In this way, a logic model is consistent with theory-driven evaluation, as the intent is to get inside the “black box”, and articulate program theory. Researchers will be more familiar with ‘conceptual’ models or frameworks, and there are many similarities between the two. However, a conceptual framework is generally more theoretically-based and conceptual than a logic model, which tends to be program specific and include more details on program activities. 
	366BMany evaluators place a strong emphasis on logic models. Logic models visually illustrate the logical chain of connections showing what the intervention is intended to accomplish. In this way, a logic model is consistent with theory-driven evaluat...
	When done well, logic models illustrate the ‘if-then’ and causal connections between program components and outcomes, and can link program planning, implementation and evaluation. They can be of great benefit in promoting clear thinking, and articulating program theory. There are many different formats for logic models ranging from simple linear constructions to complex, multidimensional representations. The simplest show a logical chain of connections under the headings of inputs (what is invested in the initiative), outputs (the activities and participants), and the outcomes (short, medium and long-term).
	367BWhen done well, logic models illustrate the ‘if-then’ and causal connections between program components and outcomes, and can link program planning, implementation and evaluation. They can be of great benefit in promoting clear thinking, and artic...
	Other logic models are more complex, illustrating complex, multi-directional relationships. See, for example, various templates developed by the University of Wisconsin, Extension: www.uwex.edu/ces/pdande/evaluation/evallogicmodel.html 
	368BOther logic models are more complex, illustrating complex, multi-directional relationships. See, for example, various templates developed by the University of Wisconsin, Extension: www.uwex.edu/ces/pdande/evaluation/evallogicmodel.html
	In spite of the popularity of logic models, they do have potential limitations, and they are not the only strategy for promoting clarity on the theory behind the intervention to be evaluated. 
	369BIn spite of the popularity of logic models, they do have potential limitations, and they are not the only strategy for promoting clarity on the theory behind the intervention to be evaluated.
	Too often, logic models are viewed as a bureaucratic necessity (e.g. a funder requirement) and the focus becomes one of “filling in the boxes” rather than articulating the program theory and the evidence for assumptions in the program model. In other words, rather than promoting evaluative thinking, the activity of completing a logic model can inhibit it. Another potential downside is that logic models tend to be based on assumptions of linear, logical relationships between program components and outcomes that do not reflect the complexity in which many interventions take place. Sometimes logic models can even promote simplistic (in the box) thinking. Some authors advise that logic models are not appropriate for evaluations within complex environments (Patton, 2011).
	370BToo often, logic models are viewed as a bureaucratic necessity (e.g. a funder requirement) and the focus becomes one of “filling in the boxes” rather than articulating the program theory and the evidence for assumptions in the program model. In ot...
	Whether or not a graphic logic model is employed as a tool to aid in evaluation planning, it is important to be able to articulate the program theory: the mechanisms through which change is anticipated to occur. A program description, advised above, is one first step to achieving this. Theory can sometimes be effectively communicated through a textual approach outlining the relationships between each component of the program/ process. (Because there is strong evidence on X, we have designed intervention Y). This approach also brings the benefit of a structure that facilitates inclusion of available evidence for the proposed theory of action.
	371BWhether or not a graphic logic model is employed as a tool to aid in evaluation planning, it is important to be able to articulate the program theory: the mechanisms through which change is anticipated to occur. A program description, advised abov...
	Summary
	372BSummary
	While presented in a step-wise fashion, activities described in this section are likely to be undertaken concurrently. Information gathered through each of the activities will inform (and often suggest a need to revisit) other steps. It is important to ensure that these preliminary activities have been addressed before moving into development of the actual evaluation plan.
	373BWhile presented in a step-wise fashion, activities described in this section are likely to be undertaken concurrently. Information gathered through each of the activities will inform (and often suggest a need to revisit) other steps. It is importa...
	SECTION 3: DESIGNING AN EVALUATION
	374BSECTION 3: DESIGNING AN EVALUATION
	The steps outlined in this section can come together very quickly if the preparatory work advised in Section 2 has been completed. These planning activities are ideally conducted in collaboration with your steering/ planning group. 
	375BThe steps outlined in this section can come together very quickly if the preparatory work advised in Section 2 has been completed. These planning activities are ideally conducted in collaboration with your steering/ planning group.
	An Evaluation Planning Matrix
	376BAn Evaluation Planning Matrix
	For these next steps, the module will be based on an evaluation planning matrix (Appendix A). This matrix is not meant to be an evaluation template, but rather a tool to help organize your planning. Caution is needed in using templates in evaluation, as evaluation research is much more than a technical activity. It is one that requires critical thinking, assessment of evidence, careful analysis and clear conceptualization. 
	377BFor these next steps, the module will be based on an evaluation planning matrix (Appendix A). This matrix is not meant to be an evaluation template, but rather a tool to help organize your planning. Caution is needed in using templates in evaluati...
	The first page of the matrix provides a simple outline for documenting a) the background of the initiative, b) the purpose of the planned evaluation, c) the intended use of the evaluation, d) the key stakeholders (intended evaluation users), e) and the evaluation focus. Completion of preparatory activities should allow you to complete sections a-d.
	378BThe first page of the matrix provides a simple outline for documenting a) the background of the initiative, b) the purpose of the planned evaluation, c) the intended use of the evaluation, d) the key stakeholders (intended evaluation users), e) an...
	This section will start with a discussion of focus (Step 8, below), and then lead through the steps of completing page 2 of the matrix (Steps 9-11). Appendix B provides a simple example of the completed matrix for Case Study 1: Unassigned Patients. 
	379BThis section will start with a discussion of focus (Step 8, below), and then lead through the steps of completing page 2 of the matrix (Steps 9-11). Appendix B provides a simple example of the completed matrix for Case Study 1: Unassigned Patients.
	Step 8: Confirm Purpose, Focus the Evaluation
	Confirming the purpose of the evaluation
	381BConfirming the purpose of the evaluation
	Through the preparatory activities you have been clarifying the overall purpose of the evaluation. At this point, it is useful to operationalize the purpose of evaluation by developing a clear, succinct description of the purpose for conducting this particular evaluation. This purpose statement, one to two paragraphs in length, should guide your planning.
	382BThrough the preparatory activities you have been clarifying the overall purpose of the evaluation. At this point, it is useful to operationalize the purpose of evaluation by developing a clear, succinct description of the purpose for conducting th...
	It is also important to include a clear statement of how you see the evaluation being used (this should be based on the preparatory meetings with stakeholders), and who the intended users of the evaluation are. 
	383BIt is also important to include a clear statement of how you see the evaluation being used (this should be based on the preparatory meetings with stakeholders), and who the intended users of the evaluation are.
	Case study 1: Unassigned Patients
	Renegotiation of the purpose of the evaluation of hospital models of care resulted in an evaluation purpose that was described as follows:
	 To respond to the request of the provincial government to determine whether the models developed by the sites were a) effective in providing care to unassigned patients, and b) were sustainable. (You will note that although the evaluation was framed as improvement-oriented, there was a commitment to make a judgment (value) related to these two specific criteria – which were acceptable to all parties).
	 To explore both program specific and system issues that may be affecting timely and quality care for medical patients. This objective reflected the concern identified in pre-evaluation activities, that there were system issues – not limited to specific programs – that needed to be addressed.
	In keeping with an improvement-oriented evaluation approach, there is no intent to select one ‘best model’, but rather to identify strengths and limitations of each strategy with the objective of assisting in improving quality of all service models. 
	Preliminary consultation has also identified three key issues requiring additional research: a) understanding and improving continuity of patient care; b) incorporating provider and patient/ family insights into addressing organizational barriers to effective provision of quality inpatient care and timely discharge; and c) the impact of different perspectives of various stakeholders on the effectiveness of strategies for providing this care. 
	This evaluation will be used by staff of the department of health to inform decisions about continued funding of the programs; by site senior management to strengthen their specific services; and by regional senior management to guide ongoing planning.
	Case Study #2: Computerized Decision Support
	This evaluation summarized its purpose as follows:
	The purpose of this evaluation research is to identify facilitators and barriers to implementation of decision-support systems in the Canadian health context; to determine the impacts of introduction of the decision-support system; and to develop recommendations to inform any expansion or replication of such a project. It is also anticipated that findings from this evaluation will guide further research. 
	As these examples illustrate, it is often feasible to address more than one purpose in an evaluation. The critical point is, however, to be clear about the purpose, the intended users of the evaluation, and the approach proposed for working with stakeholders.
	392BAs these examples illustrate, it is often feasible to address more than one purpose in an evaluation. The critical point is, however, to be clear about the purpose, the intended users of the evaluation, and the approach proposed for working with s...
	Focusing an evaluation
	393BFocusing an evaluation
	So far, we have discussed the purpose of the evaluation, and, in broad terms, some of the possible approaches to evaluation. Another concept that is critical to evaluation planning is that of focus. Whatever the purpose, an evaluation can have any one of dozens of foci (For example Patton (1997) lists over 50 potential foci). These include:  
	394BSo far, we have discussed the purpose of the evaluation, and, in broad terms, some of the possible approaches to evaluation. Another concept that is critical to evaluation planning is that of focus. Whatever the purpose, an evaluation can have any...
	• Implementation focus: a focus on the implementation of an initiative. Implementation evaluation is a necessary first step to many evaluations, as without assessment of implementation, it will not be possible to differentiate between failure of program theory (the initiative was poorly thought out, and failure to be expected), and failure to implement appropriately a theoretically sound and potentially successful intervention. While many authors incorporate implementation evaluation into general formative evaluation, it is often useful, in early phases of an evaluation plan, to focus specifically on implementation questions. 
	• Goals-based evaluation is familiar to most readers. The focus is on evaluating the extent to which an initiative has met its stated objectives.
	• Goals-free evaluation, in contrast, takes a broader view and asks “what actually happened?” as the result of the intervention. While it is generally wise to consider the original objectives, goals free evaluation allows assessment of unintended consequences (whether positive or negative). This is of particular importance when evaluating initiatives situated in complex systems, as small changes in one area may result in big impacts elsewhere. These unanticipated impacts may be of much greater importance than whether the stated objectives were met. 
	Case Study #2: Computerized Decision Support
	Through exploring the experience and perspectives of all stakeholders, the evaluation found that those receiving the computerized orders, while finding them easier to read (legibility was no longer a problem) also found that they contained less useful information due to the closed-ended drop down boxes which replaced open-ended physician description of the presenting problem. This question was not one that had been identified as an objective, but had important implications for future planning.
	• Impact evaluation assesses the changes (positive or negative, intended or unintended) of a particular intervention. These changes may not be limited to direct effects on participants.
	• Outcome evaluation investigates long term effects of an intervention on participants. Few evaluations are in a position to measure long term outcomes: most measure short term outcomes (e.g. processes), or intermediate outcomes (e.g. behavior, policy change). 
	• Cost benefit analysis, or cost effectiveness analysis explores the relationship between program costs and outcomes (expressed in dollars, or not measured in dollars respectively).
	The importance of focus and sequence
	395BThe importance of focus and sequence
	It is also important to sequence evaluation activities – the focus you select will depend at least in part on the stage of development of the initiative you are evaluating.  A new program, which is in the process of being implemented, is not appropriate for outcome evaluation. Rather, with few exceptions, it is likely that the focus should be on implementation evaluation. Implementation evaluation addresses such questions as:
	396BIt is also important to sequence evaluation activities – the focus you select will depend at least in part on the stage of development of the initiative you are evaluating.  A new program, which is in the process of being implemented, is not appro...
	• To what extent was initiative implemented as designed?
	• Were resources, skills, timelines allocated adequate?
	• Are data collection systems adequate to collect data to inform outcome evaluation?
	• What obstacles to implementation and uptake can be identified, and how can they be addressed?
	A program that has been implemented and running for some time, may select a number of different foci for an improvement-oriented evaluation.
	397BA program that has been implemented and running for some time, may select a number of different foci for an improvement-oriented evaluation.
	Many summative (judgment-oriented) evaluations are likely to take a focus that is impact or outcome focused. 
	398BMany summative (judgment-oriented) evaluations are likely to take a focus that is impact or outcome focused.
	It is important to keep in mind that a focus will help keep parameters on your activities. The potential scope of any evaluation is usually much broader than the resources available. This, in addition to the need to sequence evaluation activities, makes it useful to define your focus.
	399BIt is important to keep in mind that a focus will help keep parameters on your activities. The potential scope of any evaluation is usually much broader than the resources available. This, in addition to the need to sequence evaluation activities,...
	Step 9: Identify and Prioritize Evaluation Questions
	Only when preparatory activities have been completed is it time to move on to identifying the evaluation questions. This is not to say that a draft of evaluation questions may not have already been developed. If only the research team is involved, questions may already be clearly defined: if you have been commissioned to undertake an evaluation, at least some of the evaluation questions may be predetermined. However, if you have been meeting with different stakeholders, they are likely to have identified questions of concern to them. The process of developing the evaluation questions is a crucial one, as they form the framework for the evaluation plan.
	At this point we move on to page 2 of the evaluation planning matrix. It is critical to ‘start with the question’; i.e. with what we want to learn from the evaluation. Too often, stakeholders can become detracted by first focusing on the evaluation activities they would like to conduct (e.g. We should conduct interviews with physicians), the data they think is available (e.g. We can analyze data on X), or even the indicators that may be available. But without knowing what questions the evaluation is intended to answer, it is premature to discuss methods or data sources. 
	Get the questions on the table (Column 2)
	In working with evaluation stakeholders, it is often more useful to solicit evaluation questions with wording such as “what do you hope to know at the end of this evaluation that you don’t know now?” rather than as “what are the evaluation questions?” The latter question is more likely to elicit specific questions for an interview, focus group, or data query, than to identify questions at the level you will find helpful.
	If you are conducting a collaborative evaluation, a useful strategy is to incorporate a discussion (such as a brainstorming session) with your stakeholder group. You will often find that, if there is good participation, dozens of evaluation questions may be generated – often broad in scope, and at many different levels. Scope of questions can often be constrained if there is a clear consensus on the purpose and focus on the evaluation – the reason that leading the group through such a discussion (Section 2, Step 6) is useful.  
	The next step for the evaluator is to help the group rework these questions into a format that is manageable. This usually involves a) ‘rolling up’ the questions into overarching questions, and b) being prepared to give guidance as to sequence of questions. These two activities will facilitate the necessary task of prioritizing the questions: reaching consensus on which are of most importance. 
	Create overarching questions (Column 1)
	Many questions that are generated by knowledge users are often subquestions of a larger question. The task of the evaluator is to facilitate the roll-up of questions into these overarching ones. Because it is important to demonstrate to participants that the questions of concern to them are not lost, it is often useful to keep note (in column two of the matrix) of all the questions of concern. 
	Case Study #1: Unassigned Patients
	The stakeholders at the 3 sites generated a number of questions, many of which were similar. For example: “I want to know what nurses think about this model”, “I want to know about the opinions of patients on this change”, “How open are physicians to changes to the model?’
	These questions could be summarized in an overarching question “What are the perspectives of, and experiences with, physicians, nurses, patients, families, and other hospital staff” on the care model?”
	Guide discussion of sequence
	It is common for knowledge users (and researchers) to focus on outcome-related questions. Sometimes it is possible to include these questions in the evaluation you are conducting, but in many cases – particularly if you are in the process of implementing an initiative – it is not. As discussed earlier, for example, it is not appropriate to evaluate outcomes until you are sure that an initiative has been fully implemented. In other cases, the outcomes of interest to knowledge users will not be evident until several years into the future – although it may be feasible to measure intermediate outcomes. 
	However, even if it is not possible to address an outcome evaluation question in your evaluation it is important to take note of these desired outcomes. First, this will aid in the development of program theory and, secondly, noting the desired outcome measures is an essential first step in ensuring that there are adequate and appropriate data collection systems in place that will facilitate outcome evaluation in the future. 
	If it is not possible to address outcome questions, be sure to clearly communicate that these are important questions that will be addressed at a more appropriate point in the evaluation process.
	Prioritize the questions
	Even when the evaluation questions have been combined and sequenced, there are often many more questions of interest to knowledge users than there is time (or resources) to answer them. The role of the evaluator at this point is to lead discussion to agreement on the priority questions. Some strategies for facilitating this include:
	 Focusing on how the information generated through the evaluation will be used. Simply asking the question “When we find out the answer to X, how will that information be used?” will help differentiate between questions that are critical for action, and those that driven by curiosity. A useful strategy is to suggest that given the time/resource constraints we all face, the priority should be to focus on questions that we know will result in action. 
	 Referring back to the purpose of the evaluation, and to any funder requirements.
	 Addressing feasibility. There are rarely the resources (in funds or time) to conduct all the evaluations of interest. Focusing on funder time lines and available resources will often help eliminate questions that, while important, are beyond the scope of your evaluation.   
	 Revisiting the issue of sequence. Even though ‘early’ evaluation questions may not be of as much interest to stakeholders as outcome questions, it is often useful to develop a phased plan, illustrating at what phase it is best to address a particular question. The evaluation matrix can be adapted to include sections that highlight questions at different phases (e.g. implementation evaluation, improvement oriented evaluation, outcome evaluation questions).
	 Exploring the potential of additional resources to investigate some questions. Some questions generated may be broad research questions. They are important, but there may not be an urgency to answer them. In such cases, there may be interest in investigating the potential of additional research funding to explore these questions at a later date.
	If there is time, the steering/planning group can participate in this ‘rolling up’ and prioritization activity. Another alternative is for the evaluator to develop a draft based on the ideas generated and to circulate it for further input.
	It is only when the evaluation questions have been determined that it is appropriate to move on to the next steps: evaluation design, selection of methods and data sources, and identification of indicators.
	Step 10: Select Methods and Data Sources (Columns 3 and 4) 
	Select methods for the specific evaluation questions
	420BSelect methods for the specific evaluation questions
	Only when you are clear on the questions, and have prioritized them, is it time to select methods. In collaborative undertakings you may find that strong facilitation is needed to reach consensus on the questions, as stakeholders are often eager to move ahead to discussion of methods. The approach of ‘starting with the question’ may also be a challenge for researchers, who are often highly trained in specific methodologies and methods. It is important in evaluation, however, that methods be driven by the overall evaluation questions, rather than by researcher expertise. 
	421BOnly when you are clear on the questions, and have prioritized them, is it time to select methods. In collaborative undertakings you may find that strong facilitation is needed to reach consensus on the questions, as stakeholders are often eager t...
	Evaluators often find that many evaluations require a multi-method approach. Some well-designed research and evaluation projects can generate important new knowledge using only quantitative methods. However, in many evaluations it is important to understand not only if an intervention worked (and to measure accurately any difference it made) but to understand why the intervention worked – the principles or characteristics associated with success or failure, and the pathways through which effects are generated. The purpose of evaluating many pilot programs is to determine whether the program should be implemented in other contexts, not simply whether it worked in the environment in which it was evaluated. These questions generally require the addition of qualitative methods. 
	422BEvaluators often find that many evaluations require a multi-method approach. Some well-designed research and evaluation projects can generate important new knowledge using only quantitative methods. However, in many evaluations it is important to ...
	Your steering committee will also be helpful at this stage, as they will be able to advise you on the feasibility – and credibility - of certain methods.
	423BYour steering committee will also be helpful at this stage, as they will be able to advise you on the feasibility – and credibility - of certain methods.
	Case Study #1: Unassigned Patients
	When the request for the evaluation was made, it was assumed that analysis of administrative data would be the major data source for answering evaluation questions. In fact, the data available was only able to provide partial insights to some of the questions of concern. 
	While the overall plan for the evaluation suggested focus groups would be appropriate for some data collection, the steering group highlighted the challenges in bringing physicians and hospital staff together as a group. They were, however, able to suggest strategies to facilitate group discussions, (integrating discussions with staff meetings, planning a catered lunch, and individualized invitations from respected physician leaders). 
	Identify data sources
	427BIdentify data sources
	The process of identifying data sources is often interwoven with that of selecting methods. For example, if quantitative program data are not available to inform a specific evaluation question, there may be a need to select qualitative methods. In planning a research project, if the needed data were not available, a researcher may decide to remove a particular question from the study. In evaluation, this is rarely acceptable – if the question is important, there should be an effort to begin to answer it. As Patton (1997) has observed, it is often better to get a vague or fuzzy answer to an important question than a precise answer to a question no one cares much about. The best data sources in many cases are specific individuals! 
	428BThe process of identifying data sources is often interwoven with that of selecting methods. For example, if quantitative program data are not available to inform a specific evaluation question, there may be a need to select qualitative methods. In...
	Remember that many organizations have formal approval processes that must be followed before you can have access to program data, staff or internal reports. 
	429BRemember that many organizations have formal approval processes that must be followed before you can have access to program data, staff or internal reports.
	Identify appropriate indicators (Column 5)
	430BIdentify appropriate indicators (Column 5)
	Once evaluation questions have been identified, and methods and data sources selected, it is time to explore what indicators may be useful.
	431BOnce evaluation questions have been identified, and methods and data sources selected, it is time to explore what indicators may be useful.
	An indicator can be defined as a summary statistic used to give an indication of a construct that cannot be measured directly.  For example, we cannot directly measure the quality of care, but we can measure particular processes (e.g., adherence to best-practice guidelines) or outcomes (e.g., number of falls) thought to be related to quality of care.  Good indicators:
	…. should actually measure what they are intended to (validity); they should provide the same answer if measured by different people in similar circumstances (reliability); they should be able to measure change (sensitivity); and, they should reflect changes only in the situation concerned (specificity). In reality, these criteria are difficult to achieve, and indicators, at best, are indirect or partial measures of a complex situation (Alberta Heritage Foundation for Medical Research (1998: 5). 
	However, it is easy to overlook the limitations both of particular indicators and of indicators in general.  Some authors have observed that the statement “we need a program evaluation” is often immediately followed by “we have these indicators,” without consideration of exactly which question the indicators will answer (Bowen & Kriendler, 2008).
	An exclusive focus on indicators can lead to decisions being data-driven rather than evidence-informed (Bowen et al. 2009).  It is easy to respond to issues for which indicators are readily available, while ignoring potentially more important issues for which such data is not available. Developing activities around “what existing data can tell us,” while a reasonable course for researchers, can be a dangerous road for both decision-makers and evaluators, who may lose sight of the most important questions facing the healthcare system.  It has been observed that “the indicator-driven approach ‘puts the cart before the horse’ and often fails” (Chesson 2002: 2). 
	Not all indicators are created equal, and an indicator’s limitations may not be obvious. Many indicators are ‘gameable’ (i.e. metrics can be improved without substantive change). For example, breastfeeding initiation is often used as an indicator of child health, as it is more easily measured than breastfeeding duration.  However, lack of clear coding guidelines, combined with pressure on facilities to increase breastfeeding rates, appear to have produced a definition of initiation as, “the mother opened her gown and tried” (Bowen & Kriendler, 2008). It is not surprising then that hospitals are able to dramatically increase ‘breastfeeding rates’ if a directive is given to patient care staff, who are then evaluated on the results. This attempt, however, does not necessarily increase breastfeeding rates following hospital discharge. This example also demonstrates that reliance on a poor indicator can result in decreased attention and resources for an issue that may continue to be of concern. 
	The following advice is offered to avoid these pitfalls in indicator use in evaluation:
	 First determine what you want to know. Don’t start with the data (and indicators) that are readily available.
	 In selecting indicators, evaluate them for validity, robustness and transferability before proposing them. Don’t just use an indicator because it’s available.
	 Understand what the indicator is really telling you – and what it isn’t.
	 Limit the number of indicators, focusing resources on the strongest ones.
	 Choose indicators that cannot be easily gamed.
	 Ensure that those who gather and analyze the data (and are aware of what an indicator is actually measuring, data quality, etc.) are included on your team. 
	 Remember that there may not be an appropriate indicator for many of the evaluation questions you hope to address (Bowen & Kriendler, 2008).
	Case Study #1: Unassigned Patients
	At the beginning of this evaluation it was assumed that assessment of impact would be fairly straightforward: the proposed indicator for analysis was hospital length of stay (LOS). However, discussions with staff at one centre uncovered that: 
	 Health information staff were being asked to ‘run’ the data in two different ways, by heads of different departments. This resulted in different calculation of LOS. 
	 Although the LOS on the ward (the selected indicator) showed a decline, the LOS in the emergency department was actually rising. Attention to the selected indicator risked obscuring problems created elsewhere in the system. 
	 Step 11: Clarify Resources and Responsibility Areas (Column 6)
	At this point, we are ready to move the evaluation plan into operation. It is necessary to ensure that you have the resources to conduct the proposed evaluation activities, and know who is responsible for conducting them. This final column in the matrix provides the base from which an evaluation workplan can develop.  
	439BAt this point, we are ready to move the evaluation plan into operation. It is necessary to ensure that you have the resources to conduct the proposed evaluation activities, and know who is responsible for conducting them. This final column in the ...
	Step 12: Implement Evaluation Activities
	This module does not attempt to provide detailed information on project implementation and management, although some resources to support this work (e.g. checklists) are included in the bibliography. However, as you conduct the evaluation it is important to:
	441BThis module does not attempt to provide detailed information on project implementation and management, although some resources to support this work (e.g. checklists) are included in the bibliography. However, as you conduct the evaluation it is im...
	 Monitor (and evaluate!) implementation of activities. Be prepared to revise the plan when obstacles are identified. Unlike some research designs, in evaluation it is not always possible – or advisable – to hold the environment constant while the evaluation is occurring.
	 136BMonitor (and evaluate!) implementation of activities. Be prepared to revise the plan when obstacles are identified. Unlike some research designs, in evaluation it is not always possible – or advisable – to hold the environment constant while the...
	 Ensure regular feedback and review of progress by stakeholders. Don’t leave reporting until the evaluation is completed. As issues are identified, they should be shared and discussed with stakeholders. In some evaluations (e.g. improvement oriented or developmental evaluation) there will be an intent to act on findings as soon as they are identified. Even if there is no intent to change anything as the result of emerging findings, remember that people don’t like surprises – it is important that stakeholders are informed not only of progress (and any difficulties with the evaluation), but also alerted to potentially contentious or distressing findings. 
	 137BEnsure regular feedback and review of progress by stakeholders. Don’t leave reporting until the evaluation is completed. As issues are identified, they should be shared and discussed with stakeholders. In some evaluations (e.g. improvement orien...
	Step 13: Communicate Evaluation Findings
	Even though it is recommended that there are regular reports (and opportunities for discussion) as the evaluation progresses, it is often important to leave a detailed evaluation report. This report should be focused to the intended users of the evaluation, and should form the basis of any presentations or academic publications, helping promote consistency if there are multiple authors or presenters.
	443BEven though it is recommended that there are regular reports (and opportunities for discussion) as the evaluation progresses, it is often important to leave a detailed evaluation report. This report should be focused to the intended users of the e...
	Evaluation frequently faces the challenge of communicating contentious or negative findings. Issues related to communication are covered in more detail in Section 4, Ethics and Evaluation.
	444BEvaluation frequently faces the challenge of communicating contentious or negative findings. Issues related to communication are covered in more detail in Section 4, Ethics and Evaluation.
	There are many guidelines for developing reports for knowledge users. The specifics will depend on your audience, the scope of the evaluation and many other factors. A good starting point is the CHSRF resources providing guidance in communicating with decision-makers: http://www.chsrf.ca/publicationsandresources/ResourcesForResearchers.aspx 
	445BThere are many guidelines for developing reports for knowledge users. The specifics will depend on your audience, the scope of the evaluation and many other factors. A good starting point is the CHSRF resources providing guidance in communicating ...
	SECTION 4: SPECIAL ISSUES IN EVALUATION
	Ethics and Evaluation 
	447BEthics and Evaluation
	The ethics of evaluation
	448BThe ethics of evaluation
	Evaluation societies have clearly identified ethical standards of practice. The Canadian Evaluation Society (n.d) provides Guidelines for Ethical Conduct  http://www.evaluationcanada.ca/site.cgi?en:5:4, (competence, integrity, accountability)  while the American Evaluation society (2004) publishes Guiding principles for evaluators http://www.eval.org/publications/GuidingPrinciplesPrintable.asp (systematic inquiry, competence, integrity/honesty, respect for people, and responsibilities for general and public welfare). 
	449BEvaluation societies have clearly identified ethical standards of practice. The Canadian Evaluation Society (n.d) provides Guidelines for Ethical Conduct  http://www.evaluationcanada.ca/site.cgi?en:5:4, (competence, integrity, accountability)  whi...
	The ethics of evaluation are an important topic in evaluation journals and evaluation conferences. Ethical behavior is a ‘live issue’ among professional evaluators. This may not be apparent to researchers as, in many jurisdictions, evaluation is exempt from the ethical review processes required by universities.
	450BThe ethics of evaluation are an important topic in evaluation journals and evaluation conferences. Ethical behavior is a ‘live issue’ among professional evaluators. This may not be apparent to researchers as, in many jurisdictions, evaluation is e...
	In addition to the standards and principles adopted by evaluation societies, it is important to consider the ethical issues specific to the type of evaluation you are conducting. For example there are a number of ethical issues related to collaborative and action research or undertaking organizational research (Flicker et al, 2007; Alred, 2008; Bell & Bryman, 2007). 
	451BIn addition to the standards and principles adopted by evaluation societies, it is important to consider the ethical issues specific to the type of evaluation you are conducting. For example there are a number of ethical issues related to collabor...
	Evaluators also routinely grapple with ethical issues, which while also experienced by those conducting some forms of research (e.g. participatory action research), are not found in much academic research. Some of these issues include:
	452BEvaluators also routinely grapple with ethical issues, which while also experienced by those conducting some forms of research (e.g. participatory action research), are not found in much academic research. Some of these issues include:
	Managing expectations. Many program staff welcome an evaluation as an opportunity to ‘prove’ that their initiative is having a positive impact. No ethical evaluator can ensure this and it is important the possibility of unwanted findings – and the evaluator’s role in articulating these – is clearly understood by evaluation sponsors and affected staff. 
	453BManaging expectations. Many program staff welcome an evaluation as an opportunity to ‘prove’ that their initiative is having a positive impact. No ethical evaluator can ensure this and it is important the possibility of unwanted findings – and the...
	Sharing contentious or negative findings. Fear that stakeholders may attempt to manipulate or censor negative results has led to evaluators either keeping findings a secret until the final report is released, or adjusting findings to make them politically acceptable. While the latter is clearly ethically unacceptable, the former also has ethical implications. It is recommended that there are regular reports to stakeholders in order to prepare them for any negative or potentially damaging findings. One of the most important competencies of a skilled evaluator is the ability to speak the truth in a way that is respectful and avoids unnecessary damage to organizations and participants. Some strategies that you may find helpful are to:
	454BSharing contentious or negative findings. Fear that stakeholders may attempt to manipulate or censor negative results has led to evaluators either keeping findings a secret until the final report is released, or adjusting findings to make them pol...
	 Involve stakeholders in interpretation of emerging results and planning for release of findings.
	 138BInvolve stakeholders in interpretation of emerging results and planning for release of findings.
	 Frame findings neutrally – being careful not to assign blame.
	 139BFrame findings neutrally – being careful not to assign blame.
	 Consider a private meeting if there are sensitive findings affecting one stakeholder to prepare them for public release of information. 
	 140BConsider a private meeting if there are sensitive findings affecting one stakeholder to prepare them for public release of information.
	Issues Related to REB review
	455BIssues Related to REB review
	Research ethics boards (REBs) vary in how they perceive their role in evaluation. Some, reflecting the view that evaluation is different from research, may decline to review evaluation proposals unless they are externally funded. Other REBs, including institutional boards, require ethical review. This situation can create confusion for researchers. It can also present challenges if researchers feel that their initiative requires REB review (as they are working with humans to generate new knowledge) but there is reluctance on the part of the REB to review their proposal. Unfortunately, there may also be less attention paid to ethical conduct of activities if the initiative is framed as evaluation rather than as research. Some REBs may also have limited understanding of evaluation methodologies, which may affect their ability to appropriately review proposals.
	456BResearch ethics boards (REBs) vary in how they perceive their role in evaluation. Some, reflecting the view that evaluation is different from research, may decline to review evaluation proposals unless they are externally funded. Other REBs, inclu...
	Health organizations can, and will, proceed with internal evaluation related to program management, whether or not there is REB approval. There is an often vociferous debate in the literature about the difference between Quality Improvement and Research – and the role of REBs in QI (Bailey et al, 2007). Evaluation activities are generally considered to be Quality Improvement and there is resistance on the part of the health system in many jurisdictions to the involvement of Ethics Boards in what organizations see as their daily business (Haggerty, 2004).
	457BHealth organizations can, and will, proceed with internal evaluation related to program management, whether or not there is REB approval. There is an often vociferous debate in the literature about the difference between Quality Improvement and Re...
	Unfortunately, this grey zone in REB review often results in less attention being given to the ethical aspects of evaluation activities. In other words, the attention is directed to the ethics review process (and approval), rather than the ethical issues inherent to the project. In some cases, there may even be a deliberate decision to define an activity as evaluation rather than research simply to avoid the requirement of ethical review. This lack of attention to the very real ethical issues posed by evaluation activities can often pose significant risks to staff, patients/ clients, organizations and communities – risks that are sometimes as great as those posed by research activities. These risks include:
	458BUnfortunately, this grey zone in REB review often results in less attention being given to the ethical aspects of evaluation activities. In other words, the attention is directed to the ethics review process (and approval), rather than the ethical...
	 Negative impacts on staff. There is a risk that difficulties identified with a program may be attributed to specific staff. Some organizations are even known to conduct a program evaluation as a way to avoid dealing with staff performance – presenting a potential trap (and ethical dilemma) for the evaluator. This practice is also one reason why evaluation is often threatening to staff. Even if this is not the intent, negative findings of an evaluation can have disastrous effects on staff. 
	 141BNegative impacts on staff. There is a risk that difficulties identified with a program may be attributed to specific staff. Some organizations are even known to conduct a program evaluation as a way to avoid dealing with staff performance – pres...
	 Opportunity costs. Inadequate (or limited) evaluation can result in continuing to provide resources to support a lackluster service, meaning that other initiatives cannot be funded. 
	 142BOpportunity costs. Inadequate (or limited) evaluation can result in continuing to provide resources to support a lackluster service, meaning that other initiatives cannot be funded.
	 Negative impacts on patients/ clients. Not only clinical, but system redesign interventions, can have negative impacts on patients and families – it is essential that the evaluation is designed to assess potential impacts. 
	 143BNegative impacts on patients/ clients. Not only clinical, but system redesign interventions, can have negative impacts on patients and families – it is essential that the evaluation is designed to assess potential impacts.
	 Impact on organizational reputation. Concerns about results of evaluations becoming public may lead to organizational avoidance of external evaluation. As indicated earlier, it is essential to negotiate the terms of any evaluation reporting involving an external partner before the evaluation is conducted.
	 144BImpact on organizational reputation. Concerns about results of evaluations becoming public may lead to organizational avoidance of external evaluation. As indicated earlier, it is essential to negotiate the terms of any evaluation reporting invo...
	Evaluating in Complex Environments
	459BEvaluating in Complex Environments
	There is growing interest in evaluating complex initiatives – and many initiatives (particularly in the Population Health and Health Services environments) are, by their very nature, complex. 
	460BThere is growing interest in evaluating complex initiatives – and many initiatives (particularly in the Population Health and Health Services environments) are, by their very nature, complex.
	It has been claimed that one of the reasons so little progress has been made in resolving the many problems facing us in the healthcare system, is that we continue to treat complex problems as though they were simple or complicated ones.
	461BIt has been claimed that one of the reasons so little progress has been made in resolving the many problems facing us in the healthcare system, is that we continue to treat complex problems as though they were simple or complicated ones.
	Evaluation design must match the complexity of the situation (Patton, 2011). Simple problems reflect linear cause-effect relationships: issues are fairly clear, and it is usually not difficult to get agreement on the ‘best’ answer is to a given problem. In such cases there is a high level of both a) certainty about whether a certain action will result in a given outcome, and b) agreement on the benefits of addressing the issue. Simple problems are relatively easy to evaluate – evaluation usually focuses on outcomes. An example would be the evaluation of a patient education program to increase knowledge of chronic disease self-management. This knowledge could be measured with a pre/ post design. Findings from evaluations of simple interventions may be replicable.
	462BEvaluation design must match the complexity of the situation (Patton, 2011). Simple problems reflect linear cause-effect relationships: issues are fairly clear, and it is usually not difficult to get agreement on the ‘best’ answer is to a given pr...
	In complicated problems, cause and effect are still linked in some way, but there are many possible good answers – not just one best way of doing things.  There is lack of either certainty about the outcome (technically complicated), or agreement on the benefits of the intervention (socially complicated) (Patton, 2011). An example of the latter would be provision of pregnancy termination services or safe injection sites. Evaluation in complicated contexts is more difficult, as there is need to explore multiple impacts from multiple perspectives. There are many, often diverse, stakeholders. 
	463BIn complicated problems, cause and effect are still linked in some way, but there are many possible good answers – not just one best way of doing things.  There is lack of either certainty about the outcome (technically complicated), or agreement ...
	In complex systems it is not possible to predict what will happen (Snowden & Boone, 2007).  The environment is continually evolving and small things can have significant and unexpected impacts. Evaluation in complex environments requires a great deal of flexibility – it needs to take place in ‘real time’: the feedback from the evaluation itself serves as an intervention. There are no replicable solutions as solutions are often context specific. Evaluation in a complex environment requires identification of principles that are transferable to other contexts – where the actual intervention may look quite different.  This lack of clear cause-effect relationships (which may be apparent only in retrospect) explains the limitations of logic models in such environments (although their use may help to test assumptions in underlying program theory).
	464BIn complex systems it is not possible to predict what will happen (Snowden & Boone, 2007).  The environment is continually evolving and small things can have significant and unexpected impacts. Evaluation in complex environments requires a great d...
	492BDrummond M, O'Brien B, Stoddart G. & Torrance Methods for the evaluation of health care programmes (2 ed.) Oxford: Oxford University Press; 1997.
	493BGamble JA. A developmental evaluation primer. The JW McConnell Family Foundation; 2006. Available from: http://www.mcconnellfoundation.ca/en/resources/publication/a-developmental-evaluation-primer.
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	The Complexity of “Causation”
	In research, much attention in research design is directed to identifying and minimizing sources of bias and confounding, and in distinguishing between causation and correlation. These design considerations are equally important in evaluation, and can often be more challenging than in some research projects as there is usually not the opportunity to create a true experiment, where all conditions are controlled. In fact, this inability to control the environment in which the initiative to be evaluated is taking place is one of the greatest challenges identified by many researchers.
	A major task in evaluation is that of differentiating between attribution and contribution. A common evaluation error is to select a simple pre-post (or before and after) evaluation design, and to use any differences in data measured to draw conclusions about the impact of the initiative. In ‘real life’ situations, of course, there are many other potential causes for the observed change. Commonly, the intervention can be expected to contribute to some of the change, but rarely all of it. The challenge, then, is to determine the extent of the contribution of the intervention under study. 
	Some authors provide detailed formulae for helping evaluators determine the proportion of effect that can be assumed to be contribution of the specific intervention (see for example Davidson, 2005, Chapter 5).  Strategies often used by evaluators to help determine the ‘weight’ that should be given to the contribution of the intervention include:
	• Triangulation. Triangulation refers to use of multiple methods, data sources, and analysts to increase depth of understanding of an issue. 
	• A focus on reflexivity and evaluative thinking throughout the phase of data interpretation. 
	• Incorporation of qualitative methods where those directly involved can be asked to comment on other factors potentially contributing to results. 
	For example, one evaluation of a Knowledge Translation initiative conducted in collaboration with health regions included interviews with CEOs and other key individuals in addition to assessing measurable changes. Participants were asked directly about factors that had, over the preceding years, contributed to increased use of evidence in organizational planning. Responses included a range of other potential contributors (e.g. changes by the provincial department of health to the planning process; increased access to library resources; new organizational leadership) in addition to the intervention under evaluation. Identification of these factors and the relative impact attributed by stakeholders to each in promoting change, assisted in determining the extent of contribution of the project compared to other events occurring at the time.   
	The Special Case of Economic Evaluation
	Decision-makers are often interested in an economic evaluation of an intervention(s). The purpose of economic evaluation (defined as the comparison of two or more alternative courses of action in terms of both their costs and consequences) is to help determine whether a program or service is worth doing compared with other things that could be done with the same resources (Drummond et al., 1997). If, however, only the costs of two or more alternatives are compared, (without consideration of the effects or consequences of these alternatives) this is not a full economic evaluation, rather it is a cost analysis.
	Unfortunately, those requesting economic evaluation (and some of those attempting to conduct it) often equate costing analyses (assessment of the costs of a program or elements of a program) with economic evaluation, which can lead into dangerous waters.  Before drawing conclusions, it is also necessary to know the costs of other alternatives, and the consequences of these alternatives – not only to the program under study but from the perspective of the larger health system or society.  One risk in simple costing studies is that a new service often has a separate budget line, whereas the costs of continuing with the status quo may be hidden and not available for analysis. 
	Case Study # 1: Unassigned Patients
	The department of health originally requested an economic evaluation of the various hospital models. Preliminary investigation revealed that the plan was, essentially, to conduct a cost analysis of only one component of the model – the actual physician costs. This is not an economic evaluation, as to demonstrate which of the models was most cost effective would require not only calculation of other costs of each model (e.g. nursing costs, test ordering), but also of the consequences of each (e.g. readmissions, LOS, costs to other parts of the system such as home care or primary care). 
	While an economic evaluation would have been extremely useful, the evaluators had neither the funds, nor the data readily available to conduct one. Consequently, simply reporting on the physician costs could have led to flawed decision-making. In this situation, the evaluators explained the requirements for conducting a full economic evaluation, and the feasibility of conducting one with the data available. 
	In responding to a request to undertake an economic evaluation it is important to:
	 Ensure that you have health economist expertise on your team
	 Undertake a preliminary assessment of the data available (and its quality) to undertake economic analyses
	 Be realistic about the resources needed to undertake an economic evaluation. Most small evaluations do not have the resources to undertake economic evaluation, and the data to do so may not be available. Remember that a poorly designed ‘economic evaluation’ can lead to poorer decisions than no evaluation at all.
	 Ensure that those who understand the program, and the context within which it is operating, are integrally involved in planning the evaluation.
	 Be prepared to educate those requesting the evaluation on what economic evaluation entails, and the limitations of a costing study.  
	The Concept of the “Personal” Factor
	A useful concept in evaluation is that of the “personal factor” (Patton, 1997). This concept recognizes that often important factors in the success or failure of any initiative are the individual(s) in key roles in the initiative: their knowledge and skill; their commitment to the initiative; the credibility they have with peers; their ability to motivate others. The best example might be that of a set curriculum: different instructors can result in vastly different student assessments of exactly the same course. Many evaluations require consideration of the personal factor before drawing conclusions about the value of the initiative. 
	At the same time, it is important to ensure that recognition and assessment of the ‘personal factor’ does not degenerate into a personnel assessment. Nor is it useful for those looking to implement a similar initiative to learn that one of the reasons the initiative was successful was due to the wonderful director/staff. What is needed is clear articulation of what personnel factors contributed to the findings and for these to be communicated in a positive way.
	CONCLUSION
	The intent of this module has been to provide researchers with sufficient background on the topic of evaluation that they will be able to design a range of evaluations to respond to a variety of evaluation needs. A secondary objective was to assist reviewers in assessing the quality and appropriateness of evaluation plans submitted as part of a research proposal. 
	Two of the key challenges encountered by researchers in conducting evaluations are a) the requirement for evaluators to be able to negotiate with a variety of stakeholders, and b) the expectation that evaluations will provide results that will be both useful and used.  With this in mind, the module has provided additional guidance on designing and implementing collaborative, utilization-focused evaluations.
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	GLOSSARY
	“Black box” evaluation: Evaluation of program outcomes without investigating the mechanisms (or being informed by the program theory) presumed to lead to these outcomes. 
	Collaborative evaluation: An evaluation conducted in collaboration with knowledge users or those affected by a program. There are many approaches to collaborative evaluation, and the partners in a particular collaborative evaluation may vary depending on the purpose of the evaluation. Sharing of decision-making around evaluation questions, and interpretation of findings is implied; however, the degree of involvement may vary.
	Developmental evaluation: An evaluation whose purpose is to help support the design and development of a program or organization. This form of evaluation is particularly helpful in rapidly evolving situations. 
	Economic evaluation: The comparison of two or more alternative courses of action in terms of both their costs and consequences. The purpose of economic evaluation is to help determine whether a program or service is worth doing compared with other things that could be done with the same resources.  
	Evaluation research: A research project that has as its focus the evaluation of some program process, policy or product. Unlike program evaluation, evaluation research is intended to generate knowledge that can inform both decision-making in other settings and future research.
	External evaluation: Evaluation conducted by an individual or group external to and independent from the initiative being evaluated. 
	Formative evaluation: An evaluation conducted for the purpose of finding areas for improving an existing initiative.
	Goals-based evaluation: An evaluation that is designed around the stated goals and objectives of an initiative. The purpose of the evaluation is to determine whether these goals and objectives have been achieved. 
	Goals-free evaluation: An evaluation that focuses on what is actually happening as a result of the initiative or intervention. It is not limited by stated objectives. 
	Implementation evaluation: An evaluation that focuses on the process of implementation of an initiative. 
	Improvement-oriented evaluation: See formative evaluation.
	Intermediate outcomes: A measurable result that occurs between the supposed causal event and the ultimate outcome of interest.  While not the final outcome, an intermediate outcome is used as an indicator that progress is being made towards it. 
	Internal evaluation: Evaluation conducted by staff of the program that designed and/ or implemented the intervention. Also applies to researchers evaluating the results of their own research project.
	Multi-method evaluation: An evaluation that uses more than one method. See also ‘triangulation’.
	Outcome evaluation: An evaluation that studies the immediate or direct effects of the program on participants.
	Process evaluation: An evaluation that focuses on the content, implementation and outputs of an initiative. The term is sometimes used to refer to an evaluation that only focuses on program processes. 
	Program evaluation: Evaluation of a specific program primarily for program management and organizational decision purposes. 
	Summative evaluation: An evaluation that focuses on making a judgment about the merit or worth of an initiative. This form of evaluation is conducted primary for reporting or decision-making purposes. 
	Theory-driven evaluation: An evaluation that explicitly integrates and uses theory in conceptualizing, designing, conducting, interpreting, and applying an evaluation. Program theory refers to a statement of the assumptions about why an intervention should affect the intended outcomes. 
	Triangulation: Use of two or more methods, data sources, or investigators to investigate an evaluation question. Ideally, methods or data sources with different strengths and weaknesses are selected in order to strengthen confidence in findings.
	Utilization-focused evaluation: An evaluation which focuses on intended use by intended users. Utilization-focused evaluations are designed with actual use in mind. 
	EVALUATION CHECKLIST
	Assessing an Evaluation Plan
	EVALUATION CHECKLIST
	Developing an Evaluation Plan
	Assessment considerations: 
	Questions to consider:
	 Meets funding opportunity requirements
	1. Evaluation plan appropriate for proposed project
	 What are the requirements of the funding opportunity? 
	 Plan appropriate to generate knowledge needed
	 What is the relative importance of evaluation to the overall proposal?
	 Plan appropriate for resources available
	 How will evaluation contribute the knowledge needed?
	 What resources are available?
	 Intended users clearly identified 
	2. Intended evaluation users  clearly identified
	 Who do you hope will act on evaluation findings?
	 Knowledge users appropriate for evaluation focus & questions
	 Have you clearly differentiated between intended users & affected parties in general?
	 Differentiation between intended users & affected parties in general
	 Inclusion of intended users where appropriate
	3. Appropriate collaboration
	 Would a collaborative approach strengthen the proposal or increase likelihood of uptake of findings?
	 If collaboration indicated:
	 Evidence intended users involved in development of proposal
	 If so, have partners been involved appropriately in design of proposal?
	 Partners at appropriate levels to affect change
	 Roles for evaluation partners clearly identified
	 identifying evaluation purpose &  focus
	 Contributions of partners, & their costs of participation recognized in evaluation plan
	 developing evaluation questions
	 How will you continue to involve these partners in meaningful ways?
	 Letters of commitment from partners specify past/ future roles 
	 Guiding & monitoring evaluation
	 Clear structures and processes to support ongoing collaboration
	 Data interpretation
	 Promoting action on results
	 Have you come to agreement on roles and responsibilities?
	 Are partner contributions recognized in budget?
	 Do letters of commitment specify partners past and future contributions?
	 Have publication and other issues been negotiated?
	 What structure and processes will support the collaboration?
	 Team includes
	4. Evaluation team includes needed expertise
	 Does your team have 
	 Necessary methodological expertise
	 The methodological expertise needed to conduct the evaluation?
	 Context-specific knowledge
	 Evaluation experience
	 Evaluation experience & knowledge of evaluation context?
	 Interpersonal/negotiating skills
	 Plan avoids potential conflict of interest
	 If collaborative evaluation, do you have interpersonal & negotiating skills on the team? 
	 Is an internal, external or collaborative evaluation the best option? 
	 Has any potential conflict of interest been addressed?
	 Proposal demonstrates understanding of context and issue to be evaluated
	5. Preparatory work completed
	 Have you gathered contextual evidence (history, stakeholders, program design) on the initiative to be evaluated?
	 Appropriate literature reviewed
	 If collaborative evaluation
	 Have you conducted a review of the literature appropriate to the evaluation question?
	 Evidence of planning meetings with partners
	 Letters of support indicate collaborative development to date
	 What strategies have you used to explore evaluation alternatives and develop consensus among partners?
	 Data management plan in place 
	 Have data management/sharing contingencies been considered?
	 Clear description of program, process, or product to be evaluated & logical connections between program components
	6. Clear description of initiative to be evaluated
	 What format (logic model, textual description) would best describe the initiative & its program theory?
	 How does evaluation reflect the program theory of action?
	 Theory of action linked to evaluation plan.
	 Have evaluation partners been involved in developing the description?
	 Parameters of evaluation are well defined Clear description of evaluation purpose
	7. Clearly stated evaluation purpose and focus 
	 Are the parameters of the evaluation well defined?
	 Have you developed a clear, concise description of the purpose of the evaluation component?
	 Purpose and focus appropriate for stage of development of initiative
	 Plan for use of evaluation findings
	 Is the evaluation focus appropriate for this point of development of the initiative?
	 How do you see the evaluation being used, and by whom?
	8. Clear evaluation questions
	 Evaluation questions clearly stated
	 Have intended users been involved in developing the questions? 
	 Evaluation questions appropriate for stated purpose of the evaluation
	 Are questions appropriate for the stage of development of the initiative?
	 Evaluation questions can be feasibly addressed with the expertise, time and resources available
	 Can the questions be addressed within time frame and resources available?
	 Methods appropriate for evaluation questions
	9. Appropriate methods 
	 Are methods appropriate for the questions?
	 Evidence of approval for use of data sources
	 Have you identified data sources, and received any necessary approvals?
	 Indicators appropriate, valid and robust
	 Are any selected indicators appropriate, valid and robust?
	 Congruence between the evaluation purpose, evaluation questions, and methods 
	10. Overall quality of design 
	 Why is the purpose, focus, questions, methods you have selected the most appropriate in this situation?
	 Evidence key evaluation issues (attribution/ contribution, the ‘personal factor’, economic evaluation, sharing contentious findings) considered in design
	 How will you control bias? Analyze data? Determine the contribution of the initiative to identified results?
	 Have you identified the specific challenges presented in this evaluation? 
	 Plan optimizes learning that could result from the research proposal
	 It is clear who will be conducting evaluation activities
	11. Expertise and roles clearly articulated
	 Have you outlined evaluation roles & responsibilities clearly?
	 Evidence of appropriate team skill and experience
	 Have you demonstrated that you have the needed team expertise?
	 Appropriate incorporation of knowledge users & evaluation partners
	 Are roles and future involvement of partners clear?
	 Plan for ongoing communication as evaluation progresses
	12. Communication plan
	 What is your plan for keeping team members informed of progress?
	 End of project dissemination appropriate for evaluation topic and focus.
	 How will you develop a plan for evaluation result dissemination? Why is it appropriate for this evaluation?
	 Requirements for appropriate REB & organizational review considered and addressed 
	13. Ethical issues addressed
	 Are you familiar with guidelines and principles for conducting evaluations?
	 Potential ethical issues (e.g. Impact on clients, staff, organization) considered 
	 What are the ethical review requirements for this specific evaluation (REB, sponsoring organization?)
	 Ethical considerations of collaborative approaches are fully considered 
	 What potential ethical challenges will be presented by this evaluation? How will you address them?
	 Have ethical issues related to collaborative engagement been considered? 
	APPENDIX A
	SAMPLE EVALUTION PLANNING MATRIX
	A. Background
	Summary of initiative
	B. Evaluation Purpose
	Why is evaluation being undertaken?
	C. Intended Use of Evaluation
	How will results be used?
	D. Intended Users
	Who are intended users of the evaluation?
	What other stakeholders should be involved in some way?
	E. Evaluation Focus 
	6. Responsibility/
	5. Potential    Indicators
	4. Data Sources
	2. Comments/ Notes
	1. Proposed Evaluation Questions
	Resources
	3. Possible Methods
	Sub-questions
	IMPLEMENTATION EVALUATION 
	IMPROVEMENT ORIENTED EVALUATION 
	OUTCOME/IMPACT EVALUATION 
	DEVELOPMENTAL EVALUATION 
	APPENDIX B
	SAMPLE EVALUTION PLANNING MATRIX: 
	UNASSIGNED PATIENTS
	A. Background
	The provincial health department has requested an evaluation of the different models of medical care currently provided for unassigned patients (patients without a family physician to follow their care in hospital) in three regional hospitals. The health region has established a Steering Committee to guide the evaluation and ensure that the concerns of all stakeholders are represented. This committee has commissioned a review of the relevant literature; however this review did not provide clear guidance for service design in the context of this health region. Through the process of site visits, hospital staff have identified a number of concerns that they hope will be explored through evaluation activities.
	691BThe provincial health department has requested an evaluation of the different models of medical care currently provided for unassigned patients (patients without a family physician to follow their care in hospital) in three regional hospitals. The...
	B. 692BEvaluation Purpose

	B. Evaluation Purpose
	 To respond to the request of the provincial government to determine whether the models developed by the sites were a) effective in providing care to unassigned patients, and b) were sustainable.
	 693BTo respond to the request of the provincial government to determine whether the models developed by the sites were a) effective in providing care to unassigned patients, and b) were sustainable.
	 To identify strengths and needed improvements of each program.
	 694BTo identify strengths and needed improvements of each program.
	 To explore both program specific and system issues that may be affecting timely and quality care for medical patients. 
	 695BTo explore both program specific and system issues that may be affecting timely and quality care for medical patients.
	In this improvement oriented evaluation, there is no intent to select one ‘best model’, but rather to identify strengths and limitations of each strategy with the objective of assisting in improving quality of all service models. 
	696BIn this improvement oriented evaluation, there is no intent to select one ‘best model’, but rather to identify strengths and limitations of each strategy with the objective of assisting in improving quality of all service models.
	C. 697BIntended Use of Evaluation

	C. Intended Use of Evaluation
	This evaluation will be used by staff of the department of health to inform decisions about continued funding of the programs; by site senior management to strengthen their specific services; and by regional senior management to guide ongoing planning.
	698BThis evaluation will be used by staff of the department of health to inform decisions about continued funding of the programs; by site senior management to strengthen their specific services; and by regional senior management to guide ongoing plan...
	D. Intended Users
	Knowledge users are identified as Department of Health staff, hospital site management, regional senior management and regional and site physician and nurse leadership.
	E. Evaluation Focus 
	A goals free evaluation focus will be adopted. It will focus on what is actually happening within each of the identified models.
	6.Responsibility/
	5.Potential Indicators
	2.Comments/Notes
	1.Proposed Evaluation Questions
	Resources
	4.Data Sources
	3.Possible Methods
	Sub-questions
	PRE-EVALUATION PLANNING
	Evaluator
	NA
	Medical Director and Nurse leader at each site
	Collaborative development of program descriptions
	The health department has identified confusion about the structure and process of each of the models.
	How do each of the current models actually function in practice?
	Creation of patient flow diagrams
	Evaluator, in collaboration with medical directors and regional ED director.
	NA
	Nurses and staff of Emergency Department (ED); ward staff;  physician leadership
	Site visits
	What are the questions that hospital leadership would like addressed in the evaluation? 
	What evaluation questions are of most concern at each of the hospital sites?
	Staff consultations  
	What are the issues of most concern to hospital staff?
	IMPROVEMENT ORIENTED
	Regional librarian
	NA
	Research literature on theorized characteristics of each model
	Focus groups with physician, nurse & allied health groups (each site).
	Are the models working as they should?
	What are the perspectives of physicians, nurses, and  allied health staff on the strengths and limitations of each of the models?
	Release time provided by each site.
	Are physicians open to changing the model they are working in? 
	Individual interviews with medical directors; regional leadership
	Physicians in each model, ED physicians & staff, ward nurses, allied health staff, site executives, regional nursing, family practice and internal medicine leadership
	What is the impact of each model on patient satisfaction, continuity of care, and quality of care?
	Evaluator to coordinate and conduct activities
	What are the advantages of each model?
	What are the needed improvements in each model?
	Evaluator, site based patient advisory committees
	NA
	Patients, patient family caregivers
	Focus group with Patient Advisory Committees
	How do patients experience care in each model?
	What is the impact on patients and families of each model?
	How important is it to patients and family members that care is provided by the same physician? That physicians are available on a 24 hour basis?
	Site-based patient representatives
	Telephone interviews with identified caregivers
	Interviews with patient representatives
	What are the implications for discharge planning and follow up?
	Evaluator, regional librarian
	 Length of stay (ED), 
	Research literature
	Analysis of evaluation findings along with benefits reported in the research literature
	Does model X result in reduced length of stay? In fewer admissions? Are there fewer readmissions with model Y?
	Are the theorized advantages of each model experienced in practice? 
	Length of stay (medical ward)
	Hospital admin data
	Data analysis conducted by heath information managers
	Focus group transcripts
	Average # patients admitted vs. # patients seen in ER
	Focus groups with physician, nurse, allied health staff; patients
	Analysis of hospital administrative data
	Readmission rates (30 days)
	Evaluator
	NA
	Site information systems
	Review of hospital data systems
	Is it appropriate to compare admitting and LOS data of hospitals with different patient populations?
	Are current data collection systems adequate to support outcome comparison of the three programs? 
	Health information managers (site and ministry)
	Review of provincial physician reimbursement data
	Can an economic evaluation be conducted?
	Evaluator 
	NA
	All data collected. Steering Committee members
	Analysis of all data provided.
	What aspects of models are working well? What areas require further investigation? Are there any areas that require immediate intervention? 
	What changes should be recommended to improve the care delivered for each model?
	Review of preliminary conclusions by Steering Committee
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INTRODUCTION


The need for a learning module on evaluation has been identified as a priority for both researchers and peer reviewers. In response to the myriad of challenges facing the health system, both researchers and health system managers are proposing significant changes to current clinical, management and public health practice. This requires timely and rigorous assessment of current programs and innovations. Evaluation is a useful strategy for generating knowledge that can be immediately applied in a specific context, and, if certain evaluation approaches are used, can also generate transferable knowledge useful to the broader health system.


In addition to the common need for some research proposals to include an evaluation component, funders are also initiating funding opportunities that focus on trialing innovations and moving knowledge into action. These proposals, by their nature, require well-designed robust evaluation plans if useful knowledge is to be gained.  However, many researchers (like health system managers) have limited evaluation knowledge and skills.  


PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES OF MODULE

The purpose of this learning module, therefore, is to build knowledge and skill in the area of evaluation of health and health research initiatives (including knowledge translation initiatives). 


Objectives of the module are to:


a) Build knowledge among both researchers and reviewers of the potential for evaluation to support evidence-informed action; 

b) Support development of appropriate evaluation plans required and/or appropriate for research funding proposals, and; 


c) Facilitate assessment of evaluation plans by peer and merit reviewers.


SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS OF THE MODULE

This learning module will;


· provide an overview of the scope and potential of evaluation activities; 

· define key concepts and address common misconceptions about evaluation; 

· explore the relationship between evaluation and knowledge translation; 

· provide guidance for selecting the purpose, approach and focus of an evaluation; and,


· identify, and provide guidance for, the key steps in the evaluation planning and implementation process.  

While it will provide a brief overview of key concepts in evaluation, and is informed by various evaluation approaches (theories), the primary purpose of this module is to serve as a practical guide for those with research skill but limited experience conducting evaluations. While this module focuses on evaluation in the context of health research and knowledge translation, it is important to keep in mind that there are multiple evaluation approaches, theories and methods appropriate for different contexts.   


Because of increasing awareness of the benefits of including knowledge users
 as partners in many evaluation activities, the module also includes additional guidance for those conducting evaluation in collaboration with health system or other partners.  


The module does not attempt to address all the important topics in evaluation design (e.g. how to minimize and control bias, develop a budget, or implement the evaluation plan). This is because the resource is designed for researchers – and it is assumed that the readers will be equipped to address these issues. In addition, while the steps in designing an evaluation plan are outlined and elaborated, the module does not provide a ‘template’ that can be applied uniformly to any evaluation. Rather, it provides guidance on the process of developing an evaluation plan, as evaluation design requires the creative application of evaluation principles to address specific evaluation questions in a particular context. 


HOW THIS MODULE IS ORGANIZED

This module is divided into five sections. Section 1:  Evaluation: A Brief Overview provides a short overview of evaluation, addresses common misconceptions, and defines key terminology that will be used in the module. This is followed by Section 2, Getting started, which provides guidance for the preliminary work that is required in planning an evaluation, and Section 3, Designing an Evaluation, which will lead you through the steps of developing an evaluation plan. 

Section 4, Special Issues in Evaluation discusses some of the ethical, conceptual and logistical issues specific to evaluation.  This is followed by Section 5: Resources, which includes a glossary, a checklist for evaluation planning and sample evaluation templates.

Throughout the module, concepts will be illustrated with concrete examples – drawn from case studies of actual evaluations. While based on real-life evaluations, they have been adapted for this module in order to maintain confidentiality. A summary of these cases is found on the following page. 

CASE STUDIES USED IN THE MODULE

		Case Study 1: Unassigned Patients

A provincial health department contracts for an evaluation of three different models of care provided to hospitalized patients who were without a family physician to follow their care in hospital (unassigned patients). In addition to wanting to know which models ‘work best’ for patients, the province is also interested in an economic evaluation, as each of the models has a different payment structure and overall costs are not clear. 







		Case Study 2: Computerized Decision Support

There is a decision to pilot a commercially developed software program that will combine computerized order entry and physician decision support for test ordering. The decision-support module is based on evidence-based guidelines adopted by a national medical association. Funders require an evaluation of the pilot, as there is an intention to extend use across the region and into other jurisdictions if the results of the evaluation demonstrate that this is warranted.







SECTION 1: EVALUATION: A BRIEF OVERVIEW

The current field of evaluation has emerged from different roots, overall purposes and disciplines, and includes many different “approaches” (theories and models). Various authors define evaluation differently, categorize types of evaluation differently, emphasize diverse aspects of evaluation theory and practice, and (because of different conceptual frameworks) use terms in very different ways. 


This section will touch on some of the various approaches to evaluation and highlight some differences between them. However, the focus of the module is to provide a practical guide for those with research experience, but perhaps limited exposure to evaluation. There are a myriad of evaluation handbooks and resources available on the internet sponsored by evaluation organizations, specific associations and individuals. Both the evaluation approaches used and the quality and usefulness of these resources vary significantly (Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, 2004). While there are excellent resources (many of which offer the benefit of framing evaluation for a specific sector or issue); far too many evaluation guides offer formulistic approaches to evaluation – a template to guide the uninitiated. 


This is not the approach taken here. Rather than provide a template that can be applied to any initiative, this module aims to provide the necessary background that will equip those with a research background to understand the concepts and alternatives related to evaluation, and to creatively apply these to a specific evaluation activity. 


Similarities and Differences between Research and Evaluation


The similarities and differences between research and evaluation have long been the subject of intense debate: there are diverse and often conflicting perspectives (Levin-Rozalis, 2003). It is argued by some that evaluation and research are distinctly different. Proponents of this position cite such factors as the centrality of ‘valuing’ to evaluation; the inherently political nature of evaluation activities; the limited domain of application of evaluation findings (local and specific rather than transferable or generalizable); and the important role of theory in research compared to evaluation activities.  It is also argued that the political and contextual framing of evaluation means that evaluators require a unique set of skills. Some describe evaluation as a profession, in contrast to research, where researchers belong to specific disciplines.  


This sense of ‘differentness’ is reinforced by the fact that evaluators and researchers often inhabit very different worlds. Researchers are largely based in academic institutions and are most often engaged in research that is described as curiosity-driven. Many have no exposure to evaluation during their academic preparation. Evaluators (many of whom are not PhD prepared) are more likely to be working within the health system or established as consultants. In most cases, the two belong to different professional organizations, attend different conferences, and follow different (though overlapping) ethical guidelines. 

Taking an alternative view are those who view evaluation as a form of research – using research methodology (and standards) to answer practical questions in a timely fashion. They argue that the commonly cited differences between evaluation and research do not apply to all forms of research, only to some of them. It is noted that the more engaged forms of research have many of the same characteristics and requirements as evaluation and similar skills are needed – skills in communication and collaboration, political astuteness, responsiveness to context, and ability to produce timely and useful findings. It is noted that the pragmatic use of diverse perspectives, disciplines and methods is not limited to evaluation, but applied by many researchers as well. Many evaluators stress the knowledge-generating aspects of evaluation (Preskill, 2008), and there is increasing interest in theory-driven evaluation (Coryn et al, 2010). This interest reflects increasing criticism of what is often called “black box” evaluation (the simple measurement of effects of interventions with little attention to how the effects are achieved). Findings from theory-driven evaluations can potentially be applied to other contexts – i.e. they are transferable. It is also argued that not all forms of evaluation are focused on determining value or worth; that there may be other purposes of evaluation. Many writers highlight the benefits of ‘evaluative thinking’ in planning and conducting research activities. 


Why is it Important that Researchers Understand How to Conduct an Evaluation?


There are a number of reasons why researchers should be knowledgeable about evaluation: 


System needs


The first reason is that the urgency of the problems facing the health system means that many new ‘solutions’ are being tried, and established processes and programs questioned. 


Discussions with health care managers and executives highlight the reality that many of the ‘research’ questions they want addressed are, in reality, evaluation questions. They want to know whether a particular strategy is working, or will work, to address a known problem. They want accurate, credible, and timely information to inform decisions within the context in which they are working. Consequently, there is growing recognition of the need for evaluation expertise to guide decisions. Evaluation can address these needs and evaluation research, conducted by qualified evaluation researchers, can ensure the rigour of evaluation activities and optimize the potential that findings will be useful in other settings. 


Research skills are required to ensure that such evaluations (which inform not only decisions about continuing or spreading an innovation, but also whether to discontinue current services, or change established processes) are well designed, implemented and interpreted.   Poorly designed and overly simplistic evaluations can lead to flawed decision making – a situation that can be costly to all Canadians.


Expectations of research funders 

Many research proposals include some form of evaluation. For example, there are an increasing number of funding opportunities that result in researchers proposing ‘pilot’ programs to test new strategies. For these proposals, a rigorous evaluation plan is an essential component – one that will be discussed by the review panel. Results of this discussion are likely to influence the ranking of the proposal. 


Evaluation as a knowledge translation strategy


Researchers interested in knowledge translation theory and practice will also benefit from developing evaluation skills. Evaluation (particularly collaborative evaluation) brings the potential of promoting appropriate evidence use. Two of the often-stated frustrations of decision-makers are that a) there is often insufficient published research available to inform the challenges they are facing, and b) there is a need to incorporate contextual knowledge with research in order to inform local decisions. In turn, researchers often express concern that decision-makers are not familiar with research concepts and methods. 

Early stages of well-designed and well-resourced evaluation research begin with a critical review and synthesis of the literature with local and contextual data. This can inform both evaluators and the program team on what is known about the issue, and about current leading practices. The process of designing an evaluation plan, guiding implementation of the evaluation, interpreting data, and making decisions on the data as the evaluation evolves can promote use of evidence throughout the planning/ implementation/ evaluation cycle. Even more importantly, a collaborative evaluation approach that incorporates key stakeholders in meaningful ways will help build evaluative thinking capacity, a culture that values evaluation and research literacy at the program/ organizational level. These skills can then be transferred to other organizational activities. An evaluation can be designed to provide some early results that may inform ongoing decision-making.  And finally, because a collaboratively-designed evaluation reflects the questions of concern to decision-makers, evaluation can increase the likelihood that they will trust the evidence identified through the evaluation, and act in response to it.

Defining Evaluation


It has been observed that “evaluation — more than any science — is what people say it is, and people currently are saying it is many different things” (Glass, 1980).  This module will adopt the following definition, adapted from a commonly used definition of evaluation (Patton 1997, page 23): 


The systematic collection of information about the activities, characteristics, and outcomes of program, services, policy, or processes, in order to make judgments about the program/process, improve effectiveness, and/or inform decisions about future development. 

The definition, like many others, highlights the systematic nature of quality evaluation activities. For example Rossi et al., define evaluation as “... the use of social research methods to systematically investigate the effectiveness of social intervention programs” (2004, p. 28). It also highlights a number of other points that are often a source of misunderstandings and misconceptions about evaluation. 

Common Misconceptions about Evaluation


There are a number of common misconceptions about evaluation, misconceptions that have contributed to the limited use of evaluation by health researchers.


Evaluation = program evaluation

As the above definition illustrates, in addition to programs, evaluation can also focus on policy, products, processes or the functioning of whole organizations. Nor are evaluation findings limited to being useful to the particular program evaluated. While program evaluation activities are designed to inform program management decisions, evaluation research can generate knowledge potentially applicable to other settings.


Evaluation is about determining the value or worth of a program 

The concept of ‘valuing’ is central to evaluation. In fact, some authors define evaluation in exactly these terms. Scriven, for example, defines evaluation as “the process of determining the merit, worth, or value of something, or the product of that process” (1991; p. 139). Data that is simply descriptive is not evaluation. (For example, “How many people participated in program X?” is not an evaluation question, although this data may be needed to answer an evaluation question). However, there are other purposes for undertaking an evaluation in addition to that of making a judgment about the value or worth of a program or activity (summative evaluation). Evaluation may also be used to refine or improve a program (often called formative evaluation) or to help support the design and development of a program or organization (developmental evaluation). Where there is limited knowledge on a specific topic, evaluation may also be used specifically to generate new knowledge. The appropriate selection of evaluation purpose is discussed in more detail in Section 2, Step 1. 

Evaluation occurs at the end of an initiative


This misconception is related to the previous one: if evaluation is only about judging the merit of an initiative, then it seems to make sense that this judgment should occur when the program is well established. The often-heard comment that it is ‘too soon’ to evaluate a program, reflects this misconception, with the result that evaluation – if it occurs at all - happens at the end of a program. Unfortunately, this often means that many opportunities have been missed to use evaluation to guide the development of a program (anticipate and prevent problems and make ongoing improvements), and to ensure that there is appropriate data collection to support end-of-project evaluation. It also contributes to the misconception that evaluation is all about outcomes. 


Evaluation is all about outcomes


In recent years, there has been an increasing emphasis on outcome, rather than process, evaluation. This is appropriate, as too often what is measured is what is easily measurable (e.g. services provided to patients) rather than what is important (e.g. did these services result in improvements to health?). The emphasis on outcome evaluation can, however, result in neglect of other forms of evaluation and even lead to premature attempts to measure outcomes. It is important to determine whether and when it is appropriate to measure outcomes in the activity you are evaluating. By measuring outcomes too early, one risks wasting resources and providing misleading information. 

As this module will illustrate, much useful knowledge can be generated from an evaluation even if it is not appropriate or possible to measure outcomes at a particular point in time. In addition, even when an initiative is mature enough to measure outcomes, focusing only on outcomes may result in neglect of key program elements that need policy maker/program manager attention (Bonar Blalock, 1999). Sometimes what is just as (or more) important is understanding what factors contributed to the outcomes observed. 

There are two types of evaluation: summative and formative. 


Some writers (and evaluation guides) identify only two purposes or ‘types’ of evaluation: summative and formative. Summative evaluation refers to judging the merit or worth of a program at the end of the program activities, and usually focuses on outcomes. In contrast, formative evaluation is intended as the basis for improvement and is typically conducted in the development or implementation stages of an initiative. Robert Stake is famously quoted on this topic as follows: "when the cook tastes the soup, that’s formative; when the guests taste the soup, that’s summative." However, as will be covered in later sections of this resource, the evaluation landscape is more nuanced and offers more potential than this simple dichotomy suggests. Section 2, Step 1, and Section 3, Step 8 provide more detail on evaluation alternatives. 

Evaluation = performance measurement


A common misconception among many health care decision-makers is that evaluation is simply performance measurement. Performance measurement is primarily a planning and managerial tool, whereas evaluation research is a research tool (Bonar Blalock, 1999). Performance measurement focuses on results, most often measured by a limited set of quantitative indicators. This reliance on outcome measures and pre/ post measurement designs poses a number of risks, including that of attributing any observed change to the intervention under study without considering other influences; and failing to investigate important questions that cannot be addressed by quantitative measures. It also contributes to a common misperception that evaluation must rely only on quantitative measures.


Tending to rely on a narrow set of quantitative gross outcome measures accessible through Management Information Systems, performance management systems have been slow to recognize and address data validity, reliability, comparability, diversity, and analysis issues that can affect judgments of programs. Performance management systems usually do not seek to isolate the net impact of a program – that is, to distinguish between outcomes that can be attributed to the program rather than to other influences. Therefore, one cannot make trustworthy inferences about the nature of the relationship between program interventions and outcomes, or about the relative effects of variations in elements of a program’s design, on the basis of performance monitoring alone (Bonar Blalock, 1999).

It is important to be aware of these common misconceptions as you proceed in developing an evaluation plan; not only to avoid falling into some of these traps yourself, but in order to prepare for conversations with colleagues and evaluation stakeholders, many of whom may come to the evaluation activity with such assumptions.


Evaluation Approaches


Evaluation can be described as being built on the dual foundations of a) accountability and control and b) systematic social inquiry (Alkin & Christie, 2004). For good reasons, governments (and other funders) have often emphasized the accountability functions of evaluation, which is one of the reasons for confusion between performance measurement and evaluation. Because the accountability focus usually leads to reliance on performance measurement approaches, a common result is a failure to investigate or collect data on the question of why the identified results occurred (Bonar Blalock, 1999). 


There are dozens, even hundreds, of different approaches to evaluation (what some would call “philosophies”, and others “theories”).  Alkins and Christie (2004) describe an evaluation theory tree with three main branches: a) methods; b) valuing; and c) utilization. Some authors exemplifying these three ‘branches’ are Rossi (methods) (Rossi et al, 2004), Scriven (valuing) (Scriven, 1991), and Patton (utilization) (Patton, 1997). While some authors (and practitioners) may align themselves more closely with one of these traditions, these are not hard and fast categories – over time many evaluation theorists have incorporated approaches and concepts first proposed by others, and evaluation practitioners often take a pragmatic approach to evaluation design. 


Each of these “branches” includes many specific evaluation approaches. It is beyond the scope of this module to review all of them here, but some examples are outlined below.


Methods


The methods tradition was originally dominated by quantitative methodologists. Over time, this has shifted, and greater value is now being given to incorporation of qualitative methods in evaluation within the methods theory branch.


The methods branch, with its emphasis on rigour, research design, and theory has historically been closest to research. Indeed, some of the recognized founders of the methods branch are also recognized for their work as researchers. The seminal paper “Experimental and Quasi-experimental Designs for Research” (Campbell and Stanley, 1966) has informed both the research and evaluation world.  Theorists in this branch emphasize the importance of controlling bias and ensuring validity. 


Of particular interest to researcher-evaluators is theory driven evaluation (Chen & Rossi, 1984). Theory-driven evaluation promotes and supports exploration of program theory – and the mechanisms behind any observed change. This helps promote theory generation and testing, and transferability of new knowledge to other contexts.  


Valuing 


Theorists in this branch believe that what distinguishes evaluators from other researchers is that evaluators must place value on their findings – they make value judgments (Shadish et al., 1991). Michael Scriven is considered by many to be the primary mainstay of this branch: his view was that evaluation is about the ‘science of valuing’ (Alkins & Christie, 2004). Scriven felt that the greatest failure of an evaluator is to simply provide information to decision-makers without making a judgement (Scriven, 1983). Other theorists (e.g. Lincoln and Guba) also stress valuing, but rather than placing this responsibility on the evaluator, see the role of the evaluator as helping facilitate negotiation among key stakeholders as they assign value (Guba & Lincoln, 1989).

In contrast to those promoting theory-driven evaluation, those in the valuing branch may downplay the importance of understanding why a program works, as this is not always seen as necessary to determining its value. 


The centrality of valuing to evaluation may present challenges to researchers from many disciplines, who often deliberately avoid making recommendations; cautiously remind users of additional research needed; and believe that ‘the facts should speak for themselves’. However, with increasing demands for more policy and practice relevant research, many researchers are grappling with their role in providing direction as to the relevance and use of their findings.  


Utilization

A number of approaches to evaluation (see for example Patton, Stufflebeam, Cousins, Pawley, add others), have a “utilization” focused orientation. This branch began with what are often referred to as decision-oriented theories (Alkin & Christie, 2004), developed specifically to assist stakeholders in program decision-making. This branch is exemplified by, but not limited to, the work of Michael Q. Patton (author of Utilization-focused evaluation (1997)). Many collaborative approaches to evaluation incorporate principles of utilization-focused evaluation.


The starting point for utilization approaches is the realization that, like the results of research, many evaluation reports end up sitting on the shelf rather than being acted on – even when the evaluation has been commissioned by one or more stakeholders. With this in mind, approaches that emphasize utilization incorporate strategies to promote appropriate action on findings. They emphasize the importance of early and meaningful collaboration with key stakeholders and build in strategies to promote ‘buy in’ and use of evaluation findings. 


Authors closer to the utilization branch of evaluation find much in common with knowledge translation theorists and practitioners: in fact, the similarities in principle and approach between integrated knowledge translation (iKT)
 and utilization-focused evaluation (UFE) are striking.

Both iKT and UFE:


1. Keep utilization (of evaluation results or research findings) prominent through all phases of the process. 

2. Promote research and evaluation conducted in response to stakeholder identified needs.

3. Promote early and meaningful involvement of the intended users of the research or evaluation activity. Utilization-focused evaluation urges identification of the specific individuals who will be expected to act on results and focus on evaluation questions of concern to them. 


4. View the evaluator/ researcher as a member of a collaborative team, with respect for the experience, insights and priorities of users.


While it is helpful to have knowledge of the different roots of, and various approaches to, evaluation, it is also important to be aware that there are many common threads in these diverse evaluation approaches (Shadish, 2006) and that evaluation societies have established agreement on key evaluation principles.


SECTION 2: GETTING STARTED


The previous section provided a brief overview of evaluation concepts. This section is the first of two that will provide a step-by-step guide to preparing for and developing an evaluation plan. Both sections will provide additional information particularly helpful to those who are conducting collaborative evaluations or have partners outside of academia. 


While the activities outlined in this section are presented sequentially, you will likely find that that the activities of a) considering the evaluation purpose, b) identifying stakeholders, c) assessing evaluation expertise, d) gathering relevant evidence, and e) building consensus are iterative. Depending on the evaluation, you may work through these tasks in a different order.


		Step 1: Consider the Purpose(s) of the Evaluation





One of the first steps in planning evaluation activities is to determine the purpose of the evaluation. It is possible, or even likely, that the purpose of the evaluation may change – sometimes significantly – as you undertake other preparatory activities (e.g. engaging stakeholders, gathering additional information). For this reason, the purpose is best finalized in collaboration with key stakeholders. However, as an evaluator, you need to be aware of the potential purposes of the evaluation and be prepared to explore various alternatives. 


As indicated earlier, there are four broad purposes for conducting an evaluation:


To make a judgment about the worth or merit of a program or activity 

This is the form of evaluation (summative evaluation) most people are familiar with. It is appropriate when a program is well established, and decisions need to be made about its impacts, continuation or spread.   

Example 1: Program X has been piloted in Hospital Y. A decision must be made about whether to continue the program.


Example 2: A new therapy is being trialed on physiotherapy patients. The evaluation is to determine what impacts the therapy has on patient outcomes.


Many researchers are involved in pilot studies (small studies to determine the feasibility, safety, usefulness or impacts of an intervention before it is implemented more broadly). The purpose of these studies is to determine whether there is enough merit in an initiative to develop it further, adopt it as is, or to expand it to other locations. Pilot studies, therefore, require some level of summative evaluation – there is a need to make a judgment about one or more of these factors. What is often overlooked, however, is that an evaluation of a pilot study can do more than assess merit – in other words, it can have more than this one purpose. A well-designed evaluation of a pilot can also identify areas for program improvement, or explore issues related to implementation, cost effectiveness, or scaling up the intervention. It may even identify different strategies to achieve the objective of the pilot. 


To improve a program

If a program is still ‘getting up and running’ it is too soon for summative evaluation. In such cases, evaluation can be used to help guide development of the initiative (formative evaluation).  However, an improvement-oriented approach can also be used to assess an established intervention. A well-designed evaluation conducted for the purpose of program improvement can provide much of the same information as a summative evaluation (e.g. information as to what extent the program is achieving its goals). The main difference is that the purpose is to help improve, rather than to make a summative judgment. For example, program staff often express the wish to evaluate their programs in order to ensure that they are doing the ‘best possible job’ they can. Their intent (purpose) is to make program improvements. One advantage of improvement-oriented evaluation is that, compared to summative evaluation, it tends to be less threatening to participants and more likely to promote joint problem-solving. 

Example 1: Program X has been operating for several years. Staff are confident it is a useful and needed program but want to ensure that it is ‘doing the best it can’ for its clients.


Example 2: Program Y has undergone major redesign in order to promote greater self-management by patients of their chronic disease. The sponsors want to ensure that this redesigned initiative is implemented appropriately, and that any necessary changes to processes are made before patient outcomes are measured.


To help support the design and development of a program or organization 

Developmental evaluation uses evaluation processes, including asking evaluative questions and applying evaluation logic, to support program, product, staff and/or organizational development. Reflecting the principles of complexity theory, it is used to support an ongoing process of innovation. A developmental approach also assumes that the measures and monitoring mechanisms used in the evaluation will continue to evolve with the program. A strong emphasis is placed on the ability to interpret data emerging from the evaluation process (Patton, 2006). 

In developmental evaluation, the primary role of the evaluator, who participates as a team member rather than an outside agent, is to develop evaluative thinking. There is collaboration among those involved in program design and delivery to conceptualize, design and test new approaches in a long-term, on-going process of continual improvement, adaptation and intentional change. Development, implementation and evaluation are seen as integrated activities that continually inform each other. 


In many ways developmental evaluation appears similar to improvement-oriented evaluation. However, in improvement-oriented evaluation, a particular intervention (or model) has been selected: the purpose of evaluation is to make this model better.   In developmental evaluation, in contrast, there is openness to other alternatives – even to changing the intervention in response to identified conditions. In other words, the emphasis is not on the model (whether this is a program, a product or a process), but the intended objectives of the intervention. A team may consider an intervention, evaluated as ‘ineffective’, a success if thoughtful analysis of the intervention provides greater insights and direction to a more informed solution. 


Example 1: Agency X has designed intervention Y in an attempt to prevent youth-at-risk from becoming involved in crime. While they believe that the intervention is a good one, there is little evidence in the literature on what would be effective in this context. Agency staff are open to discovering, through their evaluation, other strategies (besides the intervention) that would achieve the goal of reduced youth crime.


Developmental evaluation is appropriate when there is a need to support innovation and development in evolving, complex, and uncertain environments (Patton, 2011; Gamble 2006). While considered by many a new (and potentially trendy) evaluation strategy, it is not appropriate in all situations. First, evaluation of straightforward interventions usually will not require this approach (e.g. evaluation of the implementation of an intervention found effective in other settings). Second, there must be an openness to innovation and flexibility of approach by both the evaluation sponsor and the evaluators. Third, it requires an ongoing relationship between the evaluator and the initiative to be evaluated.

To create new knowledge

A final purpose of evaluation is to create new knowledge – evaluation research. Often, when there is a request to evaluate a program, a critical review of the literature will reveal that very little is known about the issue or intervention to be evaluated. In such cases, evaluators may design the evaluation with the specific intent of generating knowledge that will potentially be applicable in other settings – or provide more knowledge about a specific aspect of the intervention.  


While it is unusual that evaluation would be designed solely for this purpose (in most cases such an endeavor would be defined as a research project), it is important for researchers to be aware that appropriately-designed evaluation activities can contribute to the research literature. 


As can be seen from the potential evaluation questions listed below, an evaluation may develop in very different ways depending on its purpose. 


		Examples of evaluation purpose: Case Study #1 Unassigned Patients

· Judgment oriented questions: Are the models of care meeting their objective? Should we continue to fund all of them? Is one model better than another?  

· Improvement oriented questions: How can current models be improved?

· Developmental oriented questions: What is the best strategy to achieve our objectives of continuity of patient care and decreased patient length of stay?

· Knowledge oriented questions: Are the theorized benefits of each of these models of care found in practice?  





		Examples of evaluation purpose: Case Study #2: Computerized Decision Support

· Judgment oriented questions: Should the software program be adopted across the region? Should it be promoted / marketed more widely? 

· Improvement oriented questions: How can the software program be improved? How should implementation of these process and practice changes be facilitated? 

· Developmental oriented questions: What is the best strategy to achieve appropriate test ordering?

· Knowledge oriented questions: What can be learned about physician test ordering practices and barriers and facilitators to changing such practice?







		Case Study # 1: Unassigned Patients

In our case study example, a provincial department of health was originally looking for a summative evaluation (i.e. they wanted to know which model was ‘best’). There was an implication (whether or not explicitly stated) that results would inform funding and policy decisions (e.g. implementation of the ‘best’ model in all funded hospitals). 

However, in this case preliminary activities determined that: 


· there was no clear direction from a systematic review of the literature on which model would be advised in this particular context, and; 


· there was a great deal of anxiety among participants about the proposed evaluation activity, which was viewed by the hospitals as an attempt to force a standard model on all institutions. 


There was also concern that the focus on ‘models of care’ may avoid consideration of larger system issues believed to be affecting the concerns the models were intended to address, and little confidence that the evaluation would consider all the information the different programs felt was important. 


As a result, the evaluators suggested that the purpose of the evaluation be improvement oriented (looking for ways each of the models could be improved) rather than summative. This recommendation was accepted, with the result that evaluators were more easily able to gain the support and participation of program staff in a politically-charged environment. By also recognizing the need to generate knowledge in an area where little was at that time known, the evaluators were able to design the evaluation to maximize the generation of knowledge. In the end, the evaluation also included an explicit research component, supported by research funding. 








While an evaluation may achieve more than one purpose, it is important to be clear about the main intent(s) of the activity. As the above discussion indicates, the purpose of an evaluation may evolve during the preparatory phases.


		Step 2: Identify Intended Users of the Evaluation





The concept of intended users (often called ‘key’ or ‘primary’ stakeholders) is an important one in evaluation. It is consistent with that of ‘knowledge user’ in knowledge translation (www.cihr-irsc.gc.ca/e/39033.html). In planning an evaluation it is important to distinguish intended users (those you are hoping will take action on the results of the evaluation) from stakeholders (interested and affected parties) in general. Interested and affected parties are those who care about, or will be affected by the issue and your evaluation results. In health care, these are often patients and families, or sometimes staff. Entire communities may also be affected. However, depending on the questions addressed in the evaluation, not all interested or affected parties will be in a position to act on findings. For example, the users of an evaluation of a new service are less likely to be patients (as much as we may believe they should be) than they are to be senior managers and funders. 


The experiences and preferences of interested and affected parties need to be incorporated into the evaluation if the evaluation is to be credible. However, these parties are often not the primary audience for evaluation findings. They may be appropriately involved by ensuring (for example) that there is incorporation of a systematic assessment of patient/ family or provider experience in the evaluation. However, depending on the initiative, these patients or staff may – or may not – be the individuals who must act on evaluation findings. The intended audience (those who need to act on the findings) may not be staff – but rather a senior executive or a provincial funder. 


It is important to keep in mind the benefits of including, in meaningful ways, the intended users of an evaluation from the early stages. As we know from the literature, a key strategy for bridging the gap between research and practice is to build commitment to (and ‘ownership of’) the evaluation findings by those in a position to act on them (Cargo & Mercer, 2008). This does not mean that these individuals need to be involved in all aspects of the research (e.g. data collection) but that, at a minimum, they are involved in determining the evaluation questions and interpreting the data. Many evaluators find that the best strategy for ensuring this is to create a steering/ planning group to guide the evaluation – and to design it in such a way as to ensure that all key stakeholders can, and will, participate. 


Funders (or future funders) can be among the most important audiences for an evaluation. This is because they will be making the decision as to whether to fund continuation of the initiative. Take, for example, a pilot or demonstration project that is research-funded. It may not be that difficult to obtain support from a health manager (or senior management of a health region) to provide the site for a pilot program of an innovation if the required funding comes from a research grant. If, however, it is hoped that a positive evaluation will result in adoption of the initiative on an ongoing basis, it is wise to ensure that those in a position to make such a decision are integrally involved in design of the evaluation of the pilot, and that the questions addressed in the evaluation are of interest and importance to them.


		 Step 3: Create a Structure and Process for Collaboration on the Evaluation





Once key stakeholders have been identified, evaluators are faced with the practical task of creating a structure and process to support the collaboration. If at all possible, try to find an existing group (or groups) that can take on this role. Because people are always busy, it may be easier to add a steering committee function to existing activities. 


In other cases, there may be a need to create a new body, particularly if there are diverse groups and perspectives. Creating a neutral steering body (and officially recognizing the role and importance of each stakeholder by inviting them to participate on it) may be the best strategy in such cases. Whatever structure is selected, be respectful of the time you ask from the stakeholders – use their time wisely. 


Another important strategy, as you develop your evaluation plan, is to build in costs of stakeholders. These costs vary depending on whether stakeholders are from grassroots communities or larger health/ social systems. What must be kept in mind is that key stakeholders (intended evaluation users), like knowledge users in research, do not want to simply be used as ‘data sources’. If they are going to put their time into the evaluation they need to know that they will be respected partners, their expertise will be recognized, and that there will be benefit to their organization. A general principle is that the ‘costs’ of all parties who are contributing to the evaluation should be recognized – and as much as possible – compensated for. This compensation may not always need to be financial. Respect and valuing can also be demonstrated through:


· Shared decision-making, including determining the purpose, focus and questions of the evaluation.

· A steering committee structure that formally recognizes the value given to partners in the evaluation process. 

· The extent to which there is multi-directional communication between the evaluation team and the initiative to be evaluated.

If key stakeholders are direct care staff in the health system, it will be difficult to ensure their participation unless the costs of ‘back-filling’ their functions are provided to the organization. Similarly, physicians in non-administrative positions may expect compensation due to lost income.  


You may be wondering about the time it will take to set up such a committee, maintain communication, and attend meetings. This does take time, but it is time well spent as it will:


· Reflect respect for the intended users of the evaluation;

· Contribute to a more credible (and higher quality) evaluation; and, 

· Significantly increase the likelihood that the results of the evaluation will be acted upon. 


It is particularly important to have a steering committee structure if you are working in a culture new to you (whether this is an organizational culture, an ethno-cultural community, or in a field or on an issue with which you are unfamiliar). Ensuring that those with needed cultural insights are part of the steering/ planning committee is one way of facilitating an evaluation that is culturally ‘competent’ and recognizes the sensitivities of working in a specific context. 


It may not be feasible to have all those on a collaborative committee attend at the same time, particularly if you are including individuals in senior positions. It may not even be appropriate to include all intended users of the evaluation (e.g. funders) with other stakeholders. However, all those that you hope will take an interest in evaluation findings and act on the results need to be included in a minimum of three ways:


· Providing input into the evaluation questions.

· Receiving regular updates on progress. A well-thought-out communication plan (that ensures ongoing two-way communication as the initiative develops and as findings emerge) is needed.


· Participating in interpretation of evaluation results and implications for action. 


It is also essential that the lead evaluators are part of this steering committee structure, although – depending on your team make-up (Step 4) – it may not be necessary to have all those supporting the evaluation attend every meeting.


		Step 4: Assess Evaluation Capacity, Build an Evaluation Team





A key challenge is to ensure that you have the evaluation expertise needed on your team:


· To design the evaluation component of your proposal; 


· To negotiate the environment and stakeholder communication; and,

· To guide and conduct the evaluation activities.


A common mistake of researchers is to assume that their existing research team has the required evaluation skills. Sometimes assessment of this team by the review panel will reveal either limited evaluation expertise, or a lack of specific evaluation skills needed for the proposed evaluation plan. For example, an evaluation plan that relies on assessment of staff/ patient perspectives of an innovation will require a qualitative researcher on the research team. Remember that there is a need for knowledge and experience of the ‘culture’ in which the evaluation takes place, as well as generic skills of communication, political astuteness and negotiation. Ensuring that you have, on the team, all the expertise that is needed for the particular evaluation you are proposing, will strengthen your proposal. Do not rely simply on contracting with an evaluation consultant who has not been involved to date.


Reviewing your evaluation team composition is an iterative activity – as the evaluation plan develops, you may find a need to add evaluation questions (and consequently expand the methods employed). This may require review of your existing expertise. 


The issue of internal vs. external evaluators


The evaluation literature frequently distinguishes between “internal” and “external” evaluators. Internal evaluators are those who are already working with the initiative – whether health system staff or researchers. External evaluators do not have a relationship with the initiative to be evaluated.  It is commonly suggested that use of internal evaluators is appropriate for formative evaluation, and external evaluation is required for summative evaluation. 


The following table summarizes commonly identified differences between internal and external evaluation.

		

		Internal 

		External



		Advantages

		· Less expensive (uses existing resources)


· Less threatening to program/ organizational staff


· Can be integrated with continuous Quality Improvement activities


· Can build internal evaluation capacity; support evaluative thinking by program staff


· Potential of more credibility and ownership by program staff


· Increased potential for ‘knowledge translation’

		· More objective

· May be more credible to external stakeholders


· Bring specialized evaluation and research expertise 


· Can provide additional resources, particularly important if time is limited

· May bring in new perspectives



		Disadvantages 

		· Existing staff often lack evaluation expertise


· There may be a conflict of interest when those responsible for design,  implementation and management of an initiative are asked to evaluate it


· Those involved in the initiative may lack the time to conduct a rigourous evaluation


· The evaluation may lack credibility externally (e.g. funders)

		· External evaluators (e.g. consultants) vary significantly in skill level


· External evaluators may lack knowledge of context, history and players


· Significant time is often required to orient external evaluators, help them identify data sources, & assist with evaluation activities


· Costs are increased


· Beliefs that “he who pays the piper, calls the tune” may detract from credibility of evaluation findings





This dichotomy, however, is too simplistic for the realities of many evaluations, and does not – in itself - ensure that the evaluation principles of competence and integrity are met. Nor does it recognize that there may be other, more creative solutions than this internal/ external dichotomy suggests. Three potential strategies, with the aims of gaining the advantages of both internal and external evaluation, are elaborated in more detail below:


A collaborative approach, where evaluators participate with stakeholders as team members. This is standard practice in many collaborative evaluation approaches, and a required element of a utilization-focused or developmental evaluation.  Some evaluators differentiate between objectivity in evaluation (which implies some level of indifference to the results) and neutrality (meaning that the evaluator does not ‘take sides’) (Patton, 1997). Collaborative approaches are becoming more common, reflecting awareness of the benefits of collaborative research and evaluation. 


Identifying specific evaluation components requiring external expertise (whether for credibility or for skill), and incorporation of both internal and external evaluators into the evaluation plan. Elements of an evaluation that require external evaluation (whether formative or summative) are those:


· That will explore the perspectives of participants (such as staff and/ or patients). For example, it is not recommended that staff or managers associated with a program interview patients about their satisfaction with a service. This is both to ensure evaluation rigour (avoiding the risk of patients or staff giving the responses expected of them – social desirability bias), and to ensure that ethical standards are met. The principle of ‘voluntariness’ may not be met if patients feel obligated to participate because they are asked by providers of a service on which they depend. 


· Where there is potential (or perceived) conflict of interest by the evaluator. While the reasons for not using a manager to assess his/ her own program are usually self-evident, the potential for bias by researchers must also be considered. If they are the ones who have designed and proposed the intervention, there may be a bias, whether intended or not, to find the intervention successful. 


· Where there is not the internal expertise for a particular component. 


· Where use of a certain person/ group would affect credibility of results with any of the key stakeholders.


Activities that may be well suited to evaluation by those internal to the initiative are those where there are the resources in skill and time to conduct them, and participation of internal staff will not affect evaluation credibility. One example might be the collection and collation of descriptive program data. In some situations it may be appropriate to contract with a statistical consultant for specialized expertise, while using staff data analysts to actually produce the data reports.


Use of internal expertise that is at ‘arms length’ from the specific initiative. A classic example of this would be contracting with an organization’s internal research and evaluation unit to conduct the evaluation (or components of it). While this is not often considered an external evaluation (and may not be the optimal solution in situations where the evaluation is highly politicized), it often brings together a useful combination of:

· Contextual knowledge, which brings the benefits of both time saved, and greater appreciation of potential impacts and confounding factors.

· Commitment to the best outcomes for the organization, rather than loyalty to a specific program (i.e. may be able to be objective).

· Potential to promote appropriate use of results, both directly and – where appropriate – by making links to other initiatives throughout the organization. 


		Step 5: Gather Relevant Evidence 





The program, product, service, policy or process you will be evaluating exists in a particular context. Understanding context is critical for most evaluation activities: it is necessary to undertake some pre-evaluation work to determine the history of the initiative, who is affected by it, perspectives and concerns of key stakeholders, and the larger context in which the initiative is situated (e.g. the organizational and policy context). How did the initiative come to be? Has it undergone previous evaluation? Who is promoting evaluation at this point in time and why?


In addition, a literature review of the issue(s) under study is usually required before beginning an evaluation. Identifying, accessing and using evidence to apply to an evaluation is an important contribution of research. Such a review may focus on:


· Current research on issues related to the initiative to be evaluated. Many interventions developed organically, and were not informed by research. Even if the initiative was informed by research at one point in time, program staff may not be up to date on current work in the area. 


· Evaluations of similar initiatives.  


If an evaluation is potentially contentious, it is also often a good idea to meet individually with each of the stakeholders, in order to promote frank sharing of their perspectives.


		Case Study #1: Unassigned Patients

The first step in this evaluation was to undertake a literature review. While it was hoped that a systematic review would provide some guidance as a recommended model, this was not the case – almost no literature on the topic addressed issues related to the specific context. Presentation of this finding at a meeting of stakeholders also indicated that there were a number of tensions and diverse perspectives among stakeholders.


One of the next steps proposed by the evaluators was to make a site visit to each of the sites. This included a walk-through of the programs, and meetings with nursing and physician leadership. These tours accomplished two things: a) additional information on ‘how things worked’ that would have been difficult to gage through other means, and b) development of rapport with staff – who appreciated having input into the evaluation and describing the larger context in which the services were offered.


  





		Case Study #2: Computerized Decision Support

A review of the research literature identified a) key principles predicting effective adoption, b) the importance of implementation activities, and c) limited information on the impacts of computerized decision-support in this specific medical area. This knowledge provided additional support for the decision to a) focus on implementation evaluation, and b) expand the original plan of pre/post intervention measurement of test ordered to include a qualitative component that explored user perspectives. 








		Step 6: Build a Shared Level of Consensus about the Evaluation 





As indicated in earlier sections, evaluation is subject to a number of misconceptions, and may have diverse purposes and approaches. It is usually safe to assume that not all stakeholders will have the same understanding of what evaluation is, or the best way to conduct an evaluation on the issue under consideration. Some are likely to have anxieties or concerns about the evaluation.


For this reason, it is important to build shared understanding and agreement before beginning the evaluation. Many evaluators find that it is useful to build into the planning an introductory session that covers the following:


· Definition of evaluation, similarities and differences between evaluation, performance management, quality improvement, and research.

· The range of potential purposes of evaluation, including information on when each is helpful. If there is anxiety about the evaluation, it is particularly important to present the full range of options, and help participants to recognize that evaluation – rather than being a judgment on their work – can actually be a support and resource to them. 


· Principles and benefits of collaborative evaluation.

· How confidentiality will be maintained.

· The processes you are proposing to develop the evaluation plan.


This overview can take as little as 20 minutes if necessary. It allows the evaluator to proactively address many potential misconceptions – misconceptions that could present obstacles both to a) support of and participation in the evaluation and to b) interest in acting on evaluation findings.  Additional benefits of this approach include the opportunity to build capacity among evaluation stakeholders, and to begin to establish an environment conducive to collaborative problem-solving.


It is also important to ensure that the parameters of the evaluation are well defined.  Often, the various stakeholders involved in the evaluation process will have different ideas of where the evaluable entity begins and ends.  Reaching consensus on this at the outset helps to set clear evaluation objectives and to manage stakeholder expectations. This initial consensus will also help you and your partners keep the evaluation realistic in scope as you develop an evaluation plan. Strategies for focusing an evaluation and prioritizing evaluation questions are discussed in Steps 8 and 9. 

		Case Study #1: Unassigned Patients

In this example, the introductory overview on evaluation was integrated with the site visits. Key themes were reiterated in the initial evaluation proposal, which was shared with all sites for input. As a result, even though staff from the three institutions had not met together, they developed a shared understanding of the evaluation and agreement on how it would be conducted. 








You may find that consensus-building activities fit well into an initial meeting of your evaluation partners. In other cases, such discussions may be more appropriate once all stakeholders have been identified. 

Special issues related to collaborative evaluation


In collaborative evaluation with external organizations, it is also important to clarify roles and expectations of researchers and program staff/ managers, and make explicit any in-kind time commitments or requirements for data access. It is particularly important to have a clear agreement on data access, management and sharing (including specifics of when and where each partner will have access) before the evaluation begins. 

Before embarking on the evaluation it is also important to clarify what information will be made public by the evaluator. Stakeholders need to know that results of research-funded evaluations will be publicly reported. Similarly, staff need to know that senior executives will have the right to see the results of program evaluations funded by the sponsoring organization. 


It is also important to proactively address issues related to ‘speaking to’ evaluation findings. It is not unknown that a sponsoring organization may – in fear that an evaluation report will not be what it hoped for – choose to present an early (and more positive) version of findings before the final report is released. In some cases, they may not want results shared. For this reason it is important to be clear about roles, and to clarify that the evaluator is the person who is authorized to speak to accurately reflect the findings, accept speaking invitations or publish on the results of the evaluation. (Developing and presenting results in collaboration with stakeholders is even better.) Similarly, it is for the program/ organization leads to speak to the specific issues related to program design. 


Research proposals that include evaluative components are strengthened by clear letters of commitment from research and evaluation partners. These letters should specifically outline the nature and extent of partners in developing the proposal; the structure and processes for supporting collaborative activities; and the commitments and contributions of partners to the proposed evaluation activities (e.g. data access; provision of in-kind services).

		Step 7: Describe the Program/Intervention 





Special Note: While this activity is placed in the preparation section of this guide, many evaluators find that, in practice, getting a clear description of the program, and the mechanism of action through which it is expected to work, may not be a simple activity. It is often necessary to delay this activity until later in the planning process, as you may need the active engagement of key stakeholders in order to facilitate what is often a challenging task. 


Having stakeholders describe the program is useful for a number of reasons:


· It may be the first opportunity that stakeholders have had for some time to reflect on the program, its rationale, and evidence for its design.

· Differences in understanding of how things actually work in practice will quickly surface.


· It provides a base for ‘teasing out’ the program theory. 


However, you may find that those involved in program management find the process of describing their program or initiative on paper a daunting task. An important role of the evaluator may be to help facilitate this activity. 


		Case study #1: Unassigned Patients


One deliverable requested by the provincial health department was a description of how each of the different models worked. This early activity took over 6 months: each time a draft was circulated for review, stakeholders identified additional information and differences of opinion about how things actually worked in practice.







The issue of “logic models”


Many evaluators place a strong emphasis on logic models. Logic models visually illustrate the logical chain of connections showing what the intervention is intended to accomplish. In this way, a logic model is consistent with theory-driven evaluation, as the intent is to get inside the “black box”, and articulate program theory. Researchers will be more familiar with ‘conceptual’ models or frameworks, and there are many similarities between the two. However, a conceptual framework is generally more theoretically-based and conceptual than a logic model, which tends to be program specific and include more details on program activities. 


When done well, logic models illustrate the ‘if-then’ and causal connections between program components and outcomes, and can link program planning, implementation and evaluation. They can be of great benefit in promoting clear thinking, and articulating program theory. There are many different formats for logic models ranging from simple linear constructions to complex, multidimensional representations. The simplest show a logical chain of connections under the headings of inputs (what is invested in the initiative), outputs (the activities and participants), and the outcomes (short, medium and long-term).






Other logic models are more complex, illustrating complex, multi-directional relationships. See, for example, various templates developed by the University of Wisconsin, Extension: www.uwex.edu/ces/pdande/evaluation/evallogicmodel.html 


In spite of the popularity of logic models, they do have potential limitations, and they are not the only strategy for promoting clarity on the theory behind the intervention to be evaluated. 


Too often, logic models are viewed as a bureaucratic necessity (e.g. a funder requirement) and the focus becomes one of “filling in the boxes” rather than articulating the program theory and the evidence for assumptions in the program model. In other words, rather than promoting evaluative thinking, the activity of completing a logic model can inhibit it. Another potential downside is that logic models tend to be based on assumptions of linear, logical relationships between program components and outcomes that do not reflect the complexity in which many interventions take place. Sometimes logic models can even promote simplistic (in the box) thinking. Some authors advise that logic models are not appropriate for evaluations within complex environments (Patton, 2011).


Whether or not a graphic logic model is employed as a tool to aid in evaluation planning, it is important to be able to articulate the program theory: the mechanisms through which change is anticipated to occur. A program description, advised above, is one first step to achieving this. Theory can sometimes be effectively communicated through a textual approach outlining the relationships between each component of the program/ process. (Because there is strong evidence on X, we have designed intervention Y). This approach also brings the benefit of a structure that facilitates inclusion of available evidence for the proposed theory of action.


Summary


While presented in a step-wise fashion, activities described in this section are likely to be undertaken concurrently. Information gathered through each of the activities will inform (and often suggest a need to revisit) other steps. It is important to ensure that these preliminary activities have been addressed before moving into development of the actual evaluation plan.


SECTION 3: DESIGNING AN EVALUATION


The steps outlined in this section can come together very quickly if the preparatory work advised in Section 2 has been completed. These planning activities are ideally conducted in collaboration with your steering/ planning group. 


An Evaluation Planning Matrix


For these next steps, the module will be based on an evaluation planning matrix (Appendix A). This matrix is not meant to be an evaluation template, but rather a tool to help organize your planning. Caution is needed in using templates in evaluation, as evaluation research is much more than a technical activity. It is one that requires critical thinking, assessment of evidence, careful analysis and clear conceptualization. 


The first page of the matrix provides a simple outline for documenting a) the background of the initiative, b) the purpose of the planned evaluation, c) the intended use of the evaluation, d) the key stakeholders (intended evaluation users), e) and the evaluation focus. Completion of preparatory activities should allow you to complete sections a-d.

This section will start with a discussion of focus (Step 8, below), and then lead through the steps of completing page 2 of the matrix (Steps 9-11). Appendix B provides a simple example of the completed matrix for Case Study 1: Unassigned Patients. 

		Step 8: Confirm Purpose, Focus the Evaluation





Confirming the purpose of the evaluation


Through the preparatory activities you have been clarifying the overall purpose of the evaluation. At this point, it is useful to operationalize the purpose of evaluation by developing a clear, succinct description of the purpose for conducting this particular evaluation. This purpose statement, one to two paragraphs in length, should guide your planning.


It is also important to include a clear statement of how you see the evaluation being used (this should be based on the preparatory meetings with stakeholders), and who the intended users of the evaluation are. 


		Case study 1: Unassigned Patients

Renegotiation of the purpose of the evaluation of hospital models of care resulted in an evaluation purpose that was described as follows:


· To respond to the request of the provincial government to determine whether the models developed by the sites were a) effective in providing care to unassigned patients, and b) were sustainable. (You will note that although the evaluation was framed as improvement-oriented, there was a commitment to make a judgment (value) related to these two specific criteria – which were acceptable to all parties).


· To explore both program specific and system issues that may be affecting timely and quality care for medical patients. This objective reflected the concern identified in pre-evaluation activities, that there were system issues – not limited to specific programs – that needed to be addressed.

In keeping with an improvement-oriented evaluation approach, there is no intent to select one ‘best model’, but rather to identify strengths and limitations of each strategy with the objective of assisting in improving quality of all service models. 


Preliminary consultation has also identified three key issues requiring additional research: a) understanding and improving continuity of patient care; b) incorporating provider and patient/ family insights into addressing organizational barriers to effective provision of quality inpatient care and timely discharge; and c) the impact of different perspectives of various stakeholders on the effectiveness of strategies for providing this care. 


This evaluation will be used by staff of the department of health to inform decisions about continued funding of the programs; by site senior management to strengthen their specific services; and by regional senior management to guide ongoing planning.








		Case Study #2: Computerized Decision Support

This evaluation summarized its purpose as follows:


The purpose of this evaluation research is to identify facilitators and barriers to implementation of decision-support systems in the Canadian health context; to determine the impacts of introduction of the decision-support system; and to develop recommendations to inform any expansion or replication of such a project. It is also anticipated that findings from this evaluation will guide further research. 








As these examples illustrate, it is often feasible to address more than one purpose in an evaluation. The critical point is, however, to be clear about the purpose, the intended users of the evaluation, and the approach proposed for working with stakeholders.


Focusing an evaluation


So far, we have discussed the purpose of the evaluation, and, in broad terms, some of the possible approaches to evaluation. Another concept that is critical to evaluation planning is that of focus. Whatever the purpose, an evaluation can have any one of dozens of foci (For example Patton (1997) lists over 50 potential foci). These include:  


· Implementation focus: a focus on the implementation of an initiative. Implementation evaluation is a necessary first step to many evaluations, as without assessment of implementation, it will not be possible to differentiate between failure of program theory (the initiative was poorly thought out, and failure to be expected), and failure to implement appropriately a theoretically sound and potentially successful intervention. While many authors incorporate implementation evaluation into general formative evaluation, it is often useful, in early phases of an evaluation plan, to focus specifically on implementation questions. 

· Goals-based evaluation is familiar to most readers. The focus is on evaluating the extent to which an initiative has met its stated objectives.

· Goals-free evaluation, in contrast, takes a broader view and asks “what actually happened?” as the result of the intervention. While it is generally wise to consider the original objectives, goals free evaluation allows assessment of unintended consequences (whether positive or negative). This is of particular importance when evaluating initiatives situated in complex systems, as small changes in one area may result in big impacts elsewhere. These unanticipated impacts may be of much greater importance than whether the stated objectives were met. 

		Case Study #2: Computerized Decision Support

Through exploring the experience and perspectives of all stakeholders, the evaluation found that those receiving the computerized orders, while finding them easier to read (legibility was no longer a problem) also found that they contained less useful information due to the closed-ended drop down boxes which replaced open-ended physician description of the presenting problem. This question was not one that had been identified as an objective, but had important implications for future planning.








· Impact evaluation assesses the changes (positive or negative, intended or unintended) of a particular intervention. These changes may not be limited to direct effects on participants.

· Outcome evaluation investigates long term effects of an intervention on participants. Few evaluations are in a position to measure long term outcomes: most measure short term outcomes (e.g. processes), or intermediate outcomes (e.g. behavior, policy change). 

· Cost benefit analysis, or cost effectiveness analysis explores the relationship between program costs and outcomes (expressed in dollars, or not measured in dollars respectively).

The importance of focus and sequence


It is also important to sequence evaluation activities – the focus you select will depend at least in part on the stage of development of the initiative you are evaluating.  A new program, which is in the process of being implemented, is not appropriate for outcome evaluation. Rather, with few exceptions, it is likely that the focus should be on implementation evaluation. Implementation evaluation addresses such questions as:


· To what extent was initiative implemented as designed?

· Were resources, skills, timelines allocated adequate?

· Are data collection systems adequate to collect data to inform outcome evaluation?

· What obstacles to implementation and uptake can be identified, and how can they be addressed?

A program that has been implemented and running for some time, may select a number of different foci for an improvement-oriented evaluation.


Many summative (judgment-oriented) evaluations are likely to take a focus that is impact or outcome focused. 


It is important to keep in mind that a focus will help keep parameters on your activities. The potential scope of any evaluation is usually much broader than the resources available. This, in addition to the need to sequence evaluation activities, makes it useful to define your focus.


		Step 9: Identify and Prioritize Evaluation Questions





Only when preparatory activities have been completed is it time to move on to identifying the evaluation questions. This is not to say that a draft of evaluation questions may not have already been developed. If only the research team is involved, questions may already be clearly defined: if you have been commissioned to undertake an evaluation, at least some of the evaluation questions may be predetermined. However, if you have been meeting with different stakeholders, they are likely to have identified questions of concern to them. The process of developing the evaluation questions is a crucial one, as they form the framework for the evaluation plan.

At this point we move on to page 2 of the evaluation planning matrix. It is critical to ‘start with the question’; i.e. with what we want to learn from the evaluation. Too often, stakeholders can become detracted by first focusing on the evaluation activities they would like to conduct (e.g. We should conduct interviews with physicians), the data they think is available (e.g. We can analyze data on X), or even the indicators that may be available. But without knowing what questions the evaluation is intended to answer, it is premature to discuss methods or data sources. 


Get the questions on the table (Column 2)


In working with evaluation stakeholders, it is often more useful to solicit evaluation questions with wording such as “what do you hope to know at the end of this evaluation that you don’t know now?” rather than as “what are the evaluation questions?” The latter question is more likely to elicit specific questions for an interview, focus group, or data query, than to identify questions at the level you will find helpful.

If you are conducting a collaborative evaluation, a useful strategy is to incorporate a discussion (such as a brainstorming session) with your stakeholder group. You will often find that, if there is good participation, dozens of evaluation questions may be generated – often broad in scope, and at many different levels. Scope of questions can often be constrained if there is a clear consensus on the purpose and focus on the evaluation – the reason that leading the group through such a discussion (Section 2, Step 6) is useful.  


The next step for the evaluator is to help the group rework these questions into a format that is manageable. This usually involves a) ‘rolling up’ the questions into overarching questions, and b) being prepared to give guidance as to sequence of questions. These two activities will facilitate the necessary task of prioritizing the questions: reaching consensus on which are of most importance. 


Create overarching questions (Column 1)


Many questions that are generated by knowledge users are often subquestions of a larger question. The task of the evaluator is to facilitate the roll-up of questions into these overarching ones. Because it is important to demonstrate to participants that the questions of concern to them are not lost, it is often useful to keep note (in column two of the matrix) of all the questions of concern. 


		Case Study #1: Unassigned Patients

The stakeholders at the 3 sites generated a number of questions, many of which were similar. For example: “I want to know what nurses think about this model”, “I want to know about the opinions of patients on this change”, “How open are physicians to changes to the model?’

These questions could be summarized in an overarching question “What are the perspectives of, and experiences with, physicians, nurses, patients, families, and other hospital staff” on the care model?”





Guide discussion of sequence

It is common for knowledge users (and researchers) to focus on outcome-related questions. Sometimes it is possible to include these questions in the evaluation you are conducting, but in many cases – particularly if you are in the process of implementing an initiative – it is not. As discussed earlier, for example, it is not appropriate to evaluate outcomes until you are sure that an initiative has been fully implemented. In other cases, the outcomes of interest to knowledge users will not be evident until several years into the future – although it may be feasible to measure intermediate outcomes. 


However, even if it is not possible to address an outcome evaluation question in your evaluation it is important to take note of these desired outcomes. First, this will aid in the development of program theory and, secondly, noting the desired outcome measures is an essential first step in ensuring that there are adequate and appropriate data collection systems in place that will facilitate outcome evaluation in the future. 


If it is not possible to address outcome questions, be sure to clearly communicate that these are important questions that will be addressed at a more appropriate point in the evaluation process.


Prioritize the questions


Even when the evaluation questions have been combined and sequenced, there are often many more questions of interest to knowledge users than there is time (or resources) to answer them. The role of the evaluator at this point is to lead discussion to agreement on the priority questions. Some strategies for facilitating this include:


· Focusing on how the information generated through the evaluation will be used. Simply asking the question “When we find out the answer to X, how will that information be used?” will help differentiate between questions that are critical for action, and those that driven by curiosity. A useful strategy is to suggest that given the time/resource constraints we all face, the priority should be to focus on questions that we know will result in action. 


· Referring back to the purpose of the evaluation, and to any funder requirements.


· Addressing feasibility. There are rarely the resources (in funds or time) to conduct all the evaluations of interest. Focusing on funder time lines and available resources will often help eliminate questions that, while important, are beyond the scope of your evaluation.   


· Revisiting the issue of sequence. Even though ‘early’ evaluation questions may not be of as much interest to stakeholders as outcome questions, it is often useful to develop a phased plan, illustrating at what phase it is best to address a particular question. The evaluation matrix can be adapted to include sections that highlight questions at different phases (e.g. implementation evaluation, improvement oriented evaluation, outcome evaluation questions).


· Exploring the potential of additional resources to investigate some questions. Some questions generated may be broad research questions. They are important, but there may not be an urgency to answer them. In such cases, there may be interest in investigating the potential of additional research funding to explore these questions at a later date.


If there is time, the steering/planning group can participate in this ‘rolling up’ and prioritization activity. Another alternative is for the evaluator to develop a draft based on the ideas generated and to circulate it for further input.


It is only when the evaluation questions have been determined that it is appropriate to move on to the next steps: evaluation design, selection of methods and data sources, and identification of indicators.


		Step 10: Select Methods and Data Sources (Columns 3 and 4) 





Select methods for the specific evaluation questions


Only when you are clear on the questions, and have prioritized them, is it time to select methods. In collaborative undertakings you may find that strong facilitation is needed to reach consensus on the questions, as stakeholders are often eager to move ahead to discussion of methods. The approach of ‘starting with the question’ may also be a challenge for researchers, who are often highly trained in specific methodologies and methods. It is important in evaluation, however, that methods be driven by the overall evaluation questions, rather than by researcher expertise. 


Evaluators often find that many evaluations require a multi-method approach. Some well-designed research and evaluation projects can generate important new knowledge using only quantitative methods. However, in many evaluations it is important to understand not only if an intervention worked (and to measure accurately any difference it made) but to understand why the intervention worked – the principles or characteristics associated with success or failure, and the pathways through which effects are generated. The purpose of evaluating many pilot programs is to determine whether the program should be implemented in other contexts, not simply whether it worked in the environment in which it was evaluated. These questions generally require the addition of qualitative methods. 

Your steering committee will also be helpful at this stage, as they will be able to advise you on the feasibility – and credibility - of certain methods.


		Case Study #1: Unassigned Patients

When the request for the evaluation was made, it was assumed that analysis of administrative data would be the major data source for answering evaluation questions. In fact, the data available was only able to provide partial insights to some of the questions of concern. 


While the overall plan for the evaluation suggested focus groups would be appropriate for some data collection, the steering group highlighted the challenges in bringing physicians and hospital staff together as a group. They were, however, able to suggest strategies to facilitate group discussions, (integrating discussions with staff meetings, planning a catered lunch, and individualized invitations from respected physician leaders). 








Identify data sources


The process of identifying data sources is often interwoven with that of selecting methods. For example, if quantitative program data are not available to inform a specific evaluation question, there may be a need to select qualitative methods. In planning a research project, if the needed data were not available, a researcher may decide to remove a particular question from the study. In evaluation, this is rarely acceptable – if the question is important, there should be an effort to begin to answer it. As Patton (1997) has observed, it is often better to get a vague or fuzzy answer to an important question than a precise answer to a question no one cares much about. The best data sources in many cases are specific individuals! 


Remember that many organizations have formal approval processes that must be followed before you can have access to program data, staff or internal reports. 


Identify appropriate indicators (Column 5)

Once evaluation questions have been identified, and methods and data sources selected, it is time to explore what indicators may be useful.


An indicator can be defined as a summary statistic used to give an indication of a construct that cannot be measured directly.  For example, we cannot directly measure the quality of care, but we can measure particular processes (e.g., adherence to best-practice guidelines) or outcomes (e.g., number of falls) thought to be related to quality of care.  Good indicators:


…. should actually measure what they are intended to (validity); they should provide the same answer if measured by different people in similar circumstances (reliability); they should be able to measure change (sensitivity); and, they should reflect changes only in the situation concerned (specificity). In reality, these criteria are difficult to achieve, and indicators, at best, are indirect or partial measures of a complex situation (Alberta Heritage Foundation for Medical Research (1998: 5). 


However, it is easy to overlook the limitations both of particular indicators and of indicators in general.  Some authors have observed that the statement “we need a program evaluation” is often immediately followed by “we have these indicators,” without consideration of exactly which question the indicators will answer (Bowen & Kriendler, 2008).

An exclusive focus on indicators can lead to decisions being data-driven rather than evidence-informed (Bowen et al. 2009).  It is easy to respond to issues for which indicators are readily available, while ignoring potentially more important issues for which such data is not available. Developing activities around “what existing data can tell us,” while a reasonable course for researchers, can be a dangerous road for both decision-makers and evaluators, who may lose sight of the most important questions facing the healthcare system.  It has been observed that “the indicator-driven approach ‘puts the cart before the horse’ and often fails” (Chesson 2002: 2). 

Not all indicators are created equal, and an indicator’s limitations may not be obvious. Many indicators are ‘gameable’ (i.e. metrics can be improved without substantive change). For example, breastfeeding initiation is often used as an indicator of child health, as it is more easily measured than breastfeeding duration.  However, lack of clear coding guidelines, combined with pressure on facilities to increase breastfeeding rates, appear to have produced a definition of initiation as, “the mother opened her gown and tried” (Bowen & Kriendler, 2008). It is not surprising then that hospitals are able to dramatically increase ‘breastfeeding rates’ if a directive is given to patient care staff, who are then evaluated on the results. This attempt, however, does not necessarily increase breastfeeding rates following hospital discharge. This example also demonstrates that reliance on a poor indicator can result in decreased attention and resources for an issue that may continue to be of concern. 


The following advice is offered to avoid these pitfalls in indicator use in evaluation:


· First determine what you want to know. Don’t start with the data (and indicators) that are readily available.


· In selecting indicators, evaluate them for validity, robustness and transferability before proposing them. Don’t just use an indicator because it’s available.

· Understand what the indicator is really telling you – and what it isn’t.


· Limit the number of indicators, focusing resources on the strongest ones.


· Choose indicators that cannot be easily gamed.

· Ensure that those who gather and analyze the data (and are aware of what an indicator is actually measuring, data quality, etc.) are included on your team. 


· Remember that there may not be an appropriate indicator for many of the evaluation questions you hope to address (Bowen & Kriendler, 2008).


		Case Study #1: Unassigned Patients

At the beginning of this evaluation it was assumed that assessment of impact would be fairly straightforward: the proposed indicator for analysis was hospital length of stay (LOS). However, discussions with staff at one centre uncovered that: 


· Health information staff were being asked to ‘run’ the data in two different ways, by heads of different departments. This resulted in different calculation of LOS. 

· Although the LOS on the ward (the selected indicator) showed a decline, the LOS in the emergency department was actually rising. Attention to the selected indicator risked obscuring problems created elsewhere in the system. 








		 Step 11: Clarify Resources and Responsibility Areas (Column 6)





At this point, we are ready to move the evaluation plan into operation. It is necessary to ensure that you have the resources to conduct the proposed evaluation activities, and know who is responsible for conducting them. This final column in the matrix provides the base from which an evaluation workplan can develop.  


		Step 12: Implement Evaluation Activities





This module does not attempt to provide detailed information on project implementation and management, although some resources to support this work (e.g. checklists) are included in the bibliography. However, as you conduct the evaluation it is important to:


· Monitor (and evaluate!) implementation of activities. Be prepared to revise the plan when obstacles are identified. Unlike some research designs, in evaluation it is not always possible – or advisable – to hold the environment constant while the evaluation is occurring.


· Ensure regular feedback and review of progress by stakeholders. Don’t leave reporting until the evaluation is completed. As issues are identified, they should be shared and discussed with stakeholders. In some evaluations (e.g. improvement oriented or developmental evaluation) there will be an intent to act on findings as soon as they are identified. Even if there is no intent to change anything as the result of emerging findings, remember that people don’t like surprises – it is important that stakeholders are informed not only of progress (and any difficulties with the evaluation), but also alerted to potentially contentious or distressing findings. 

		Step 13: Communicate Evaluation Findings





Even though it is recommended that there are regular reports (and opportunities for discussion) as the evaluation progresses, it is often important to leave a detailed evaluation report. This report should be focused to the intended users of the evaluation, and should form the basis of any presentations or academic publications, helping promote consistency if there are multiple authors or presenters.

Evaluation frequently faces the challenge of communicating contentious or negative findings. Issues related to communication are covered in more detail in Section 4, Ethics and Evaluation.


There are many guidelines for developing reports for knowledge users. The specifics will depend on your audience, the scope of the evaluation and many other factors. A good starting point is the CHSRF resources providing guidance in communicating with decision-makers: http://www.chsrf.ca/publicationsandresources/ResourcesForResearchers.aspx 


SECTION 4: SPECIAL ISSUES IN EVALUATION


Ethics and Evaluation 


The ethics of evaluation


Evaluation societies have clearly identified ethical standards of practice. The Canadian Evaluation Society (n.d) provides Guidelines for Ethical Conduct  http://www.evaluationcanada.ca/site.cgi?en:5:4, (competence, integrity, accountability)  while the American Evaluation society (2004) publishes Guiding principles for evaluators http://www.eval.org/publications/GuidingPrinciplesPrintable.asp (systematic inquiry, competence, integrity/honesty, respect for people, and responsibilities for general and public welfare). 


The ethics of evaluation are an important topic in evaluation journals and evaluation conferences. Ethical behavior is a ‘live issue’ among professional evaluators. This may not be apparent to researchers as, in many jurisdictions, evaluation is exempt from the ethical review processes required by universities.


In addition to the standards and principles adopted by evaluation societies, it is important to consider the ethical issues specific to the type of evaluation you are conducting. For example there are a number of ethical issues related to collaborative and action research or undertaking organizational research (Flicker et al, 2007; Alred, 2008; Bell & Bryman, 2007). 


Evaluators also routinely grapple with ethical issues, which while also experienced by those conducting some forms of research (e.g. participatory action research), are not found in much academic research. Some of these issues include:


Managing expectations. Many program staff welcome an evaluation as an opportunity to ‘prove’ that their initiative is having a positive impact. No ethical evaluator can ensure this and it is important the possibility of unwanted findings – and the evaluator’s role in articulating these – is clearly understood by evaluation sponsors and affected staff. 

Sharing contentious or negative findings. Fear that stakeholders may attempt to manipulate or censor negative results has led to evaluators either keeping findings a secret until the final report is released, or adjusting findings to make them politically acceptable. While the latter is clearly ethically unacceptable, the former also has ethical implications. It is recommended that there are regular reports to stakeholders in order to prepare them for any negative or potentially damaging findings. One of the most important competencies of a skilled evaluator is the ability to speak the truth in a way that is respectful and avoids unnecessary damage to organizations and participants. Some strategies that you may find helpful are to:

· Involve stakeholders in interpretation of emerging results and planning for release of findings.

· Frame findings neutrally – being careful not to assign blame.

· Consider a private meeting if there are sensitive findings affecting one stakeholder to prepare them for public release of information. 


Issues Related to REB review


Research ethics boards (REBs) vary in how they perceive their role in evaluation. Some, reflecting the view that evaluation is different from research, may decline to review evaluation proposals unless they are externally funded. Other REBs, including institutional boards, require ethical review. This situation can create confusion for researchers. It can also present challenges if researchers feel that their initiative requires REB review (as they are working with humans to generate new knowledge) but there is reluctance on the part of the REB to review their proposal. Unfortunately, there may also be less attention paid to ethical conduct of activities if the initiative is framed as evaluation rather than as research. Some REBs may also have limited understanding of evaluation methodologies, which may affect their ability to appropriately review proposals.

Health organizations can, and will, proceed with internal evaluation related to program management, whether or not there is REB approval. There is an often vociferous debate in the literature about the difference between Quality Improvement and Research – and the role of REBs in QI (Bailey et al, 2007). Evaluation activities are generally considered to be Quality Improvement and there is resistance on the part of the health system in many jurisdictions to the involvement of Ethics Boards in what organizations see as their daily business (Haggerty, 2004).


Unfortunately, this grey zone in REB review often results in less attention being given to the ethical aspects of evaluation activities. In other words, the attention is directed to the ethics review process (and approval), rather than the ethical issues inherent to the project. In some cases, there may even be a deliberate decision to define an activity as evaluation rather than research simply to avoid the requirement of ethical review. This lack of attention to the very real ethical issues posed by evaluation activities can often pose significant risks to staff, patients/ clients, organizations and communities – risks that are sometimes as great as those posed by research activities. These risks include:


· Negative impacts on staff. There is a risk that difficulties identified with a program may be attributed to specific staff. Some organizations are even known to conduct a program evaluation as a way to avoid dealing with staff performance – presenting a potential trap (and ethical dilemma) for the evaluator. This practice is also one reason why evaluation is often threatening to staff. Even if this is not the intent, negative findings of an evaluation can have disastrous effects on staff. 


· Opportunity costs. Inadequate (or limited) evaluation can result in continuing to provide resources to support a lackluster service, meaning that other initiatives cannot be funded. 


· Negative impacts on patients/ clients. Not only clinical, but system redesign interventions, can have negative impacts on patients and families – it is essential that the evaluation is designed to assess potential impacts. 


· Impact on organizational reputation. Concerns about results of evaluations becoming public may lead to organizational avoidance of external evaluation. As indicated earlier, it is essential to negotiate the terms of any evaluation reporting involving an external partner before the evaluation is conducted.


Evaluating in Complex Environments


There is growing interest in evaluating complex initiatives – and many initiatives (particularly in the Population Health and Health Services environments) are, by their very nature, complex. 


It has been claimed that one of the reasons so little progress has been made in resolving the many problems facing us in the healthcare system, is that we continue to treat complex problems as though they were simple or complicated ones.


Evaluation design must match the complexity of the situation (Patton, 2011). Simple problems reflect linear cause-effect relationships: issues are fairly clear, and it is usually not difficult to get agreement on the ‘best’ answer is to a given problem. In such cases there is a high level of both a) certainty about whether a certain action will result in a given outcome, and b) agreement on the benefits of addressing the issue. Simple problems are relatively easy to evaluate – evaluation usually focuses on outcomes. An example would be the evaluation of a patient education program to increase knowledge of chronic disease self-management. This knowledge could be measured with a pre/ post design. Findings from evaluations of simple interventions may be replicable.


In complicated problems, cause and effect are still linked in some way, but there are many possible good answers – not just one best way of doing things.  There is lack of either certainty about the outcome (technically complicated), or agreement on the benefits of the intervention (socially complicated) (Patton, 2011). An example of the latter would be provision of pregnancy termination services or safe injection sites. Evaluation in complicated contexts is more difficult, as there is need to explore multiple impacts from multiple perspectives. There are many, often diverse, stakeholders. 


In complex systems it is not possible to predict what will happen (Snowden & Boone, 2007).  The environment is continually evolving and small things can have significant and unexpected impacts. Evaluation in complex environments requires a great deal of flexibility – it needs to take place in ‘real time’: the feedback from the evaluation itself serves as an intervention. There are no replicable solutions as solutions are often context specific. Evaluation in a complex environment requires identification of principles that are transferable to other contexts – where the actual intervention may look quite different.  This lack of clear cause-effect relationships (which may be apparent only in retrospect) explains the limitations of logic models in such environments (although their use may help to test assumptions in underlying program theory).

The Complexity of “Causation”

In research, much attention in research design is directed to identifying and minimizing sources of bias and confounding, and in distinguishing between causation and correlation. These design considerations are equally important in evaluation, and can often be more challenging than in some research projects as there is usually not the opportunity to create a true experiment, where all conditions are controlled. In fact, this inability to control the environment in which the initiative to be evaluated is taking place is one of the greatest challenges identified by many researchers.


A major task in evaluation is that of differentiating between attribution and contribution. A common evaluation error is to select a simple pre-post (or before and after) evaluation design, and to use any differences in data measured to draw conclusions about the impact of the initiative. In ‘real life’ situations, of course, there are many other potential causes for the observed change. Commonly, the intervention can be expected to contribute to some of the change, but rarely all of it. The challenge, then, is to determine the extent of the contribution of the intervention under study. 


Some authors provide detailed formulae for helping evaluators determine the proportion of effect that can be assumed to be contribution of the specific intervention (see for example Davidson, 2005, Chapter 5).  Strategies often used by evaluators to help determine the ‘weight’ that should be given to the contribution of the intervention include:

· Triangulation. Triangulation refers to use of multiple methods, data sources, and analysts to increase depth of understanding of an issue. 

· A focus on reflexivity and evaluative thinking throughout the phase of data interpretation. 

· Incorporation of qualitative methods where those directly involved can be asked to comment on other factors potentially contributing to results. 

For example, one evaluation of a Knowledge Translation initiative conducted in collaboration with health regions included interviews with CEOs and other key individuals in addition to assessing measurable changes. Participants were asked directly about factors that had, over the preceding years, contributed to increased use of evidence in organizational planning. Responses included a range of other potential contributors (e.g. changes by the provincial department of health to the planning process; increased access to library resources; new organizational leadership) in addition to the intervention under evaluation. Identification of these factors and the relative impact attributed by stakeholders to each in promoting change, assisted in determining the extent of contribution of the project compared to other events occurring at the time.   

The Special Case of Economic Evaluation


Decision-makers are often interested in an economic evaluation of an intervention(s). The purpose of economic evaluation (defined as the comparison of two or more alternative courses of action in terms of both their costs and consequences) is to help determine whether a program or service is worth doing compared with other things that could be done with the same resources (Drummond et al., 1997). If, however, only the costs of two or more alternatives are compared, (without consideration of the effects or consequences of these alternatives) this is not a full economic evaluation, rather it is a cost analysis.

Unfortunately, those requesting economic evaluation (and some of those attempting to conduct it) often equate costing analyses (assessment of the costs of a program or elements of a program) with economic evaluation, which can lead into dangerous waters.  Before drawing conclusions, it is also necessary to know the costs of other alternatives, and the consequences of these alternatives – not only to the program under study but from the perspective of the larger health system or society.  One risk in simple costing studies is that a new service often has a separate budget line, whereas the costs of continuing with the status quo may be hidden and not available for analysis. 

		Case Study # 1: Unassigned Patients

The department of health originally requested an economic evaluation of the various hospital models. Preliminary investigation revealed that the plan was, essentially, to conduct a cost analysis of only one component of the model – the actual physician costs. This is not an economic evaluation, as to demonstrate which of the models was most cost effective would require not only calculation of other costs of each model (e.g. nursing costs, test ordering), but also of the consequences of each (e.g. readmissions, LOS, costs to other parts of the system such as home care or primary care). 


While an economic evaluation would have been extremely useful, the evaluators had neither the funds, nor the data readily available to conduct one. Consequently, simply reporting on the physician costs could have led to flawed decision-making. In this situation, the evaluators explained the requirements for conducting a full economic evaluation, and the feasibility of conducting one with the data available. 








In responding to a request to undertake an economic evaluation it is important to:

· Ensure that you have health economist expertise on your team

· Undertake a preliminary assessment of the data available (and its quality) to undertake economic analyses

· Be realistic about the resources needed to undertake an economic evaluation. Most small evaluations do not have the resources to undertake economic evaluation, and the data to do so may not be available. Remember that a poorly designed ‘economic evaluation’ can lead to poorer decisions than no evaluation at all.

· Ensure that those who understand the program, and the context within which it is operating, are integrally involved in planning the evaluation.

· Be prepared to educate those requesting the evaluation on what economic evaluation entails, and the limitations of a costing study.  

The Concept of the “Personal” Factor

A useful concept in evaluation is that of the “personal factor” (Patton, 1997). This concept recognizes that often important factors in the success or failure of any initiative are the individual(s) in key roles in the initiative: their knowledge and skill; their commitment to the initiative; the credibility they have with peers; their ability to motivate others. The best example might be that of a set curriculum: different instructors can result in vastly different student assessments of exactly the same course. Many evaluations require consideration of the personal factor before drawing conclusions about the value of the initiative. 

At the same time, it is important to ensure that recognition and assessment of the ‘personal factor’ does not degenerate into a personnel assessment. Nor is it useful for those looking to implement a similar initiative to learn that one of the reasons the initiative was successful was due to the wonderful director/staff. What is needed is clear articulation of what personnel factors contributed to the findings and for these to be communicated in a positive way.


CONCLUSION


The intent of this module has been to provide researchers with sufficient background on the topic of evaluation that they will be able to design a range of evaluations to respond to a variety of evaluation needs. A secondary objective was to assist reviewers in assessing the quality and appropriateness of evaluation plans submitted as part of a research proposal. 


Two of the key challenges encountered by researchers in conducting evaluations are a) the requirement for evaluators to be able to negotiate with a variety of stakeholders, and b) the expectation that evaluations will provide results that will be both useful and used.  With this in mind, the module has provided additional guidance on designing and implementing collaborative, utilization-focused evaluations.
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GLOSSARY


“Black box” evaluation: Evaluation of program outcomes without investigating the mechanisms (or being informed by the program theory) presumed to lead to these outcomes. 


Collaborative evaluation: An evaluation conducted in collaboration with knowledge users or those affected by a program. There are many approaches to collaborative evaluation, and the partners in a particular collaborative evaluation may vary depending on the purpose of the evaluation. Sharing of decision-making around evaluation questions, and interpretation of findings is implied; however, the degree of involvement may vary.


Developmental evaluation: An evaluation whose purpose is to help support the design and development of a program or organization. This form of evaluation is particularly helpful in rapidly evolving situations. 


Economic evaluation: The comparison of two or more alternative courses of action in terms of both their costs and consequences. The purpose of economic evaluation is to help determine whether a program or service is worth doing compared with other things that could be done with the same resources.  

Evaluation research: A research project that has as its focus the evaluation of some program process, policy or product. Unlike program evaluation, evaluation research is intended to generate knowledge that can inform both decision-making in other settings and future research.


External evaluation: Evaluation conducted by an individual or group external to and independent from the initiative being evaluated. 


Formative evaluation: An evaluation conducted for the purpose of finding areas for improving an existing initiative.


Goals-based evaluation: An evaluation that is designed around the stated goals and objectives of an initiative. The purpose of the evaluation is to determine whether these goals and objectives have been achieved. 


Goals-free evaluation: An evaluation that focuses on what is actually happening as a result of the initiative or intervention. It is not limited by stated objectives. 


Implementation evaluation: An evaluation that focuses on the process of implementation of an initiative. 


Improvement-oriented evaluation: See formative evaluation.


Intermediate outcomes: A measurable result that occurs between the supposed causal event and the ultimate outcome of interest.  While not the final outcome, an intermediate outcome is used as an indicator that progress is being made towards it. 

Internal evaluation: Evaluation conducted by staff of the program that designed and/ or implemented the intervention. Also applies to researchers evaluating the results of their own research project.


Multi-method evaluation: An evaluation that uses more than one method. See also ‘triangulation’.


Outcome evaluation: An evaluation that studies the immediate or direct effects of the program on participants.

Process evaluation: An evaluation that focuses on the content, implementation and outputs of an initiative. The term is sometimes used to refer to an evaluation that only focuses on program processes. 


Program evaluation: Evaluation of a specific program primarily for program management and organizational decision purposes. 


Summative evaluation: An evaluation that focuses on making a judgment about the merit or worth of an initiative. This form of evaluation is conducted primary for reporting or decision-making purposes. 


Theory-driven evaluation: An evaluation that explicitly integrates and uses theory in conceptualizing, designing, conducting, interpreting, and applying an evaluation. Program theory refers to a statement of the assumptions about why an intervention should affect the intended outcomes. 

Triangulation: Use of two or more methods, data sources, or investigators to investigate an evaluation question. Ideally, methods or data sources with different strengths and weaknesses are selected in order to strengthen confidence in findings.


Utilization-focused evaluation: An evaluation which focuses on intended use by intended users. Utilization-focused evaluations are designed with actual use in mind. 

EVALUATION CHECKLIST


		Developing an Evaluation Plan

		EVALUATION CHECKLIST

		Assessing an Evaluation Plan



		Questions to consider:

		

		Assessment considerations: 



		· What are the requirements of the funding opportunity? 


· What is the relative importance of evaluation to the overall proposal?


· How will evaluation contribute the knowledge needed?


· What resources are available?

		1. Evaluation plan appropriate for proposed project

		· Meets funding opportunity requirements


· Plan appropriate to generate knowledge needed


· Plan appropriate for resources available



		· Who do you hope will act on evaluation findings?


· Have you clearly differentiated between intended users & affected parties in general?

		2. Intended evaluation users  clearly identified




		· Intended users clearly identified 


· Knowledge users appropriate for evaluation focus & questions


· Differentiation between intended users & affected parties in general



		· Would a collaborative approach strengthen the proposal or increase likelihood of uptake of findings?


· If so, have partners been involved appropriately in design of proposal?


· identifying evaluation purpose &  focus


· developing evaluation questions


· How will you continue to involve these partners in meaningful ways?


· Guiding & monitoring evaluation


· Data interpretation


· Promoting action on results


· Have you come to agreement on roles and responsibilities?


· Are partner contributions recognized in budget?


· Do letters of commitment specify partners past and future contributions?


· Have publication and other issues been negotiated?


· What structure and processes will support the collaboration?

		3. Appropriate collaboration




		· Inclusion of intended users where appropriate


· If collaboration indicated:


· Evidence intended users involved in development of proposal


· Partners at appropriate levels to affect change


· Roles for evaluation partners clearly identified


· Contributions of partners, & their costs of participation recognized in evaluation plan


· Letters of commitment from partners specify past/ future roles 


· Clear structures and processes to support ongoing collaboration






		· Does your team have 


· The methodological expertise needed to conduct the evaluation?


· Evaluation experience & knowledge of evaluation context?


· If collaborative evaluation, do you have interpersonal & negotiating skills on the team? 


· Is an internal, external or collaborative evaluation the best option? 


· Has any potential conflict of interest been addressed?

		4. Evaluation team includes needed expertise




		· Team includes


· Necessary methodological expertise


· Context-specific knowledge


· Evaluation experience


· Interpersonal/negotiating skills


· Plan avoids potential conflict of interest



		· Have you gathered contextual evidence (history, stakeholders, program design) on the initiative to be evaluated?


· Have you conducted a review of the literature appropriate to the evaluation question?


· What strategies have you used to explore evaluation alternatives and develop consensus among partners?


· Have data management/sharing contingencies been considered?

		5. Preparatory work completed




		· Proposal demonstrates understanding of context and issue to be evaluated


· Appropriate literature reviewed


· If collaborative evaluation


· Evidence of planning meetings with partners


· Letters of support indicate collaborative development to date


· Data management plan in place 



		· What format (logic model, textual description) would best describe the initiative & its program theory?


· How does evaluation reflect the program theory of action?


· Have evaluation partners been involved in developing the description?

		6. Clear description of initiative to be evaluated




		· Clear description of program, process, or product to be evaluated & logical connections between program components


· Theory of action linked to evaluation plan.






		· Are the parameters of the evaluation well defined?


· Have you developed a clear, concise description of the purpose of the evaluation component?


· Is the evaluation focus appropriate for this point of development of the initiative?


· How do you see the evaluation being used, and by whom?

		7. Clearly stated evaluation purpose and focus 

		· Parameters of evaluation are well defined Clear description of evaluation purpose


· Purpose and focus appropriate for stage of development of initiative


· Plan for use of evaluation findings



		· Have intended users been involved in developing the questions? 


· Are questions appropriate for the stage of development of the initiative?


· Can the questions be addressed within time frame and resources available?

		8. Clear evaluation questions

		· Evaluation questions clearly stated


· Evaluation questions appropriate for stated purpose of the evaluation


· Evaluation questions can be feasibly addressed with the expertise, time and resources available



		· Are methods appropriate for the questions?


· Have you identified data sources, and received any necessary approvals?


· Are any selected indicators appropriate, valid and robust?

		9. Appropriate methods 




		· Methods appropriate for evaluation questions


· Evidence of approval for use of data sources


· Indicators appropriate, valid and robust



		· Why is the purpose, focus, questions, methods you have selected the most appropriate in this situation?


· How will you control bias? Analyze data? Determine the contribution of the initiative to identified results?


· Have you identified the specific challenges presented in this evaluation? 

		10. Overall quality of design 




		· Congruence between the evaluation purpose, evaluation questions, and methods 


· Evidence key evaluation issues (attribution/ contribution, the ‘personal factor’, economic evaluation, sharing contentious findings) considered in design


· Plan optimizes learning that could result from the research proposal



		· Have you outlined evaluation roles & responsibilities clearly?


· Have you demonstrated that you have the needed team expertise?


· Are roles and future involvement of partners clear?

		11. Expertise and roles clearly articulated




		· It is clear who will be conducting evaluation activities


· Evidence of appropriate team skill and experience


· Appropriate incorporation of knowledge users & evaluation partners



		· What is your plan for keeping team members informed of progress?


· How will you develop a plan for evaluation result dissemination? Why is it appropriate for this evaluation?

		12. Communication plan




		· Plan for ongoing communication as evaluation progresses


· End of project dissemination appropriate for evaluation topic and focus.



		· Are you familiar with guidelines and principles for conducting evaluations?


· What are the ethical review requirements for this specific evaluation (REB, sponsoring organization?)


· What potential ethical challenges will be presented by this evaluation? How will you address them?


· Have ethical issues related to collaborative engagement been considered? 

		13. Ethical issues addressed




		· Requirements for appropriate REB & organizational review considered and addressed 


· Potential ethical issues (e.g. Impact on clients, staff, organization) considered 


· Ethical considerations of collaborative approaches are fully considered 








APPENDIX A

SAMPLE EVALUTION PLANNING MATRIX


A. Background


Summary of initiative


B. Evaluation Purpose


Why is evaluation being undertaken?


C. Intended Use of Evaluation


How will results be used?


D. Intended Users


Who are intended users of the evaluation?


What other stakeholders should be involved in some way?


E. Evaluation Focus 


		1. Proposed Evaluation Questions

		2. Comments/ Notes


Sub-questions

		3. Possible Methods

		4. Data Sources

		5. Potential    Indicators

		6. Responsibility/


Resources



		IMPLEMENTATION EVALUATION 



		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		



		IMPROVEMENT ORIENTED EVALUATION 



		

		

		

		

		 

		



		

		

		

		

		

		



		OUTCOME/IMPACT EVALUATION 



		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		



		DEVELOPMENTAL EVALUATION 



		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		





APPENDIX B


SAMPLE EVALUTION PLANNING MATRIX: 


UNASSIGNED PATIENTS


A. Background


The provincial health department has requested an evaluation of the different models of medical care currently provided for unassigned patients (patients without a family physician to follow their care in hospital) in three regional hospitals. The health region has established a Steering Committee to guide the evaluation and ensure that the concerns of all stakeholders are represented. This committee has commissioned a review of the relevant literature; however this review did not provide clear guidance for service design in the context of this health region. Through the process of site visits, hospital staff have identified a number of concerns that they hope will be explored through evaluation activities.


B. Evaluation Purpose


· To respond to the request of the provincial government to determine whether the models developed by the sites were a) effective in providing care to unassigned patients, and b) were sustainable.

· To identify strengths and needed improvements of each program.


· To explore both program specific and system issues that may be affecting timely and quality care for medical patients. 


In this improvement oriented evaluation, there is no intent to select one ‘best model’, but rather to identify strengths and limitations of each strategy with the objective of assisting in improving quality of all service models. 


C. Intended Use of Evaluation


This evaluation will be used by staff of the department of health to inform decisions about continued funding of the programs; by site senior management to strengthen their specific services; and by regional senior management to guide ongoing planning.


D. Intended Users


Knowledge users are identified as Department of Health staff, hospital site management, regional senior management and regional and site physician and nurse leadership.


E. Evaluation Focus 


A goals free evaluation focus will be adopted. It will focus on what is actually happening within each of the identified models.


		1.Proposed Evaluation Questions

		2.Comments/Notes


Sub-questions

		3.Possible Methods

		4.Data Sources

		5.Potential Indicators

		6.Responsibility/


Resources



		PRE-EVALUATION PLANNING



		How do each of the current models actually function in practice?

		The health department has identified confusion about the structure and process of each of the models.

		Collaborative development of program descriptions


Creation of patient flow diagrams

		Medical Director and Nurse leader at each site

		NA

		Evaluator



		What evaluation questions are of most concern at each of the hospital sites?

		What are the questions that hospital leadership would like addressed in the evaluation? 


What are the issues of most concern to hospital staff?

		Site visits


Staff consultations  

		Nurses and staff of Emergency Department (ED); ward staff;  physician leadership

		NA

		Evaluator, in collaboration with medical directors and regional ED director.



		IMPROVEMENT ORIENTED



		What are the perspectives of physicians, nurses, and  allied health staff on the strengths and limitations of each of the models?




		Are the models working as they should?


Are physicians open to changing the model they are working in? 


What is the impact of each model on patient satisfaction, continuity of care, and quality of care?


What are the advantages of each model?


What are the needed improvements in each model?

		Focus groups with physician, nurse & allied health groups (each site).


Individual interviews with medical directors; regional leadership

		Research literature on theorized characteristics of each model


Physicians in each model, ED physicians & staff, ward nurses, allied health staff, site executives, regional nursing, family practice and internal medicine leadership

		NA

		Regional librarian


Release time provided by each site.


Evaluator to coordinate and conduct activities



		What is the impact on patients and families of each model?

		How do patients experience care in each model?


How important is it to patients and family members that care is provided by the same physician? That physicians are available on a 24 hour basis?


What are the implications for discharge planning and follow up?

		Focus group with Patient Advisory Committees


Telephone interviews with identified caregivers


Interviews with patient representatives

		Patients, patient family caregivers


Site-based patient representatives

		NA

		Evaluator, site based patient advisory committees



		Are the theorized advantages of each model experienced in practice? 

		Does model X result in reduced length of stay? In fewer admissions? Are there fewer readmissions with model Y?

		Analysis of evaluation findings along with benefits reported in the research literature


Focus groups with physician, nurse, allied health staff; patients


Analysis of hospital administrative data

		Research literature


Hospital admin data


Focus group transcripts




		 Length of stay (ED), 


Length of stay (medical ward)


Average # patients admitted vs. # patients seen in ER


Readmission rates (30 days)

		Evaluator, regional librarian


Data analysis conducted by heath information managers



		Are current data collection systems adequate to support outcome comparison of the three programs? 

		Is it appropriate to compare admitting and LOS data of hospitals with different patient populations?


Can an economic evaluation be conducted?

		Review of hospital data systems


Review of provincial physician reimbursement data

		Site information systems


Health information managers (site and ministry)

		NA

		Evaluator



		What changes should be recommended to improve the care delivered for each model?

		What aspects of models are working well? What areas require further investigation? Are there any areas that require immediate intervention? 

		Analysis of all data provided.


Review of preliminary conclusions by Steering Committee

		All data collected. Steering Committee members

		NA

		Evaluator 







Activities





Participation





Inputs





Outputs





Long-term





Medium





Short





Outcomes





Program Investments








� CIHR defines a knowledge user as “an individual who is likely to be able to use the knowledge generated through research to make informed decisions about health policies, programs and/or practices” (www.cihr-irsc.gc.ca/e/39033.html#Knowledge-Users).


� In integrated knowledge translation “researchers and research users work together to shape the research process by collaborating to determine the research questions, deciding on the methodology, being involved in data collection and tools development, interpreting the findings, and helping disseminate the research results” (www.cihr-irsc.gc.ca/e/39033.html).


	







